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vAbstract
The ever growing quantity of online text produced makes it increasingly chal-
lenging to find new important or useful information. This is especially so
when topics of potential interest are not known a-priori, such as in “breaking
news stories”. This thesis examines techniques for detecting the emergence
of new, interesting information in Social Media. It sets the investigation in
the context of a hypothetical knowledge discovery and acquisition system,
and addresses two objectives. The first objective addressed is the detection of
new topics. The second is filtering of non-informative text from Social Media.
A rolling time-slicing approach is proposed for discovery, in which daily fre-
quencies of nouns, named entities, and multiword expressions are compared
to their expected daily frequencies, as estimated from previous days using a
Poisson model. Trending features, those showing a significant surge in use,
in Social Media are potentially interesting. Features that have not shown a
similar recent surge in News are selected as indicative of new information.
It is demonstrated that surges in nouns and news entities can be detected
that predict corresponding surges in mainstream news. Co-occurring trend-
ing features are used to create clusters of potentially topic-related documents.
Those formed from co-occurrences of named entities are shown to be the most
topically coherent.
Machine learning based filtering models are proposed for finding informa-
tive text in Social Media. News/Non-News and Dialogue Act models are
explored using the News annotated Redites corpus of Twitter messages. A
simple 5-act Dialogue scheme, used to annotate a small sample thereof, is pre-
sented. For both News/Non-News and Informative/Non-Informative clas-
sification tasks, using non-lexical message features produces more discrimi-
native and robust classification models than using message terms alone. The
combination of all investigated features yield the most accurate models.
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1Chapter 1
The Systematic Acquisition of New
Knowledge
1.1 Setting the scene
Consider a world in which billions of people are communicating with one another
via the medium of online social media. There are multiple reasons for their com-
munications, from simply chatting with one another, through to informing their
readership of events they have observed or are involved in. In such a world one
could consider these authors as noisy sensors of what is going on. Reading the mes-
sages produced may give the reader insight into new events and yield new facts and
beliefs. The gathering of intelligence from what is written is an activity found in var-
ious domains. A popular image of intelligence gathering is it is a national security
function of governments, but it is also to be found in businesses (such as in market
assessment), emergency response co-ordination, and journalism. In all these cases
there is a need to distill relevant facts from non-curated text, and there is far more
material than can be read and analysed by those people engaged in such activities.
The internet contains a wealth of information. In its early days it exhibited rapid
growth, which was curtailed somewhat by the “dot com crash” in 2001 and 2002,
although the conclusion that such growth is continual may be contentious as the
diversity of publishing avenues has increased from simple web-site hosting to en-
compass various types of content publishing services1 . What is not so open to ar-
gument is that provided content is changing all the time (Brewington and Cybenko,
2000). Not only are there web sites dedicated to providing information on particular
topics with reference to people, organisations, places etc. such as journals, papers,
and news stories, but also forums, newsgroups, and social network site pages. In
these website services, individuals constantly add to the information (and possibly
mis-information) on the web.
A significant downside to this growth and diversity in online written content
is that there is simply too much material produced to be read, much of which is
unlikely to be of interest or relevant to the reader. Search capabilities based on
1See www.caslon.com.au/metricsguide.htm for an overview of trends in the Internet
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key words and document relevance ranking, often employing relevance feedback
(Ruthven and Lalmas, 2003), page rank (Langville and Meyer, 2005), or a combi-
nation thereof (Bharat and Henzinger, 1998), provide satisfactory retrieval of doc-
uments on a specified subject. However, what if the subject of interest is not well
specified? Without the anchors of search keys, how might the vast quantity of text
be cut down such that potentially important new information about the world may
more easily be discerned?
Information here may be taken to mean that which permits the reader to conclude
some fact about the world from a piece of text. That fact may be explicit, i.e. directly
stated by the text, as in “Alice met Bob”. A reader may also infer information. For
example, on reading “Celia was also there with Bob”, the reader may infer that Alice
also met Celia. We may consider this information to be implicit.
Information may be considered to be new if it permits the reader to establish facts
not previous known by the reader. Being potentially new information for a reader
is not in itself sufficient to make it newsworthy, however. To be reported in news
media, one would expect the information to also be of interest to the readership.
For this one might expect the information to have some importance, some potential
consequence(s) for the audience. For large mainstream news media organisations,
or even smaller specialist domain interests, one would also expect that the audience
would be fairly large in number. Global news events, for example, may impact thou-
sands if not millions of people, and therefore are important and of interest to those
people.
Information expressed in textual documents could result in a range of potential
interest across the potential readership, and its interestingness to that readership
may be characterised by whether or not the readers establish new knowledge. The
latter becomes less likely as the age of the information increases. Figure 1.1 illustrates
these two dimensions. One may also imagine a third dimension, one of importance,
which could be described as the scale of consequence for the reader given the new
information. One may assume that trivial facts are not important and therefore not
of interest. “News” in this thesis, then, should be taken to mean new information
that is likely to be of interest to a wide readership. News events are those things
that happen in the world that are considered to be important enough by reporters to
report them.
In the domain of news events, it is easy to find reports of current events as the
news has already been published: there are plenty of well known websites that re-
port the news. But news aggregation is not without its dangers. Such is the success
of simply republishing stories, that in some instances journalists have found it hard
or too demanding to validate their information, as illustrated by the example of the
“Black screen of death” story regarding a seemingly fatally flawed security patch
from Microsoft, November 2009. This story was widely reported in online technol-
ogy news sites, but only after several days, and following checks by Microsoft, did
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FIGURE 1.1: Newness and interest in Information
it emerge that the story originated from a single blog entry posted by a little known
computer security company. Microsoft, which had not been contacted until after
the story had been published, found that the patch was not at fault at all.2 Another
potential issue with news aggregation, but not one addressed in this work, is the
potential for its manipulation that some commentators have remarked upon.3.
One might envisage a journalist as an example of the type of user interested in
automated detection of new information. One in search of the scoop on the next big
story would be interested in the novel: pieces of information that belong together
within a domain of interest, that are not well associated already (although parts of
the picture may be). There are stories which consist of editorial reproductions of
what has appeared in an informal write-up, but these are not likely the source of a
scoop. In a similar way, a press release, or a publicised event is unlikely to be the
sole source of a unique story for the investigative journalist. In each of these cases
the information is already there explicitly for the journalist. All he or she has to do
is write it up as a news report. The interesting cases are where the journalist has to
piece parts of the story together from multiple sources where the connections may be
implicit rather than explicit. For example, different blogs by several people with jobs
in drug companies stating that their authors have quit or are looking for alternative
employment may be evidence for increasing dissatisfaction with working conditions
in the pharmaceutical industry.
The process of establishing that there may be a story to be told is one of collating
pieces of related information that have some significance collectively. The facts may
be statements that have been made a significant number of times independently
but not (yet) reported in the press. Alternatively, the interest may lie in implicit
connections between independent pieces of information, as in the establishment of
a link between magnesium deficiency and migraine although no such connection
had been explicitly made (Swanson, 1988). Another possibility could be viewed as a
2Fittingly the history of this episode is reported in a blog:
www.zdnet.com/article/what-the-black-screen-of-death-story-says-about-tech-journalism/
3A blog commentary on this potential danger:
www.zdnet.com/article/a-troubling-new-form-of-media-manipulation/
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meta-informational basis for a story; that is, aspects of the publishing of connected
information rather than the information itself.
A specific example of this phenomenon occurred following the attacks on the
World Trade Twin Towers and the Pentagon building in 2001. At first the news
stories centred on the attacks themselves. However, in public fora, newsgroups etc.
speculation arose about responsibility for the attacks, i.e. conspiracy theories began
to emerge, often purporting the U.S. authorities to be the true responsible party. This
“angle” on the events of September 11th 2001 then became a story in its own right, i.e.
the emergence of conspiracy theories. For example, within two weeks of the attacks
the BBC reported on this in an online article “Why we need conspiracy theories”4,
prompted in part, according to the article, by enquiries made by the public to the
BBC as to the validity of conspiracy claims.
What are sought after, therefore, are informational patterns present in collections
of text corpora that have not been reported in traditional news outlets (or other es-
tablished reference sources). One could view a process of discovering such patterns
as data mining "unstructured" information. Previously undetected patterns would
constitute new connections and therefore new information (at least as far as widely
accepted knowledge, here represented as that reported in the mass media).
Does such information exist outside of curated news reports? Although, as noted
above, much information comes from direct reports of events, press briefings, or
from editorial re-issues, there are cases where information of interest to the mass
media organisations emerges from other sources before it is picked up and pub-
lished by them. A study of social media and news coverage covering August and
September 2008 looking for emergence of phrases found a few such cases (Leskovec,
Backstrom, and Kleinberg, 2009). For example there is a news story about Clarion
financing the DVD distribution of the film "Obsession: Radical Islam’s War against
the West". A significant proportion of the discussion surrounding this story, about
38%, occurred in blogs over a week before the story was reported in the mainstream
media. Consequently, the question arises as to whether the emergence of this story
could be automatically predicted before the mass media picked it up. One particu-
lar field that attracts considerable discussion where information and speculation can
pre-empt a news story (in part because the the area is known to be of interest) is that
of popular sport. In the UK professional football is just one example where discus-
sion surrounding team performances is common place in web fora and blogs. Poor
performance will often result in heated debate and continuation of such may lead
to managers being sacked, which naturally is a news story. An example of this can
be seen in the run-up to Liverpool FC’s sacking of their manager in January 2011:
speculation was already rife by October 2010 about Roy Hodgson after a poor start
to the season. A couple of stories were published with Hodgson publicly expressing
4see http://www.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/1561199.stm
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indignation and the revelation of a £3 million sack clause in his contact in mid Oc-
tober, but it is the amount of speculation later in the year that is interesting. Using
Google with the search ’Liverpool "sack Hodgson"’ one finds about 495 results for
November 2010. Some of these are comments on a media company’s website, but
the lead story is about a match, not the manager’s position. The result is similar for
December. In Janauary the results for each day of the first two weeks are shown
in Figure 1.2. The first mass media news story picked up was published on the 6th
with the ‘Daily Telegraph’ reporting that many fans were demanding Hodgson go;
the ‘Guardian’ emphasising the lack of official comment from the club. Hodgson
was sacked on the 8th. On this day we see the postings peak with mass media con-
tributions, including Reuters’, being published. What is of note though is the rise
in numbers of postings prior to the event that could lead one to predict it (as was
done by some following the match on the 6th). Finding that the concept of "sack"
was increasingly used in connection with "Liverpool" and "Hodgson" could poten-
tially lead one to discover this would be a distinct possibility and certainly that an
increasing number of fans felt it should have been. It is interesting to note here that
the information detected is the amount of belief in an imminent sacking, not the
sacking itself, whereas the mass media story is of the actual sacking.
FIGURE 1.2: Google search results by day in January 2011 for "Liverpool sack
Hodgson"
Going beyond this, could implicit connections (potentially via chains of relation-
ships) of interest to the press or other investigative bodies, be found automatically?
This second question is a harder one for consideration as cases would involve col-
lating information deduced from making (or discovering) connections that were not
explicitly stated beforehand. It is only after the case (or the consequences thereof)
that one can see the evidence was there. The investigator first reporting the new
information is the agent of its creation in explicit form. Such knowledge discovery
may not occur before consequential events expose the facts though. Information
discovery in this context may be viewed as a forensic activity.
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Recent high profile examples of stories where indicative information was found
to be available before the story broke include the collapses of Enron and Lehman
Brothers. Could automated analysis of public communications have predicted that
Enron’s position was fraudulent, and that the complicity of Andersen consultants
would unravel? Could the credit crunch have been predicted? There were com-
mentators who were predicting trouble ahead beforehand, but financial forecasting
is notorious for its variety in sentiment and success. Was there anything different in
published material that would differentiate the impending crisis from normal nega-
tive sentiment?
Techniques for discovering new information through finding patterns of implicit
connections between documents would therefore be useful not only for finding po-
tential new stories, but also for detecting abnormal or suspicious patterns in pub-
lished information. Further, such techniques could therefore be of assistance in
forensic examination of textual evidence. Discovery of implicit information was not
attempted in this work, the focus being on explicit propositional information. How-
ever accumulation of explicit information could be a useful precursor, potentially
through chaining common subjects and objects in the form of a graph, say.
Given, then, that new stories and new angles on events emerge, yielding new
information, could one construct a retrieval / filtering method that will allow the
discovery of new information of interest? A method that with access to the Internet
could have allowed one to predict the emergence of the 9/11 conspiracy theories as
an interesting story in its own right (beyond the usual noise of those that believe a
government, U.S. or other, is behind some atrocity) for example?
One may consider the eventual objective to be the systematic accumulation of
knowledge about the world given some domain of interest where recent and current
additions are likely to be of most interest. Information would be constantly arriving
in the form of textual documents, reports and messages. The user of such a system
would be able to quickly identify new relevant information – propositions which
were not previously in the knowledge base but related to key entities and concepts.
The relationships between entities and concepts stored in the knowledge base
could connect them in the form of a graph. Analysis of this graph could enable the
discovery of new information by means of detecting new relational links, and chains
thereof. A complete system would extract propositional information from text and
populate a knowledge graph, i.e. a graph of connected facts and hypotheses about
the world, such that the graph could be used to answer questions. Questions could
be about specific entities in the graph, but they could also seek new facts (or asser-
tions) that have been added to the graph since a given point in the graph’s history.
It is typically desired that a knowledge base or knowledge graph contains verified
facts. However in a developing situation it would also be useful to include asser-
tions such that competing propositions may be compared. Such propositions may
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be assertions in arguments for and against some other proposition. In this case the
graph may be used as the basis for abstractive summarisation and comparison of
people’s arguments in stances towards some issue.
Another example application in which facts may not be substantiated but in which
accumulation for analysis would be useful is in emergency response co-ordination,
where the situation may be rapidly evolving with media outlets, whether social or
mainstream, providing multiple “sensory” information. The combination of this
information may provide the basis for analysis and decision making about where
best to focus relief activities and what those activities need to be.
In situations where information is sought from social media there is a need to re-
duce the noise in the information that would form the input. There are two main
reasons. Firstly there is simply the need to maximise the efficiency of the system by
minimising the amount of data presented to the system that is not intended to inform
readers. Secondly there is the need to reduce the chance of erroneous information
that may arise from processing noisy data. A processing step that identified pas-
sages of text that contained propositions, as distinct from those that perform other
pragmatic intents or dialogue acts, would therefore be useful as a preprocessor. For
example, compare the two following sentences:
“Acme Industrials has opened a new factory in mainland China.”
“Could Acme Industrials expand its operations to tap into the market
China offers?”
The first sentence makes an explicit statement, referring to both subject and object.
However, the second sentence does not express information, rather it poses a ques-
tion, and its presence in a discovery system could result in unwarranted attention
in the subject concerned. Its removal could improve accuracy in statistical methods
for detecting significant trends, and reduce processing in argument and predicate
mining for knowledge base and knowledge graph population.
In the overall system envisaged, Social Media is considered to be a source of new
information, but one that is very noisy. Including text feature based filtering for ex-
plicitly informative messages in the processing flow would increase the likelihood
that the filtered text imparts something useful. Established sources and already ac-
cumulated knowledge would provide a background of expected references to the
world of interest, and facts relating them. Unexpected references might reflect re-
ports of new events or facts. Comparison of references in Social Media to the back-
ground could, then, be used as the basis of a ‘novelty’ filter. The output of this stage
would yield the text more likely to contain novel information which could then be
promoted to the user and passed to an information extraction stage for ingestion
into the knowledge base. The full flow is illustrated in Figure 1.3. This thesis focuses
on potential filtering methods in such a system, prior to proposition extraction and
ingest into a knowledge base.
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FIGURE 1.3: Detecting new information in a knowledge acquisition system.
(Dashed red box outlines thesis focus.)
A question arising from the scenario presented is what constitutes new informa-
tion? What may be new to one user might already be known to another. (Indeed it
is presumably known by the author of its written statement!) As Feng and Allan,
(2007) notes, in accumulating information on some topic, people remember what
they have already ascertained – it is necessary for that task! They are only really
interested, then, in messages with information new to them (or providing further
evidence for them with which to establish their knowledge). An automated knowl-
edge accumulation system is unlikely to have the same prior knowledge as any one
user. However, in an unlimited system, one could envisage a system accumulating
knowledge such that statistically what was most new for most users could be esti-
mated, using the mainstream media as a source for what was well known. It could
also employ user feedback to increase accuracy and enable ‘tuning’ to specific user
domains.
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Another challenge with distilling facts about the world from communications is
that human languages allow information to be transmitted in multiple different
ways. In discourse one may refer to an established entity indirectly. The context
should provide the receiver with sufficient information to resolve who or what the
referent is. Co-reference resolution seeks to anchor references to entities, but this is
not a focus of the work here. It is assumed that in addressing a wide audience an
author will make clear that which is being referred to through necessity, and that
resolving arguments to propositions may be carried out as part of subsequent pred-
icate processing.
1.2 Objectives
This thesis seeks to contribute in two ways towards the development of automated
knowledge acquisition from social media: (1) by addressing the need to filter out
messages that do not contain propositional information, and (2) by proposing a
method for detecting potentially new assertions. The veracity of information de-
clared, and the identification of entities to which the information relates, are beyond
the scope of this work, being challenging problems in their own right.
The envisaged knowledge discovery and acquisition system shown in Figure 1.3
provided the context for the work carried out. The focal points for the investigation
in this thesis are outlined by the central dashed box. Given that, in order to discover
what is new to a user, there needs to be some representation of what the user already
knows, the expectation is that a user of the system would specify what they know.
This could be through some formal representation (e.g. current knowledge graph),
a corpus of documents, or a combination thereof. Assuming mainstream news con-
tains information considered to be of wide interest, it was decided to use documents
from these sources as a proxy for a user’s knowledge. This also has the advantage of
being a growing source of information, analogous to a user’s expanding knowledge.
As the thesis revolves around finding new interesting information in Social Me-
dia, corresponding example source documents were required for comparison with
news media. Social Media comprises any media provided by individuals for sharing
amongst and communicating with any interested parties. For this thesis, though, it
was decided to restrict the source type to blogs as one might expect these to be gen-
erally intended to inform a wide readership. It was decided to restrict further to
Microblog messages for filtering experiments, as these naturally lend themselves to
posts with singular intents.
The first objective of the study was to investigate whether or not it was possi-
ble to find documents containing new interesting information through a statistical
model of nominal references in the source texts. The second objective was to find
out if interesting stories were more likely to be found if references were refined to
include just mentions of named entities and concepts. To meet these objectives it was
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decided to construct statistical models and use them to prioritise subjects and docu-
ments for inspection, investigating how well the models predicted information later
found as “interesting” (assuming news to be a reasonable proxy). The hypothesis
here is:
H1: Some documents containing new information can be found through an unex-
pected number of references to named entities and concepts.
H1null: References to named entities and concepts are no more frequent when re-
lated new information emerges than the average rate of mentions.
The next objective was concerned with reducing the amount of processing that
would be required for, and reducing the potential noise inherent in, the source ma-
terial for the discovery system. One might expect the types of words used, and the
way in which that are used, would help indicate that a message is intended to impart
information, rather than perform some other function (such as posing a question).
Features corresponding to these aspects of a message are those other than the sur-
face, lexical, form of the words used. Extracted features of text other than the con-
stituent words themselves, can be characterised, then, as being non-lexical. Could
an effective filter model be constructed from extracted features to select sentences
that are explicitly informative? If so, are such models more effective than those con-
structed from words alone? To answer these questions, it was decided to employ
machine learning methods to build models based on the diverse collection of fea-
tures extracted form the source text. The main hypothesis tested in developing the
approach follows:
H2: Sentences asserting information may be distinguished from those intended to
perform other functions using non-lexical features.
H2null: Non-lexical characteristics of a message carry no information on whether
or not that message conveys an explicit statement.
An automated system would require features upon which to operate. Feature ex-
traction from source documents, both from the Social Media that is the focus for
this work, and the news that is a proxy for a user’s knowledge, was therefore a
requirement for the investigation. Text may exhibit many features and there are
correspondingly many tools and approaches for processing documents to find and
measure them. In this work it was decided to focus on words likely to be references
to subjects and objects – things that authors would mention when asserting facts.
The rationale for this was that one would need to tell an audience what the informa-
tion is about and what it is in relation to! Therefore it was necessary to identify and
extract mentions of named entities, and nouns in general, from the source texts.
One may observe that the envisaged system also postulates a filter to select only
the text that makes assertions. It was expected that textual features regarding the
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syntactic roles words played, rather than just the words themselves, would be re-
quired to distinguish the intent to inform from other purposes in a sentence. Further
shallow syntactic feature extraction was also needed for the study.
As described above, experiments to establish whether or not the proposed meth-
ods meet the objectives herein required a collection of features to be extracted and
calculated for the input texts. Largely it was possible to find and use established
tools. However it was found that no suitable tool to extract multiword nominal ref-
erences was available at the time of the study. A further objective, therefore, was to
construct a feature extractor for multiword expressions.
The objectives of this thesis, then, were to advance approaches to select and dis-
cover text in Social Media that conveys new interesting information. To meet these
objectives, the goals were to understand whether or not features of text, other than
the words used, carry useful information for these purposes.
1.3 Contributions and Publications
During the course of work carried out for this thesis, software was developed,
data annotated, and analysis carried out. Some of this work has been pub-
lished and made available to the wider community. Work was carried out to de-
velop a Multiword Extraction tool in support of feature extraction, described in
Chapter 5, and reported in Dewdney, (2017a). The tool itself is available from
https://github.com/NDewdney/extraction. Some of the results from the
analysis of Named Entities and Nouns in Weblogs and Online News described in
Chapter 6 were reported in Dewdney, (2012). Some results from the discovery pro-
cesses analysed were described at CiCling 2015, as reported in Dewdney, (2015). A
paper reporting on experiments contributing to the exploration of News filtering
was published in Dewdney, (2017b).
1.4 Structure of the thesis
The rest of this thesis is organised into three main parts. The chapters comprising
the first part provide the background and set the context for the research. The main
body of the work is then presented, detailing the investigations undertaken and the
results obtained. Finally a review and conclusion of the thesis is given. Appendices
follow.
Chapter 2 provides the relevant computational natural language processing back-
ground for the research undertaken for this thesis. Chapter 3 describes the relevant
work undertaken in related fields prior to and up to the present day state of the art.
Chapter 4 outlines and provides motivation for the approaches taken in the inves-
tigation. Chapter 5 describes the methods selected for detecting and extracting the
features used in the experiments carried out. It also provides an evaluation of the
tool developed to extract Multiword Expressions from Social Media.
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Chapter 6 provides an analysis of the use of nominal references in online blogs
and mainstream news media. Chapter 7 returns to the theme of news, examining
the systematic detection of propositions and information of potential news value in
microblogs.
Concluding, Chapter 8 provides a formal summary of the thesis and a discussion
of remaining challenges and promising future directions in knowledge discovery.
1.5 Summary
This chapter has introduced the problem of discovering new interesting information
from within an ever-increasing amount of online text. Curated reporting and infor-
mational articles now form only a fraction of this material; Social media, including
weblogs and microblogging, serve more purposes than informing a general reader-
ship. Yet important and useful information may be found in amongst this content.
If the object to which new information should be relevant is known then searching
by keyword(s) is well established; the problem arises when one doesn’t know what
to look for.
Journalistic research was introduced as an example where information discovery
can be useful. The creation of news stories was described as a collation of connected
pieces of relevant information, either on or about a related aspect of the central topic.
Examples were given that show that sometimes this information exists in online text
prior to the creation of the news story. The text may alert the reader to interesting
facts, although the significance may only be discovered after a subsequent event,
such as the collapse of the Enron corporation. It was argued that automated discov-
ery of potentially significant information could be valuable to journalists, but also in
other scenarios involving intelligence gathering such as in disaster response.
A knowledge acquisition system was envisaged in which pieces of information
were extracted from text and connected in a knowledge graph. However the chal-
lenges that such a system would face include the sheer volume of online text,
whether or not the intention behind the text is to inform the readers, and the ve-
racity of imparted information. Filtering streams of online text for that which is
more likely to impart information about the world, and discovery of potentially sig-
nificant and interesting propositions, would therefore be useful initial steps towards
such a system. This provides the motivation for the research described in this thesis.
Two main hypotheses explored in the thesis, along with supporting hypotheses,
were put forward. These were that documents containing new interesting infor-
mation can be found through an unexpected number of references to entities and
concepts, and that sentences asserting information may be distinguished from those
intended to perform other functions using non-lexical features.
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The next chapter describes the relevant ideas and techniques in text and natural
language processing, providing the context for the research described in the later
chapters.
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Chapter 2
Communication of knowledge
through text
In Chapter 1 the idea of an automatic knowledge discovery and acquisition system
was introduced. This provides the context and motivation for this thesis. This chap-
ter explores the relevant ideas and concepts involved in how such a system might
function. It considers the function of documents, how they are used to impart in-
formation to readers, and temporal effects that may be observed as the world, and
its documentation, evolve. It then moves on to approaches to systematically extract
and represent that information, before outlining some of the challenges posed in
identifying factually true information.
The chapter concludes with a summary.
2.1 Concepts, topics, and interestingness
This thesis posits that there is information that will be new and interesting about
things in the world to be found in documents produced in Social Media. People
write about things to impart information about them, often in messages, articles,
and documents. It seems reasonable therefore that a system intended to find new
information about things in the world should be able to capture what it is that peo-
ple have written about. (It is worth noting that they may write messages for other
purposes, such as requests for further information, however these are not of interest
here.) What people write about, the subject matter, is often considered to have a fo-
cus that is thought of as the topic of the written text; the things being written about
are typically related to the topic. But what defines a topic?
Information regarding a topic could be connected to (about) an item, or a col-
lection of items, real or abstract; it may refer to relationships or events that would
involve them, or qualities ascribable to them. In fact anything that one can refer to
could have information associated with it by the act of reference in association with
something else. Such things are termed concepts. (Note that concepts are not neces-
sarily atomic, nor a specialisation of a more general concept, but are often treated as
such. For example one may refer to a “Football Club”. The linguistic expression is
made up of many constituent parts, but the concept is the club in its entirety itself.)
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As one may refer to something by different means we may consider a concept to
be an abstract construct, an idea of something. For example we could conceive of the
concept of “running” – the action, or “a runner” – the actor, definitions that them-
selves invoke further concepts, i.e. “action” and “actor”. Out of necessity of commu-
nicating the idea, the concepts here have labels from a natural language (English),
but there is the notion that concepts are somehow independent of the language that
is used to refer to them1. This model of concepts is similar to that of ‘topic map’
that postulates topics as existential interconnected features in Plato’s ideal world
(Pepper, 1999).
Entities can be thought of as physical instantiations of concepts, named or other-
wise referred to, be they real or imagined. It might not be possible to physically
instantiate all concepts, however, although even more abstract concepts, such as
“thinking” for example, could be considered as instantiated in actual events.
If a system is to detect information about things from the documents imparting
that information, then it will need to have some notion of how people refer to those
things. One may refer to one specific thing by name. One may indicate a generic
class. One may also refer to a specific member of the class, often by means of a
definite article, as in “the man on the left of the group in the picture”. Bertrand
Russell considered the specificity of references to things in developing his theory of
descriptions (Russell, 1905). He divided denoting phrases into three classes: those
that denote non-existent things, those that denote one definite object, and those that
denote ambiguously. Denoting phrases can pose an issue because the same object
can be referred to by different phrases. Co-reference resolution is the task to grouping
all denoting phrases that refer to the same thing or concept. Russell defines definite
descriptions as those denote phrases that uniquely specify an individual. Various uses
of definite descriptions have been identified, for example see Hawkins, (2015), and
Prince, (1992). Classes include: new entity introduction, direct anaphora where the
head noun is identical to that of an antecedent description, and bridging expressions
in which there is an antecedent reference but head nouns differ. One might expect
definite descriptions to be largely anaphoric, but a study of articles from the Wall
Street Journal Poesio and Vieira, (1998) found that they were used to introduce new
entities about 50% of the time.
A text, or discourse, that imparts information, then, can be said to be about some-
thing, and in so doing makes references to concepts which may be specified by name.
This thing is often referred to as the ‘topic’ of the text and is intuitively appealing as
it encapsulates the idea of a unified coherent discourse about that thing. Although
we are not attempting to identify ‘topic’ in attempting to find expressions of new
information, it is relevant then. Information pertains to something – a concept or set
of concepts.
1Although, since conceptualisation can be thought of as a set of labels standing for descriptions of
the concepts, just how independent of language they really are is open to debate.
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Although, there is no standard definition of a topic that can be precisely computed
(in their text on discourse analysis, Brown and Yule, (1983) assert that “formal at-
tempts to identify topics are doomed to failure. . . ’, for the purposes of the work here
we shall want to consider the set of concepts referred to by the text of a document.
We are interested in information imparted by documents irrespective of whether
that information is pertinent to what they are about. We are not so much interested
in finding multiple documents with information on the ‘same topic’ as finding infor-
mation linked to some established topic – i.e. a topic expansion. Similarly we are not
interested in sorting and labelling documents into some number of ‘topics’. We can
therefore treat each document as having a set of concepts, and focus our attention
on what information is being imparted.
There is a shortcoming with this understanding, however, which is that it does
not necessarily capture the focus of a discourse. ‘Topic’ is usually understood to
be the focal concept that the author wishes the reader to understand the text to be
‘about’. However, the focal concept itself may be missing from the text, as may be
other relevant concepts that are directly related. Consider the following for example:
“The sound of leather upon willow, a gentle warming breeze, and a refreshing pint.
Everyone has made it here and it is Sunday tomorrow. What could be better?”
This is readily understandable but could legitimately have numerous topics as-
signed. Many of the concepts are implied: “leather upon willow” suggests the game
of cricket, “a gentle warming breeze” suggests weather many people find pleasant,
and the day is Saturday. More information would certainly help the reader to under-
stand what the focus is, but given some knowledge of the world, the reader is able
glean information.
Admittedly this example has been contrived to illustrate the point, and many au-
thors, wanting the reader to understand what he or she is communicating, will be
explicit in stating what they are talking about. However, from a perspective of ef-
ficiency, it is desirable to communicate only that which needs to be communicated:
an author will assume the readership to have sufficient knowledge and capability to
understand what he/she has written. The author may also have assumed the reader
to have specific prior knowledge – a context in which to consider the information
presented that allows inference of the focal concept. Missing information is a prob-
lem, then, in traditional topic determination, but as we are not concerned with the
author’s focus this need not concern us unduly.
Another potential issue is that different readers may have different prior knowl-
edge and different information requirements. This will lead them potentially to have
a different focus than the author intended. One could view determination of the fo-
cal concept in a document as a summarisation process rather than a classification
one, and the idea of focussing a summary towards a user’s interest is one that has
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been explored (Dang, 2006). However, if interesting or useful information is im-
parted about something other than the focus, it is useful. Determination of focus is
not important for the system envisaged here.
The treatment of a document as a‘set of concepts’ presented above does give us a
potentially appealing interpretation of what constitutes ‘relevance’ in a document,
though. We may have a set of things, and relationships between them, that we are
interested in – i.e. a set of related concepts, or here a ‘topic’. A document would be
relevant to this topic if it imparts information that involves those things. It would
be potentially interesting if it imparted information that was not already known (the
converse being that a document imparting known information gives us nothing new,
bar potential affirmation).
Any piece of new information, i.e. that which extends the reader’s knowledge of
concepts of interest, has the potential to be useful. Whether that new information is
interesting itself, or not, is another matter.
What makes something interesting? It would seem that a necessary condition for a
piece of text to be interesting is that it imparts information to the reader that was not
previously known. This is not a sufficient condition, however, as a document may
express information not previously known but not of value to the reader. A second
necessary condition, therefore, is that the new information is relevant to the reader’s
interests. Conceptually we could see the reading of a document containing interest-
ing information as establishing new links between things the reader cares about. We
should also note that one piece of information may not be interesting in itself but be
a part of a larger set of informative items that when considered as a whole consti-
tutes interesting information. For example, one person leaving a company may not
be interesting, but the observation of many others also leaving the company may be
significant.
In the field of data mining, which deals with finding information in structured
data, Geng and Hamilton, (2006) note that there is no widespread agreement on
a formal definition of interestingness. However they suggest relevant criteria for
whether discovered patterns could be considered interesting: conciseness, the rela-
tive ease with which information can be understood; coverage, how widely the pat-
tern is repeated; reliability of the information; peculiarity, the distinctness from other
known patterns etc.; diversity in constituent elements; novelty, being knowledge not
inferable from other sources; surprise, being contrary to existing knowledge or ex-
pectations; utility, being contributory to reaching a goal; and applicability, being
knowledge that can be acted upon. It may not be necessary for all these factors to be
present for discovery of new interesting information in “unstructured” textual data,
although novelty, the degree to which the information or knowledge is not already
represented for the receiver, would seem to be a key factor.
Interesting information may also come from many sources, however. It could be
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well reported and therefore easily found. Discovery of this information would be
trivial. Here we are interested in discovering interesting information for the user
that is novel, i.e. that is only just beginning to emerge and therefore rare. Time of
creation and the amount of reference to the information are two important aspects,
then, in measuring novelty of information. For our purposes, information that is
already reported in the news-media will not be considered novel, nor that explicitly
stated in established reference material such as encyclopaedias.
The process of information discovery here, then, is the finding of documents that
when viewed collectively give the user previously unknown information about en-
tities and concepts of interest. We assume the known information is that previously
reported and/or present in the mainstream news media.
2.2 Speech acts and social setting
As indicated in 2.1, imparting information isn’t the only reason someone may write
something. A system for discovering new information from Social Media will need
to accommodate the various message types that one would expect to find therein.
In communication by natural language the basic unit of the message being com-
municated is an utterance that carries some interpretable meaning by the receiver
given shared context and knowledge with the originator. It performs some commu-
nicative function. In Linguistics such utterances are termed speech acts. An utterance
may be represented by the written word and so bodies of text may be viewed as a
collection of (cohesive) speech acts.
One may assume that there is an intent for an utterance. In the analysis of intents
it is useful to categorise the intents that people have for their utterances. Various
speech acts, or dialogue acts 2, have been proposed. Labels researchers have proposed
typically reflect the application domain(s) being studied but usually form a small
number of stable categories such as ‘Question’, ‘Command’, ‘Salutation’ etc. Note
that in linguistic theory speech acts can be characterised on three different levels:
• the performance of the act, termed the ‘locutionary act’;
• the pragmatic, intended, function, termed the ‘illocutionary act’;
• the actual affect of the act, termed the ‘perlocutionary act’, which may not be
the same as that intended;
It is the level of illocutionary act that is most pertinent to the research here, though,
and in referring to speech acts or dialogue acts, it is the illocutionary level of analysis
that is being invoked. Illocutionary acts include such speech acts as requesting, com-
manding, questioning, stating and so-forth. Clearly defining a complete set of acts
2Strictly dialogue acts are specialised speech acts constrained by the dialogue setting, however one
may observe that the terminology has become interchangeable as analysis of dialogue has widened
from the spoken form.
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is not readily achieved, but Searle, (1969) provided an analysis yielding five classes
of illocutionary acts. These are:
• directives - acts that are intended to cause the receiver to perform some action;
• assertives - acts that state propositions that the speaker holds true3;
• commissives - acts that commit the speaker to future acts;
• expressives - acts that convey the attitude of the speaker;
• declaratives - acts that declare some change in view of the state of the world;
A discourse may involve many speech acts. Interlocutors may seek to achieve
shared, different or competitive aims through communication. They may adjust
their strategy and choice of words in response to their perception of the speech acts
of those communicating with them. Of particular interest to this thesis, though,
is where a communicant is explicitly stating some information about the world to
the recipient(s). Arguably information is passed to the recipient in any of Searle’s
classes of illocutionary acts, although explicit statements about the world (beyond
the speaker) might be expected to be more likely to be found in assertives and declar-
atives. Rather than focussing on the class of illocutionary act one needs look at how
information at the pragmatic level is structured and passed. The theory of Infor-
mation structure gives a formal description of how such information is packaged
within a sentence.
Languages use a variety of different mechanisms to structure and indicate infor-
mation, but whatever the method there are three basic notions to information struc-
ture that describe aspects of the content of an utterance. These are focus, topic, and
givenness (their complements being background, comment and newness). The focus of
a sentence is that which is being brought to the attention of the listener or reader,
the point of emphasis while the background is that which the focus is relative to.
Topic is what a sentence is about, its complement, comment, being what is said
about the topic. Givenness describes that which is not expressed in the sentence
but is assumed to be known for correct interpretation, i.e. knowledge that is com-
mon to the interlocutors. By contrast, words that are not given and correspondingly
the information they impart, are by definition new (irrespective of whether the lis-
tener/reader is actually already aware).
Searle’s categories provide a general description and framework for finer grained
distinctions found in dialogue analysis. Various distinct dialogue act categories have
been proposed and explored by researchers for specific task and domains, As well
as these there have also been attempts at creating standard taxonomies. Examples
of adopted schemes include DAMSL (Dialog Act Markup in Several Layers), (Core
and Allen, 1997), which was created in the 1990s and used for annotation of the
3assuming no mal-intent
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Switchboard corpora (Godfrey, Holliman, and McDaniel, 1992), and MRDA (Meet-
ing Recorder Dialog Act), developed in the production of the ICSI meeting corpus
(Shriberg et al., 2004). The Tilburg DialogBank project provides a hierarchy of dia-
logue acts and an annotation standard, ISO 24617-2 (Bunt et al., 2012). Given these
and bespoke tagging schemes, some have started to investigate transferability of
annotation between schemes, e.g. see (Sureka and Goyal, 2010).
A statement, and in particular an explicit statement, would be an example of an
assertive; it makes a proposition about something. These speech acts are therefore
particularly relevant for knowledge discovery. Declaratives may also be informa-
tive. For example “I declare Alice and Bob to be lawfully married” gives the infor-
mation that Alice and Bob are now married but were not prior to the declaration. An
expressive can be characterised as being informative about the originator of the ut-
terance concerned. Typically this may involve an opinion or belief, but it could also
be a fact, and imply the fact that the originator holds the belief. Expressives, in im-
parting a stance towards something, could reveal a speakers belief or opinion. This
highlights another potential issue in in knowledge discovery which is a potential re-
quirement to separate opinion from fact. One could simply ignore all Expressives to
avoid capturing opinions, assuming information about the reporter’s stance is not
of interest, but an Expressive isn’t the only way to impart an opinion. The reporter
could assert his or her opinion as fact, as in “climate change is a hoax”.
It is possible to analyse dialogue at a yet deeper level. Dialogue acts capture the
function of an utterance in a dialogue, but not the intent of the interlocutor in the
wider context of the social interaction. Bracewell, Tomlinson, and Wang, (2012) ar-
gue that the emergence of computer mediated dialogue in the form of social media
necessitates new models. Arguing that these models need to reflect the social in-
tentions of the participants, they propose 11 Social Acts to capture a broad range
of interlocutor goals. These can be characterised as pragmatic speech acts. They
include Agreement, Challenge, Disagreement, Disrespect, Establish Credibility, In-
fluence, Mediate, Relationship Conflict, Solidarity, Support, and Task Conflict. It is
worth noting that different speech acts could be used to achieve the intended social
interaction.
2.3 Temporal effects in information flow
The source set of documents from which we hope to find new information is con-
stantly changing as new documents are added (and possibly some deleted). There-
fore we may expect new information to be become available, some relevant to estab-
lished topics, and some pertinent to new emerging topics. Correspondingly, we may
expect that the characteristics of the information available in documents we have ac-
cess to to change with time. This section considers aspects of temporal variance in
text.
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As we are looking for new emerging information, time of document publication
is likely to be a key dimension. Topics have been found to have variable periods
of interest and occurrence Wang and McCallum, (2006). Indeed, study of words
displaying a periodic occurrence component, and those without, has been shown to
be useful in generating rules that allow documents to be dated from their content
Clough et al., (2002). Any model of term co-occurrence novelty should take into
account a suitable history of past occurrence patterns.
The type of source material in which terms occur also varies with time: evidence
suggests that discussion of topics in blogs can pre-empt news-stories as well as co-
incide or lag behind news stories Lloyd, Kaulgud, and Skiena, (2006). We are in-
terested here in identifying cases which would fall into the first category. Temporal
effects may be of significance in identifying potential items that could evolve into
stories of interest. These may be evident in other effects than in content: Note that
bursts of linking activity have been observed in the evolution of the “Blogosphere”
Kumar et al., (2003).
We may expect key terms indicative of a topic to demonstrate a noisy evolution
in frequency of occurrence. Key terms, and term sets, could be more noteworthy
if they grow in likelihood in the input stream, less significant if merely a ‘random’
occurrence (resulting in decaying likelihood), but may occur in bursts. Increasing
observations of sets of terms may provide a selection scheme for prioritising poten-
tial story investigation.
The idea of filtering document streams for topics and then tracking their evolution
through time ordered documents began in the late nineties, fostered by DARPA and
NIST through the Text Retrieval Evaluation Conference (TREC) competitions and
Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) workshops Voorhees and Harman, (2005). Sen-
sitivity to novelty and the evolution of stories will be critical to discovery of news
worthy material. Material that has been reported before or is a development of a
story already being followed is not likely to lead to a scoop. A counter example
may be where a radical new connection is found, but we could consider this as a
completely new story with a connection to the previous one rather than an evolu-
tion of it. Recognising that stories evolve, development of a technique to detect a
new emerging story may have to take into account story evolution to down-grade
or explicitly exclude them. Therefore TDT is quite relevant to the problem in hand.
2.4 Representing knowledge, old and new
Having obtained information, how does one know it is new? One could say that new
information is that which extends the knowledge of the recipient; knowledge here
being understood as that which is established (or at least believed) as true factual
information. If one establishes new knowledge through accumulation of informa-
tion gleaned from documents, it could be said that the information was there and
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new knowledge has been discovered through analysis. This suggests that a repre-
sentation or model is required through which what is already known and what has
been newly acquired may be compared. Knowledge representation is a key area to
be considered therefore.
The concept of automated knowledge discovery is not a new one. Knowledge rep-
resentation, and inference thereon, has been seen as a key enabler for computers to
understand the world from textual input. Early approaches in Artificial Intelligence
(AI), popular in the 1970s, considered that reality could be represented and mod-
elled, although it was argued whether it could be contained within a formal system
or not. The task of inferring and gleaning knowledge from text, or “understanding”
it, was considered to be one of unambiguously determining the representation of
reality described in the natural language.
As interest in A.I. expanded in the 70s, the field started to fragment into sub-fields,
each tackling smaller more focussed tasks such as computer vision, machine learn-
ing, and natural language processing. Access to increasing computing power and
large amounts of data enabled shallow statistical techniques to outperform those
that sought to provide outputs based on knowledge. Work became focussed on
developing these techniques driven by applications such as machine translation,
speech recognition, and information retrieval. McCorduck, (1979) provides a com-
prehensive history of the early decades of A.I.
In more recent times, researchers have directed their attention to representing
knowledge in resources built for specific tasks such as assistance in word sense dis-
ambiguation and topic domain identification. These resources for aiding processing
of text at the semantic level are examples of an ontology. Originally they were largely
hand built, but various researchers have and are looking at automatic acquisition of
knowledge for these resources, returning in some sense to AI approaches to under-
standing natural language. (For examples see Brewster et al., (2007); Cimiano et al.,
(2005); Fortuna, Mladenicˇ, and Grobelnik, (2006); Magnini and Cavaglià, (2000).)
Although the population of a knowledge base could be the eventual aim of the
system envisaged here, it is not part of the focus for this thesis. Ideally we wish to
find source text that would be likely to result in the user obtaining new knowledge
prior to extracting information from the text. This raises the question of whether a
shallower, statistically based, technique would be appropriate.
2.5 Statistical approaches
Whereas the knowledge representational approach seeks to parse knowledge from
the text and encode it as a network of inter-related facts, statistical approaches apply
mathematical models to surface features. In text the features are typically the words
appearing in the text. Feature selection may be employed by which words that are
thought to be non-informative are filtered out, and key phrases / named entities
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identified to group words together, but their significance assessed through their oc-
currence rather than their meaning. Typically, due to computational complexity,
features are treated as independent, even though it is known that this assumption is
not valid for words Nallapati et al., (2004); Church, (2000); Sarkar, Garthwaite, and
De Roeck, (2005).
To measure novelty of feature occurrence and co-occurrence we will need a
method of scoring which takes into account the background norm and time of doc-
ument production to differentiate documents containing potential new information
from the rest. The scoring method will also need to score with reference to the user’s
domain of interest, i.e. the method must take relevance into account. Various mod-
els have been proposed and used for distinguishing topics and matching documents.
The problem here is one of finding significant novel information. Presuming that we
can extract features that correlate in some way with information content, what might
be the most appropriate scoring methods? In other words, what scoring methods
should be applied in order to assess whether the features under investigation can be
used to determine whether a document set contains novel information that is likely
to be of interest to the user?
Driven by the need to improve Information Retrieval (IR), in which the task
is to retrieve documents relevant to a user’s information need (Gaizauskas and
Humphreys, 2000), research has shifted in focus from heuristic models towards var-
ious probabilistic models, due in part to their principled approach. One of the key
issues in building probabilistic models is determining what the probability of the
feature occurring is. Typically this is estimated by occurrences in training data, ap-
pealing to the central limit theorem (Freund, 1971). However, this is problematic
when the feature is rare and is particularly acute if not all of the features have not
been seen in training data. This is particularly an issue with the construction of
probabilistic language models. The need to account for features that have not been
seen in the data that is used to estimate probabilities is referred to as the “Out-Of-
Vocabulary” problem. In a classification problem a zero count for a feature for a
particular class would suggest a zero probability for that feature to occur in an ex-
ample of that class. Should one occur in the future it could not be classified correctly
as the probability of the class given the feature is zero! To deal with this problem,
estimates of probabilities are derived from “smoothed” counts whereby some small
adjustment is made to avoid any zeroes. Standard methods are well documented -
see the introduction given by Jurafsky and Martin, (2000) for example.
A suitable smoothing strategy will be required in our system because new text
will present new words and word usage, effects that are likely to occur in document
streams. Growth of vocabulary and language use with corpus size has been stud-
ied, for example see Bhat and Sproat, (2009), and Wilks and Catizone, (2002) has
considered the effect in word senses.
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2.6 Machine learning
Our envisaged system is to process natural language utterances which may perform
different speech acts, as described in 2.2. Selecting particular speech acts may be ad-
vantageous for system performance. However speech acts are not readily indicated
in utterances. Could a speech act classifier be created to select utterances likely to
express explicit information?
Many approaches for natural language processing make use of machine learning
whereby model parameters are learnt from features measured in samples of exam-
ple data, see Bishop, (2006). There are two main model creation paradigms: unsuper-
vised learning assumes no prior labels and seeks to find natural clusters in the data,
whereas supervised learning seeks to match examples to the appropriate labels hav-
ing been supplied labelled training data. Within these broad classes there are two
further distinct modelling approaches. There are generative models which assume fea-
tures are generated by a random process which has a distribution that corresponds
to a particular class. Machine learning here is the optimisation of the parameters
governing the distributions. The second class of model is the discriminative model
which assumes class members are co-located in some distribution space and are
separated from other classes. In this case machine learning is the optimisation of
the parameters governing the boundaries in feature space between classes.
The statistical approaches to modelling classes can be described as generative
models in that they start from some principled assumptions of underlying distribu-
tions from which observed features are drawn, or randomly generated. Measuring
feature usage in large amounts of data allows the parameters of those models to be
estimated. Generative models include such techniques as probabilistic approaches
described above and Gaussian mixture models. One of the drawbacks of these mod-
els can be the amount of data needed to get reliable estimates of the probabilities and
correspondingly the parameters of the model. This is one of the reasons that tech-
niques to develop discriminative models have become popular in machine learning
applications. From a pragmatic viewpoint, so long as the feature space is sufficiently
large and representative enough to separate classes (to some acceptable margin of
error) and you have sufficient examples of classes to generate an estimate of fea-
ture distribution, a reliable estimate of the decision boundary can be learnt without
knowledge of the what the most appropriate distribution function for each class is.
The approach embodied in discriminative modelling is to use feature values to es-
timate the boundaries between classes in the feature space. These constitute the dis-
criminative models. Typically they are non-linear in nature and do not assume fea-
ture independence. Techniques proposed, developed, and evaluated, have a range
of complexity and flexibility in their their treatment of feature spaces. Collectively,
along with generative modelling, these constitute the field of machine learning.
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Whereas supervised learning requires labelled examples from which to learn
models, unsupervised learning attempts to discover classes from unlabelled data.
Some assumptions about how many classes there may be, or how they many be dis-
tributed, are used as the basis by which examples are clustered. However, there is no
guarantee that resultant classes will be useful, stable, or even readily interpretable.
Unsupervised learning techniques can be useful for analysing or investigating large
corpora of data. Supervised learning is typically used where a known set of classes
is required into which new data should be sorted and filtered.
Popular supervised generative model machine learning techniques include Naive
Bayes which assumes independent feature association with classes in a closed form
(i.e. all possible features are accounted for), and Hidden Markov Modelling which
assumes that observed features have some probabilistic dependency on an under-
lying unseen set of states and transitions between those states. Gaussian Mixture
models specify a joint probability distribution over observations and labels, com-
bining some number of Gaussian distributions, the parameters of which are learnt
from training data. (Given an infinite number of Gaussians any distribution may
be formed, although a correspondingly large amount of training data would be re-
quired to estimate the parameters!)
Popular supervised discriminative model machine learning techniques include
decision trees, artificial neural networks, and support vector machines. Decision
trees work by selection of features by discriminative power between classes and sep-
arating examples along two branches according to a condition or threshold on that
feature to best separate examples between classes. The process is repeated for fur-
ther features along each branch recursively until classes are separated at leaf nodes
or no further features can be selected. Tree branch ‘pruning’ may be employed to
reduce the risk of over-fitting the data. A popular decision tree technique is C4.5
(Quinlan, 2014). Artificial neural networks (ANN) come in many configurations,
but are loosely modelled on a simplified representation of nuerons in the human
brain. Typically features values are input at nodes. A further layer of nodes calcu-
lates a function of the weighted sums of the input layer values. Further layers may
also be applied in the same fashion, ending in an output layer representing output
values - typically the desired classes. Weights are learnt by updating according to
back-propagation of a proportion of the difference between the output values and
the desired output values. Learning is stopped once performance improvements are
no longer being obtained. Support Vector Machines (SVM) optimise class separation
by maximising the margin between class examples created by hyperplanes, specified
by their support vectors, in the feature space. A kernel may be applied to the feature
space to introduce non-linear separation of features. SVMs have been shown to be a
generalisation of perceptron based ANNs (Andras, 2002; Abe, 2005).
Unsupervised techniques range from relatively simple techniques such as k-
means clustering, which groups data by distance in feature space to create k groups
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through to those that assume underlying generative models such as the popular
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei, Ng, and Jordan, 2003) method. Another class of
unsupervised learning is auto-encoding which seeks to create a transform such that
feature sets for a class example predict themselves under the transform. Word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013a) is a recent example of growing popularity.
Machine learning approaches, particularly supervised methods, are, then, a
promising area to consider for the development of a speech act classifier tuned for
identifying explicitly informative utterances in the filtering stage of our envisaged
system.
2.7 Text Mining
This next section considers various applications of text and natural language pro-
cessing techniques that may be related in some way to the objectives of the system
envisaged in this thesis, and therefore worth further investigation.
Text mining applications seek to find, extract, collate, and potentially summarise
the information being communicated by the authors. The applications typically
leverage one or more of the techniques described above, and have often provided
the motivation for their development. Text mining applications that have seen sig-
nificant development in recent years.
Natural Language Processing may be employed at different levels, but typically a
text mining application will employ classification techniques to find and collate text
containing the information of interest (or not) and extraction techniques to transform
and formally represent that information.
2.7.1 Classification of text
Text classification may be applied at many levels for may purposes. One may wish
to class words by the function they perform, or classify documents as belonging to
some topic or genre. Techniques such as those described in 2.5 and 2.6 are often
applied to textual features hypothesised to be indicative or counter-indicative of the
desired classes. See Srivastava and Sahami, (2009) for examples.
Text classification applications often involve sorting at the document or message
level. This may be as a process prior to further analysis that is dependent on having
the correct language or genre identified. Classification may be for selecting doc-
uments on desired topics. Classification has not been attempted for just the na-
ture of the documents; attribution of documents to authors is one such application
(Ramnial, Panchoo, and Pudaruth, 2016). Recently characterisation of authors from
their documents has become of growing interest. Assessing likely age, gender (“Au-
thor Profiling: Predicting Age and Gender from Blogs—Notebook for PAN at CLEF
2013”), language proficiency (Petersen and Ostendorf, 2009), and emotional state (Li
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and Xu, 2014) are examples which have important applications in social analysis and
security. Document classification techniques can play an important role in building
models to assist in such assessment.
It is not just high level categories and general characteristics of documents that
classification is useful for. Of particular interest here are the characterisations of
phrases, sentences and bodies of connected sentences. People have sought to deter-
mine many different aspects of these and the types information they yield. Char-
acterisations at the lexical and syntactical level include such aspects as language,
word function (part of speech), formality, and grammatical role. Categories at the
semantic level include word and phrase senses, entity types, and discourse topic.
See Jurafsky and Martin, (2000) for an introduction. Syntactic roles and semantics at
the word and phrase level are critical in understanding sentences and therefore in
information extraction (see below).
At the pragmatic level, the intended function of a message is of interest. The pur-
pose of a document may be quite complex, but could be characterised as being built
up of sentences which have in themselves a functional purpose. Determination of
the smallest functions may be useful not only for the identification of those functions
but also for building an understanding of the containing document, for example.
These are referred to as ‘speech acts’ and are discussed in Section 2.2. Some speech
acts may serve to give information to the reader. Of interest to many are those that
express some opinion about, or express some sentiment towards, some thing or con-
cept. Finding and characterising expressions of opinion and sentiment is described
in Section 2.7.3.
2.7.2 Information Extraction
The extraction of information from text is strongly related to classification in that
the constituent words and the roles they play in imparting the required informa-
tion need to be identified. However, the association of roles played with the words
used yields the information imparted in the text. This may be relatively simple as
in Named Entity recognition where the identification of a name leads to the extrac-
tion of the information that there is a mention of an entity with the that name in
the text. This mention may subsequently be resolved to a canonical reference, a
process of identity resolution, and linked to other mentions that may be expressed
differently or pronominally, a process of co-reference resolution. Reference to, and as-
sertion of, events and relationships pose a greater challenge as there are multiple
inter-dependent roles played by the words, and there may be many different, poten-
tially complex, ways to construct their expression. For example “Alice married Bob.
Bob is father to Celia.” could also be expressed as ”Alice and Celia’s father, Bob, tied
the knot!”. See Grishman, (2012) for an introduction to information extraction.
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Arguably a mention of some entity or concept is insufficient to express informa-
tion; some related context is required. The information to be imparted is either im-
plicitly or explicitly related to the mention. (This may also be observed indirectly as
in the response “yes” to the question “are Alice and Bob married?”) A key objective
in information extraction is to identify and formally represent what the author is
imparting to the reader.
The type of information sought may be focussed on a closed set of relationships
or required attribute types. Expression of these may be mediated through particu-
lar verbs or adjectives, providing cues from which to automatically parse sentences.
More recently research has turned attention to open information extraction which seeks
to extract any relationship along with the predicate’s arguments to form a relation-
ship tuple. Unlike traditional relationship extraction which starts from examples of
the desired relation expression, Open Relation Extraction (ORE) has no specific re-
lation constraint, and seeks to leverage patterns of expression independently of the
relationship itself. See Banko, Etzioni, and Center, (2008) for a detailed comparison
of and the tradeoffs between open and traditional relation extraction.
Whether the relationship, or predicate, is from a closed set or not, the formal ex-
pression may not be explicitly represented in the source text. References to the argu-
ments, or even the predicate, may be anaphoric. References may be pronominal or
use another naming convention. For example “Alice met Bob last year. He proposed
two months later.” requires co-reference resolution to equate “he” and “Bob", and
an implied reference needs to be inferred in order to extract the predicate-argument
tuple “Bob, proposed-to, Alice”.
Knowledge Bases (KBs) are important resources for many applications requiring
facts about the world. The facts may be an end in themselves (as in question answer-
ing) or the basis of AI reasoning systems. As applications have scaled the automatic
population of KBs from natural language sources has become increasingly impor-
tant. NIST have run annual challenges in Knowledge Base Population to support
the development of systems (McNamee and Dang, 2009; Ji et al., 2010). Predicate-
argument mining is then a key technology in systematic understanding of natural
language.
2.7.3 Opinion mining and sentiment analysis
The motivating applications for the work in this thesis could be characterised by
their need to extract, or "mine", factual information about the world from text, which
only some of the sentences function to provide as such. In "fact finding" one would
generally desire objective assertions and seek to disregard subjective ones. In Opin-
ion mining the case is reversed: the goal is to find and extract expressions of sen-
timent towards some entity or concept, or an aspect thereof. Analysis of opinions
of people is important in such fields as marketing and politics where feedback and
reception to products and messages is required in order to gain insight into what
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has been successful and what may need changing in future projects and campaigns.
Opinion mining is a closely related field, therefore, but filtering for opinions is not
simply the inverse of filtering for facts as will be shown below.
Opinion mining has become increasingly important as companies seek to gain
insight into how their products and services are being received, and customers turn
to social media to express their opinions. Social media then potentially provides
a rich vein of data for those companies and organisations. In reviewing the field
of Opinion Mining, Liu and Zhang, (2012) points out that while one may express
opinions in subjective sentences, not all subjective sentences express an opinion, and
some opinions may be inferred from objective sentences. The following sentences
provide examples of such cases.
(1) My girlfriend bought a Nokia phone yesterday. (2) The earbuds quickly
broke. (3) I want a phone with good sound quality. (4) Blackberry made
reliable phones.
While sentences (1) and (2) above are objective, a negative sentiment is implied in
(2). Sentence (3) is subjective in that it expresses a desire, but it does not express an
opinion. Sentence (4) appears objective but expresses an opinion. Opinion detection
is not simply a case of separating subjective sentences or clauses, from objective ones,
even though that task, studied by Wiebe and Riloff, (2005) and Esuli and Sebastiani,
(2006) for example, can be a useful step.
Sentiment analysis is strongly related to opinion mining in that the statement of
opinion often involves some expression of sentiment towards that which the opinion
is about. As with the expression of factual information, an opinion may be expressed
as an assertion, but whereas a fact is objectively verifiable, an opinion is subjective,
i.e. is a belief of the opinion holder. There is an overlap, however, as a statement of
fact may imply an opinion: “The car broke down” may imply a negative opinion of
a car rental company for example. Implicit sentiment expression, as in sentence (2)
above, can be as important as explicit expressions of sentiment in automatic detec-
tion of opinion.
Expression of opinion may be direct statement of some sentiment toward some-
thing, or be understood through implication. This sentiment may be considered to
be positive, negative, or possibly neutral if there is no particular associated emotion.
This has led some to develop methods for building lexicons of words and phrases
with positive and negative associations, e.g. see Kaji and Kitsuregawa, (2007), and
Rao and Ravichandran, (2009). Such resources may help to detect implied option,
as in sentence (2) in the example above by a negative connotation with the word
‘broke’. Development and use of such lexicons is not without potential issues, how-
ever, as sentiment strength and polarity may be context dependent. The word ‘car-
pet’, for example, may be discovered to have negative connotations in the domain
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of hotel reviews - why mention them if not to complain about their state - but this
would be unwarranted in most other domains.
Liu and Zhang, (2012) splits the task of Opinion mining into five sub-tasks: iden-
tifying the entities, identifying expressed aspects of those entities, identifying the
opinion holder (not always the author), classifying the expressed aspect sentiment,
and formal generation of extracted opinion. The last step provides data for the min-
ing application which typically will require many opinions to form an overall picture
upon which the user may act. For example one review may find "sound quality is
poor" with a product, but the product’s manufacturer would only be concerned if
many customers were of the same opinion.
Fact finding, or arguably objective assertion mining because determination of the
veracity of assertions is not in scope here, may be similarly thought of. The tasks of
identifying entities and aspects to which the factual assertions apply are the same,
but whereas in Opinion mining words and expression with strong emotional con-
notations may indicate desired information, for factual information sentiment is less
likely to be expressed. However presence of opinion does not preclude presence
of fact. In sentence (4) in the example above there is the easily inferable fact that
Blackberry made phones from the opinion expressed that they were reliable. (One
could argue that the implication that the author holds this opinion is also "a fact", but
automatic inference of indirect entailments from sentences would require a level of
systematic knowledge and reasoning, another area that poses a wide set of its own
research challenges.)
2.8 On truth and the rise of “Fake News”
The separation of subjective and objective assertions is, as described above, one chal-
lenge, but there lies another issue with information presented as objective fact: is the
information given true? Assuring the veracity of information is something that re-
quires confirmation or rejection. In other words, evidence is required to support or
refute the stated fact. This may be from accumulation from independent sources,
through logical implication from other facts, or through a combination thereof. Why
might a stated fact be false? It may be that the author is simply wrong in believ-
ing the assertion. Alternatively the author may be seeking to mis-inform for some
reason.
Propaganda and the spread of mis-information are far from new phenomena, but
the problem of false information has recently received more attention due to the
rise of so called “Fake News” online. This genre of document takes the form of the
familiar news story but the stated facts are not actually true (wholly or partially).
The purpose of such stories may be to amuse or to spread mis-information. The
authors may seek to influence sections of the population, and this has become an
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issue for many political parties. For example, the issue was particularly debated as
to its possible influence in the 2016 US Presidential election (Kucharski, 2016).
How to assess the truth and veracity of stated information is itself a challenging
complex problem and is beyond the scope of this work. However filtering assertions
may be a useful step prior to any approach to assess the veracity of the imparted
information.
2.9 Summary
This chapter has described some of the central concepts and ideas pertinent to com-
munication of information by means of natural language written and presented on-
line. It began from a characterisation of documents intended to impart information
about something, in other words a topic, and argued that discussion of a topic nec-
essarily involves reference to concepts and entities. However lexical reference is
typically not canonical, may be ambiguous, may be anaphoric or rely on a reader’s
prior knowledge. However, given that a document is intended to impart informa-
tion on a topic, the characterisation of a topic as a set of mentions of things and
relationships between them is a useful one in that it may be possible to formally
identify new information as sets of mentions not previously seen. There are other
challenges and limitations with this model though. A system for detecting new in-
teresting information may not be in possession of the reader’s prior knowledge or
even interest.
Informing a reader is not the only purpose a document may have. There may be
different pragmatic intentions, or a collection thereof, in a text. Individual sentences
or utterances may said to perform a speech, or dialogue, act. Searle’s Speech Act
theory proposes a framework and describes five illocutionary acts: Directives, As-
sertives, Commissives, Expressives, and Declaratives, from which many Dialogue
Act class taxonomies have been developed. One may observe that Assertive and
Declarative speech acts are likely to be those invoked when imparting “factual” in-
formation, although Expressive speech acts may also give information with respect
to information about the originator of the particular utterance. In particular explicit
statements are an example of an Assertive.
New documents and new topics are being created all the time, particularly
through social media. This results in temporal effects in the language seen in the
corpus of available documents. New topics emerge and coverage of topics evolve,
and interest in them varies. Bursts of activity around topics has been observed as
has been emergence of topics in social media. Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT)
attempts to leverage these temporal effects, comparing the features of new docu-
ments to old ones, to find and follow new topics despite a noisy lexical background.
The discovery of new knowledge implies prior, old, knowledge, This in turn im-
plies some knowledge representation. Formal representation of knowledge and its
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acquisition from text has been a key goal of Artificial Intelligence research since it
began. But, with increasing computing power and data, shallow techniques over-
took knowledge based systems and work upon the latter became more focussed on
building domain resources.
Whereas the knowledge representational approach seeks to formally capture facts
from parsing text, statistical approaches apply mathematical models to surface fea-
tures. The challenge in the latter is to find the relevant features and apply appropri-
ate models. As in Information Retrieval there has been a shift from heuristic models
to probabilistic ones as more data has become available. However, with probabilis-
tic models there is still the issue of how one estimates feature probabilities when the
population is growing and evolving over time. Due to high dimensionality, features
such as words, are often treated as independent, even though this is known not to be
true. However, statistical techniques are appropriate for discovery of unexpected, or
new, effects given the principled approach.
The advent of Machine Learning, and in particular discriminative modelling, has
enabled models incorporating inter-feature dependencies to be incorporated though
at the expense of some interpretability. Supervised learning techniques have been
successful in creating classifiers and taggers, while unsupervised learning tech-
niques have provided methods for corpora and document collection analysis. Vari-
ous learning techniques have been developed and become popular in NLP applica-
tions, including Support Vector Machines and Latent Dirichlet Allocation. The tech-
niques are appropriate for consideration in developing a filter for particular speech
acts from text messages in general therefore.
Given the key ideas in information dissemination through documents and the
main techniques explored in finding information in document collections, the chap-
ter then went on to introduce the the most relevant text mining applications. Sorting
documents and messages into wanted and unwanted classes is a common require-
ment. Classification techniques based on statistical models and/or machine learning
are often employed, not only for document level classes but also at finer levels for
messages, phrases and words. These are key components for information extrac-
tion systems. As well as being used for systematic understanding of language the
techniques have also been used to assist in characterising those who produced it.
Locating and extracting factual information imparted in text is critical for auto-
matic population of knowledge bases, but is a challenging task because there are
many ways of referring to the entities and concepts that are involved in the infor-
mation given. References may be ambiguous or anaphoric, and may rely upon the
assumed reader’s prior knowledge. Relationships, or more specifically predicate-
argument tuples, are the basic currency of knowledge bases. Information extraction
may focus on a closed set of desired, canonical, relationships. Alternatively, Open
Information extraction systems seek to extract all relationship expressions (suspend-
ing any anchoring of relationship types). However the extraction of information is
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not within the scope of this thesis.
Facts are not the only information people impart in what they write. An increas-
ingly important application in text mining is in detecting and characterising opinion
about things and aspects thereof. As with factual information extraction, analysis
of sentiment and opinion is challenging because it may be nuanced and implied
rather than expressed explicitly. The sentiment associated with a word or phrase
can also be domain dependent. Discriminating fact from opinion and belief may be
an additional challenge, therefore, due to substantial overlap in how each may be
expressed.
The chapter finished on a note on the issue of mis-information, and in particular
the rise of so-called “fake news”. Accurately assessing the veracity of assertions is a
large research challenge in its own right, and was not considered in the scope of the
work reported here.
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Chapter 3
Previous work
This chapter will expand upon the relevant areas introduced in Chapter 2 looking at
research carried out into them.
The chapter continues to consider research into word usage, temporal aspects
and how they may be leveraged for new topic detection. Different words may per-
form different functions, though. Research into the use of features determined from
words, and particularly named entity mentions, are then considered.
Recall that the applications providing motivation for this thesis are those involv-
ing the need for automatic detection and extraction of new, explicit, information
from text. The chapter first considers work done in developing techniques for de-
tecting and selecting documents, relevant to a user’s needs, from continuous feeds,
or streams. Language, and features thereof, are known to evolve as what is being
talked about evolves. This thesis is concerned with leveraging behaviours in the
evolution of linguistic features. The next sections in the chapter therefore review
research on word occurrence and how it evolves. Statistical and probabilistic ap-
proaches to detecting text of interest are then discussed.
It is recognised that informing the reader is not the only purpose a piece of text
may have, and that filtering out that which isn’t intended to explicitly inform read-
ers, would therefore be beneficial in the envisaged system. Models for filtering text
for different aspects have typically been built using machine learning techniques.
The most commonly used techniques are therefore discussed before a review of re-
search more specifically focussed on classifying text by its intended purpose.
The chapter concludes with a summary of the main findings relevant to this work.
3.1 Selecting from document feeds
Information retrieval from streams of documents typically presents the problem of
not only having to group related documents together (as in retrieval from static cor-
pora) but also the detection of new topics. The task is one of topic detection and
tracking (TDT). Various techniques have been applied to keep different texts from
a stream that belong to the same story together, and, as a natural consequence, the
problem of detecting a new story.
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Allan, Lavrenko, and Jin, (2000) note that topic tracking is analogous to the infor-
mation filtering task in the TREC competitions (Voorhees and Harman, 2005), the
difference being that there is a user provided query for the filtering task, whereas
some small number of training articles are used in the tracking task. They show that
performance in tracking is what one would expect from information filtering exper-
iments, but that performance in new, or first, story detection (FSD) using tracking
techniques is poor. Furthermore the authors carry out a comparison of predicted
and measured upper and lower bounds on error rates in FSD. The lower bound for
false new topic detection is computed from the assumption that all N topics in a
corpus have already been seen, so N-1 topics could incorrectly track a story. The
upper bound is calculated assuming that every story in a topic occurs before those
in another topic (i.e. no interleaving). Both consider the probability of missing a first
story and that of a false detection, allowing upper and lower bounds to be computed
for systems given their actual tracking detection error trade-off (DET) performance,
as well as the theoretical performance for different numbers of topics. Consider-
ing the tracking of just one topic the authors show that to achieve a desirable FSD
performance of less than 10% misses and 1% false alarms using actual system track-
ing techniques (and therefore standard IR text comparison techniques) would re-
quire a 20-fold increase therein. The authors conclude that task specific information
about how news topics and events are related and defined will need to be applied to
achieve significant progress.
Noting Allan’s upper bound on FSD performance, Yang et al. have proposed a
two stage approach in which a classifier trained to identify broadly defined topics
is first applied before a novelty detection algorithm Yang et al., (2002). They also
make use of named entities noting that different events in topics such as “airplane
accidents” would share keywords such as ‘airplane’ and ‘crash’ but that, intuitively,
names would be informative. Using transcripts from broadcast news that had been
assigned keywords, they filtered documents into four broad topics and then found
separate events in each from random sampling. Streaming the data such that earlier
events formed training data they found that the topic label was of little use in de-
termining first story, but that use of weighted named entity and term comparisons
conditioned by topic significantly improved performance.
Going beyond the flat collection of topics of TDT, Nallapati et al. considered the
structure of news stories, modelling them as a sequence of related events to provide a
richer organisation of news stories Nallapati et al., (2004). The model required events
to be threaded together in analogous way to email threading Lewis and Knowles,
(1997). Here the threads are directed links between events where the links are sim-
ply temporal ordering or causal. Feng combined the idea of event threading with
news story structure analysis (borrowing the ideas of discourse analysis) to create
“incident networks” to organise news stories Feng and Allan, (2007). Traditional
clustering techniques when applied to the networks were found to perform well at
organising the stories into related groups, whilst simulated annealing was found to
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be better at identifying the types of links that related stories to one another. These
approaches have sought to address the problem of understanding how news stories
are structured and relate to one another. The application is one of organising news
stories rather than detecting a new on in data streams.
The TREC evaluations have also run a number of novelty detection tracks Soboroff
and Harman, (2005). Rather than detect new topics, the aim of the task was to detect
sentences that contained new information on a topic where the topic was known,
trained or specified by a query. Source material was also divided into that describing
events and that which expressed opinion. Approaches broadly used similarity to
detect topic relevance and dissimilarity from previous sentences to measure novelty.
A range of statistical, machine learning, and deeper linguistic analysis techniques
were employed. When looking at novelty detection alone, most systems were found
to consider nearly all sentences as novel!1 The conclusion drawn is that the problem
is hard due to the small amount of information available in a sentence, while human
assessors make fine distinctions (presumably because they have an inherently deep
understanding of what information is being imparted).
Gabrilovich, Dumais, and Horvitz, (2004) have investigated the applicability of
several distance metrics in finding novel information within news stories in a sys-
tem called “Newsjunkie”. In their application stories from a news aggregation site
are clustered into topics, the first article in a topic taken as having the initial informa-
tion. Subsequent articles within the topic cluster are ranked by distance from articles
already read (higher in the ranking). In evaluation, human judges ranked articles for
novelty selected by highest smoothed Kullback-Leiber divergence, the highest pro-
portion of new named entities in the number of named entities seen in within the
topic, and the next chronologically ordered as a baseline. Both tested metrics were
found to do significantly better at satisfying the judges than the baseline although
no significant difference was found between them. The authors also looked at ap-
plying the system to breaking news updates using a window approach. To find new
information on a topic, bursts of articles with a high divergence from the topic to
date (within the window) are looked for, having applied a median filter to eliminate
a spurious story re-caps. The authors note new articles can be re-caps, elaborations,
offshoots, or irrelevant. The last of these was a particular issue for the users. Ini-
tial experiments suggested that the application of the proposed technique within
the document could be useful for classifying the document into the four identified
types.
Franco and Kawai, (2010) have investigated two approaches to detecting emerging
news in blogs. They have looked at what they term as “cascades” of topics through
the blogosphere by measuring linking evolution and by clustering the content of
posts in the ICWSM dataset (Burton, Java, and Soboroff, 2009), a set of 44 million
1Note here that we shouldn’t expect novel sentences to equate to novel topics: sentences are used to
describe a topic and impart information about that topic. Maintaining interest and stylistic differences
alone would still suggest that authors will find many ways to impart the same information.
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blog posts and news stories provided by Spinn3r.com. They found that by looking
at the shape and size of the cascades over time they could predict the class of the blog
(general, political activist, spam...) with a high degree of accuracy. For content they
used a clustering method based on merging significant sub-clusters built up over
shorter time intervals applied to a vector space term model. In their link analysis
cycles are removed and diversity of locations of references was found to be a good
indicator of real news blogs. For content they measured diversity by considering
the number of distinct sub-domains in the post URL. Just by selecting clusters that
had a minimum of half the posts in distinct sub-domains they were able to identify
genuine news blogs with a precision of 94% at a recall of 88%.
Petrovic´, Osborne, and Lavrenko, (2010) have investigated first story detection in
Twitter micro-blog feeds. Noting that traditional methods do not lend themselves to
scaling well for web scale applications, they developed an algorithm based on Local-
ity Sensitive Hashing Datar et al., (2004) for finding near neighbours in term vector
spaces. For documents found to be far from other points, declared new stories, the
document is compared with the last 2,000 documents using the traditional cosine
distance. A new story is declared if the distance is greater than a threshold. In the
streaming context, document entries in the hash ’buckets’ are aged off once capacity
of each ’bucket’ is reached, yielding a constant time and space algorithm. However
noting that many tweets do not represent genuine new stories, being personal up-
dates or spam, the authors apply a further step of selecting the fasting growing new
cluster, or ’thread’, of tweets. On TDT data the system’s performance was found
to be comparable to the UMass system described above. On a Twitter data corpus
Hachey and Osborne, (2010), 1,000 fast growing clusters hand-annotated as "Event",
"Neutral" or "Spam", the authors found that ranking the output by the number of
users in a thread having first filtered low entropy threads out gave a significant
improvement in average precision over a random ordering of the threads. As far
as Twitter data is concerned, celebrity deaths are found to be the fastest spreading
news events.
3.2 Word occurrence and informativeness
In investigating adaptation of language models (where term weights are adjusted by
the occurrence in documents under consideration), Church, (2000) found that some
words show a much higher likelihood of re-occurring in a document than its overall
expectation (frequency) would suggest (p2), and that these words tended to be what
one would consider as content words. Those words that did not show significant
adaptation in the model tended to be those one would consider a function word.
“Noriega” is a rare term, but if you see one occurrence in a document you are much
more likely to see another. Non-parametric methods were used in the study, using
history (first half of a document) as training as well as the concept of “neighbours”
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in which words that are in the history are treated as a query and expanded by the
top k documents from a document retrieval engine.
Sarkar, Garthwaite, and De Roeck, (2005) investigated term occurrence patterns
further, using a double Poisson Bayesian mixture model for term “burstiness”, to
determine “content” words. The authors demonstrate how the ratio of model pa-
rameters (corresponding to the probability of the first occurrence of a term in a
document and the probability of a subsequent occurrence) can separate functions
words from content words that display similar occurrence frequencies. For example
the word “said” shows a fairly even distribution in Associated Press data, whereas
“Noriega” does not, thus breaking an independence assumption. Interestingly, in
their analysis, the authors note that in a document about George Bush, the complete
name may be mentioned only with subsequent references being made by only Bush.
Thus “Bush” may be considered by this method as a content word whereas “George”
would not. This suggests that some co-reference resolution prior to feature selection
may be fruitful.
In considering the prediction of rare events such as new words in a growing cor-
pus, Baroni and Evert, (2007) have taken a different approach to adjust models for
term bursts in documents. Rather than create mixture models they propose using
document frequency for terms rather than term frequency, although computing over
the corpus. They accomplish this by replacing subsequent terms within a document
by an "echo" token. Standard methods of estimating frequencies and predicted vo-
cabulary size are applied. Evaluation showed improvements in Zipf law based and
generalised inverse Gaussian-Poisson (GIGP) models prediction of vocabulary size
in larger corpora. The authors note there was still increasing divergence in the pre-
dicted value from the true value as the corpus size N grew however.
Kireyev, (2009) has proposed a Latent Semantic Analysis based metric for estimat-
ing the ‘informativeness’ of terms based on the length of their vector following sin-
gular value decomposition of the word/document count matrix and their ‘growth’2
with documents containing them. The metric, LSAspec, is compared to Church and
Gale’s burstiness in correlation to WordNet senses and hypernyms and found to cor-
respond better. The addition of LSAspec term weighting to standard use of LSA in
an information retrieval task showed some improvement in performance.
3.3 Evolution of word use
Language, words and how they are used, is known to evolve over time, but even
over shorter timeframes the word use may reflect the evolving world and how peo-
ple consider it. A study by Dalli and Wilks, (2006) showed that given training doc-
uments, the year of a news story’s production can be systematically guessed with
reasonable accuracy (∼88% accuracy, avg. error 1.75yrs reported). Their system was
2The vector length is normalised by the number of documents containing the originating word
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trained on 67,000 news items selected at random from the GigaWord corpus and
evaluated on a further 678,924. Processing involved identifying periodic terms (days
of the week, months of the year etc.) that display recurring spikes in use and those
that do not. A term-period-frequency matrix is used to predict the most probable
period for a test document. It is suggested that non-periodic data may be used to
optimise the results.
Variety in style and form in an age of user provided content is much greater than
in editorially controlled output, so we may expect significant shifts across sources
as well as across time. Such domain difference can prove troublesome for NLP tools
trained on one domain when applied in another. Dredze, Oates, and Piatko, (2010)
have shown how such domain shifts may be detected using a metric based on dis-
tribution change detection combined with classification margins. The basis of the
method is the allocation of real values to intervals and looking at the probability
that a real value sample falls into one of those intervals. Any large change indicates
a shift. The authors use the classification margin as the value. As important fea-
tures, e.g. significant words, disappear from the stream, the classification margin is
expected to decrease and therefore a change in its distribution. The authors evalu-
ated their technique on a number of NLP data sets and showed it to be sensitive to
domain shifts with a low false positive rate.
Domain shifts may be seen as the result of sudden significant changes in feature
distributions, but term usage observed in multiple domains may also evolve sepa-
rately over time: Lloyd, Kaulgud, and Skiena, (2006) found evidence that suggests
that discussion of topics in blogs can pre-empt news-stories as well as coincide or
lag news stories. In a system called “Lydia” they classified news and blog text into
topical areas, and extracted named entities. Thereafter they attempt to co-reference
names and resolve geographical references. They then compared the most popular
named entities in news and blogs on a mentions-per-day basis and found a sur-
prisingly low correlation in an examination of the 197 most prevalent entities in
both blogs and news stories. It transpired that spikes in numbers of entity mentions
could be present in one medium before the other. Examples given include “Hurri-
cane Ophelia”, mentioned in blogs much more than in news in days before the storm
hit, and “Tim Burton” mentioned in blogs in days after the release of one of his films
was covered in the news.
Experiments investigating the combination of content features with temporal and
explicit document linkage reported by Zhao et al. show fine grain event detection is
possible in social media (e.g. blogs & comments), segmenting topics in time as well
as from each other (Zhao, Mitra, and Chen, 2007). Their approach first clusters docu-
ments by applying a graph-cut algorithm to the fully-connected graph of documents
linked by the cosine similarities of their t f ∗ id f weighted word vector. An adaptive
time series algorithm is then applied to the clusters to segment them. Finally groups
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of similar authors judged by the intensity of their postings under a topic are iden-
tified, again clustering using the graph-cut algorithm. Texts corresponding to an
event are then identified as those belonging in the temporal topical segments that
have an identified group of contributors.
Kleinberg, (2003) applied a generative model to email data (also paper titles). Us-
ing an infinite state automaton (actually limited for time resolution) and observa-
tions of the time gaps between term-occurrence (email arrival time), he modelled
topic message interest as levels of bursty activity. He revealed bursts of presence in
key terms with periods of increased density organised hierarchically. These bursts in
email topics seem to coincide with the development of topics and projects of interest
to the author.
Temporal effects may be of significance in identifying potential items that could
evolve into stories of interest. Bursts of linking activity have been observed by Ku-
mar et al. in the evolution of the “Blogosphere” (Kumar et al., 2003). They first estab-
lish blogging communities by extracting dense sub-graphs from a graph of hyper-
linked blogs. They then use Kleinberg’s technique on each sub-graph. Community
association with topics is supported by a comparison of the actual blog graph with a
randomly grown graph. The latter becomes well connected but does not exhibit the
evolution of distinct sub-graph community structures.
Leskovec, Backstrom, and Kleinberg, (2009) looked at the concept of “memes”,
short phrases, and how they evolved in news websites and blog publication. They
observed a typical lag of 2.5 hours between the median news story posting and blogs
quoting the meme thereafter. Although the majority of quotation was found to be in
blogs, some “meme” transfer from blog entries to news media was observed. Apply-
ing some arbitrary thresholds to filter out trivial quotations and those not picked up
widely by the news media, the authors found that 3.5% of quoted phrases originated
in blogs.
Whether these short phrases constitute “knowledge” and therefore represent the
concept of a meme (Dawkins, 1976) or not may be debatable, however reuse of
phrases (if not whole passages) is well observed. Text re-use is a standard practice
in news reportage using “copy” – text produced by news agency specifically for that
purpose. Clough et al., (2002) have investigated whether a news stories dependence
on news agency text can be measured. The authors note that reuse may involve re-
writes for style purposes – something not accounted for in Leskovec, Backstrom, and
Kleinberg, (2009). To accommodate this they tried three techniques in comparing
texts: n-gram overlap, greedy string tiling and sentence alignment. Difficulty was
found in distinguishing most prevalent derived material. Similar results were ob-
tained with all three approaches leading the authors to conclude that other lexically
based similarity metrics will probably not lead to improved classification results.
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These studies suggest that out envisaged system should focus on rapid changes
in word use while accommodating slow changes.
3.4 Use of named entities in text processing
It is proposed here that mentions of named entities in particular will be useful in
detecting information regarding them. Some attention has been given to whether or
not their specific use can assist in text processing tasks.
Thompson and Dozier, (1997) have shown evidence that names can be effective
in information retrieval. Their approach was to extract and index names separately
from other words appearing in the text. Names in queries were compared to the
name index with a proximal search in which a second name needed to appear within
two words of the first name. Relevance was calculated by through t f ∗ id f calculated
separately for words and names. In a test against 724 Federal Case Law documents,
marked for relevance, and 38 queries containing names they found significant im-
provement in mean average precision.
Searching for names has been shown by Saggion et al., (2005) to be a useful con-
cept in searching archives of news stories. Various natural language processing el-
ements are brought together in their system, “CubReporter”, to assist the user in
finding and summarising background information from news archives. Structured
query representations are used to allow different related angles to be retrieved by
wildcarding one or more semantically divided elements of the query.
Note that the ambiguity of a token such as “Bush” is not what is being addressed
when considering whether names as distinct features can aid in identification of
information. But is ambiguity likely to pose a significant issue? Word sense dis-
ambiguation is a function within the problem of identifying names in the first place
(and has been studied, e.g. by Qiu and Frei, (1993)). The point here is that “Bush”
marked as a name has some semantic attachment to the token. Voorhees, (1993) com-
pared retrieval performance from an index of word senses derived from WordNet to
a word stem index and found that although some queries performed better with a
word sense index, overall the word stem index gave better results. Sanderson, (1994)
found that ambiguity only posed a problem for retrieval systems with short queries.
Rosso et al., (2004) have also investigated use of word senses in text classification and
information retrieval. They also found they did not help to improve performance in
the latter task. They hypothesised that this could have been due to relatively long
queries.
In developing a technique for text summarisation, Azzam, Humphreys, and
Gaizauskas, (1999) suggested that a document be about something – its topic – and
that something would revolve about a central entity, although that entity may not
be directly mentioned by full name more than once or twice. Their data comprised
individual news stories, therefore having single topics. Even so, news stories may
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mention more than one entity. Their technique for selecting sentences for presenta-
tion as a summary involved forming entity co-reference chains, i.e. groups of sen-
tences than mentioned the same entity, and then picking the longest co-reference
chain as the one indicating the central entity of interest.
3.5 Knowledge representation and inference techniques
Our envisaged system may be expected to accumulate knowledge as it discovers
new information with which it may extend its knowledge-base. This thesis is con-
cerned with detection of text bearing the information before it is extracted, but what
can be learnt from work done with formal representation?
The knowledge representational approach attempts to represent facts and rela-
tionships directly, infer further knowledge as a result of applying logical rules over
the representation, and expand knowledge through extraction of information from
input text. Thus in this approach the system has, and builds, a model of the world.
The AI community largely agreed that knowledge needed to be represented
though debated whether logical formalism was a requirement in the model. Mc-
Carthy and Hayes, (1969) considered that it should, an approach the progress of
which he later reviewed (Mccarthy, 1989). Others did not hold with this and pursued
other representations. For example, Minsky, (1974) proposed the idea of frames, be-
ing a structure holding stereotypical remembered knowledge, and Schank, (1975)
argued that only a canonical unambiguous form is required to represent meaning.3.
Kowalski, (1986), whilst recognising the criticality of knowledge in an AI system,
argued that logic is also important. He proposes a separation of concepts from the
formalism that manipulates them, i.e. the rules of inference and deduction.
A problem with natural language is that it is not always unambiguous at the lexi-
cal level. A deeper parse may be required in order to determine the intended unam-
biguous meaning, such as in the approach taken by Wilks, (1975) based on semantic
primitives. Formulas were constructed that described how such primitives could be
combined into explanatory templates. Patterns falling into more than one template
allowed metaphor to be handled.
As agreed by many proponents of AI, Lenat and Feigenbaum, (1991) consider a
significant body of knowledge as an essential component in an intelligent system,
but that knowledge needs only to be locally consistent. They argue that a critical
mass of knowledge must be achieved for learning by discovery to accelerate, but
that learning alone will not be an effective means for this. The construction a very
large knowledge base for natural language processing is something that has been
worked on since 1984 in a project called Cyc (Lenat et al., 1990). Work continues on
Cyc today with commercial and open source versions made available4 for details.
3This should not be confused with the fact that words from a natural language may be(and have
been) used as the labels in those elements.
4See www.cyc.com
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The structure used to represent concepts, objects, and relationships between them
is given the term ontology, derived from Ontology meaning a “theory of existence”.
Mizoguchi and Ikeda, (1996) identify several categories of ontology broadly divided
between task-oriented and task independent. They describe different levels of ontol-
ogy use, largely focused on knowledge bases, noting that most success has been in
domain specific applications where models have been essentially hand built. Reed
and Lenat, (2002) conclude that the major barrier to adoption will be requirement
for someone to input source schema and protocols. They asserted a need for tools to
enable those other than skilled knowledge engineers to perform the mapping.
Various research efforts have approached the systematic extension of ontologies.
Matuszek et al., (2005) have investigated using a semi-automated process to extend
the facts held within Cyc. Queries are generated from concepts in the knowledge
base, and translated into English search strings. These are passed to Google and the
resultant documents are parsed for potential new facts. Noting that “considerable
human participation” was still required in enlarging ontologies, Reed and Lenat,
(2002) developed an approach to automatic knowledge acquisition in ontological se-
mantics. They employ a bootstrapping process starting with seed templates and ex-
pand through exemplars found in corpora and validated by a human agent. Fortuna,
Mladenicˇ, and Grobelnik, (2006) investigated the use of document clustering from a
corpus to suggest topics to a user developing a topic ontology, although user feed-
back suggested that not all words suggested by the system were relevant. Brewster
et al., (2007) have applied an iterative, weakly supervised bootstrapping, approach
to automatically acquiring information for learning an ontology, using three sets of
resources: the ontology itself, extraction patterns, and the source text, and classifiers
to mediate each stage.
Have ontologies been used successfully as a basis for discovering new informa-
tion in a setting such as the one considered in this thesis? Kass and Cowell-Shah,
(2006) developed a knowledge based approach for the problem of spotting news
events that could affect a company’s business. Here an ontological model of the key
concepts, entities, events and inference rules representing the implications of these
events is applied to news feeds. As with many onological systems, the model is built
by a domain expert, and is therefore focussed on defined domain events.
Mcburney and Parsons, (2001) have developed a dialectical formalism for argu-
mentation as a basis for the discovery of chance (risk and opportunity). Assuming
agents with incomplete knowledge, they propose the use of a genetic algorithm to
generate potential dialogues, but note that a “realistic application will require con-
siderable effort in coding the domain knowledge”.
Although a representation of knowledge is useful, then, it would seem that more
would be required in order to systematically detect and select information with
which to extend that knowledge.
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3.6 Statistical approaches in knowledge discovery
There have been statistical approaches to finding new knowledge; notably that
which is implicit in indirect links in document corpora. The problem of making
connections between seemingly unrelated documents to find new knowledge is one
that has seen particular attention in the biomedical domain due as discovery of new
connections can lead to new insights and potential treatments Bekhuis, (2006).
Swanson and Smalheiser, (1999) observed that useful information could go un-
noticed, even by the creators, and could only be inferred by “considering two (or
more) separate articles neither of which cites the other and which have no authors
in common”. He showed the existence of this phenomenon with three particular
cases discovered in the Medline database (approximately 9 million articles circa
1999) (Swanson, 1986; Swanson, 1988). The basis of the approach, implemented in
a system called ‘Arrowsmith’, was to start with a hypothetical conceptual link, e.g.
“Migraine” and “Magnesium”, and use each as independent queries. The system
then looks for other concepts appearing in the results from both queries.
Lindsay and Gordon, (1999) extended Swanson and Smalheiser’s approach in sev-
eral ways: use of Medline abstracts as well as the titles, use of two and three word
phrases as well as single words as concepts, and use of term/corpus metrics to de-
termine potentially connecting concepts. They found their lexical statistics could
reasonably find previously known intermediate topics in a list generated from the
original query. Relative frequency of concepts co-occurring in the intermediate doc-
uments, whilst expected to find novel linking concepts, did not always identify un-
noticed indirectly linked concepts because those concepts may already be well repre-
sented for other independent topics, although this could be alleviated by combining
the results of multiple intermediate literatures.
Weeber et al., (2001) considered both the closed discovery process embodied by
Arrowsmith and the open discovery process in considering the requirement to as-
sess results. They argue that many citations can result from even the closed process
and that NLP techniques could be used to alleviate this. Their method makes use
of the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) metathesuarus for medical typed
concepts to give a reduce search space by synonym resolution and irrelevant term
removal. The types associated with concepts are used to filter potential connect-
ing concepts accord to the kind of connection wanted, e.g. a dietary connection be-
tween treatment and disease. A part-of-speech tagger and parser are used to identify
phrases in the source text which are then mapped to the UMLS concepts.
Pratt and Yetisgen-Yildiz, (2003) similarly proposed the use of a knowledge based
system, but in combination with a data mining algorithm to rank potential connec-
tions. As with Arrowsmith, starting concepts are provided by the user, but the sys-
tem, “LitLinker”, seeks to find new concepts/connections via intermediate docu-
ments. The knowledge base is used to identify key medical terms and concepts,
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grouping similar terms by finding highly correlated terms. The system found Swan-
son migraine example and the authors claimed the system discovered 24 more plau-
sible links.
Srinivasan, (2004) investigated weighting and typing of links found in the Arrow-
smith approach. The free text is the subject of the search rather than just document
titles, but resultant terms are filtered and typed by occurrence in MeSH, a typed hi-
erarchy of 21,000 medical phrases organised by experts in the domain. Assessment
of connections is as before left a manual process.
Petricˇ, Urbancˇicˇ, and Cestnik, (2007) have applied Srinivasan’s technique to the
domain of autism. They built an ontology for this domain from documents re-
turned from PubMed (an online medical paper repository) by the query “autis*”.
They then selected rarely occurring terms that, considering background knowledge,
might be useful for knowledge discovery, i.e. for the intermediate concepts. These
were searched for in non-autism related PubMed articles. Resultant terms are typed
and filtered using the ontology to give the hypothetical connections.
Das-Neves, Fox, and Yu, (2005) propose an algorithm to address queries that are
better answered by a small set of documents when no one document answers it
explicitly. Called Stepping Stones and Pathways (SSP), it is aimed at questions such
as “What is the relation of topics X and Y?” The approach forms search queries from
the centroid of the top ten documents resulting from the two queries run for the
topics that the user is looking to relate. Documents returned by both of these two
subsequent queries are then connected to the original document clusters by shared
terms, and ranked.
Jin, Srihari, and Singh, (2008) have taken Swanson’s ideas and extended them to
documents in the world wide web. Their approach focuses on Named Entities and
connections between them. The potential connections are extracted terms that have
co-occurred with either entity, weighted by their (windowed) proximity to the entity
mentioned in the text of the top ten documents returned by Google by queries for
each of the two entities in question. The result is a connected graph of concepts
linking the two entities for the user to analyse.
There are two key observation to make from these studies. The first is that the in-
formation they seek is a rarely, if ever, stated connection between two concepts, often
named entities. The second is that potential relationships are found through finding
a higher number of connections through some intermediate factor than might be ex-
pected. In this thesis, though, the object is to discover explicit information rather
infer connections.
Hasegawa, Sekine, and Grishman, (2004) have tackled the problem of discovering
and extracting relationships explicitly stated in text. They note that prior methods
for this required significant amounts of text annotation to develop. Their proposed
method looked to extract co-occurring named entity mentions and cluster them by
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the words appearing in between. (An early example of Open Information Extraction
– see Section 3.12.) Using New York Times articles spanning one year and applying a
threshold of 30 co-occurrences they were able to demonstrate a relatively high recall
and precision in identifying relationships and labelling them using the intermediary
words.
Mooney and Bunescu, (2005) examined and developed information extraction en-
gines for assembling human protein interactions indicated in abstracts in the MED-
LINE database. They applied standard data mining algorithms to discovery asso-
ciation rules between slots in a template that have been filled by an information
extraction engine. The system, called “DISCO-TEX”, has also been applied to such
domains as on-line resumes and book descriptions.
Another aspect to be considered when investigating approaches to discovering in-
formation in corpora is that of evaluation; how does one assess how good a system is
at finding new facts? Yetisgen-Yildiz and Pratt, (2009) note that comparison of the ef-
fectiveness of corpus based literature based discovery (LBD) techniques, such as the
ones reviewed above, is difficult given the different metrics used in each. They have
proposed time-slicing whereby the systems are run over documents dated before a
cut-off and the out is assessed by whether their discoveries are to be found in docu-
ments afterwards. This is an intuitively attractive idea in that one would expect that
once something of interest had been discovered, by whatever means, people would
write about it. It also suggests that a rolling time-slice window could be a basis for
continuous discovery whereby documents in a current period are compared to those
published previously.
3.7 Application of probabilistic models
Probabilistic models are appealing due to their principled approach. The results
from applying the model are fully explained and the meaning of their likelihood is
understood. Furthermore, given un-weighted features that are counted, such mod-
els should be optimal in terms of the information available.5 Guthrie, Walker, and
Guthrie, (1994) have shown this to be the case for document classification based on
word frequencies. However, probabilities are not typically known, but have to be
estimated.
For Information Retrieval, Robertson and Jones, (1976) introduced a term rele-
vancy weighting that is an estimate of the log-odds that document containing the
query term is relevant with counts smoothed by simply adding 0.5. A popular ba-
sis for approaches seeking to model relevancy of documents from the probability of
relevance given the term has been to combine additional factors as introduced in the
5Heuristic models implicitly add further information into their models. Term weighting and fea-
ture selection appeal to prior class association that may not be easily obtained as a probability. They
may also adapt to non-linear interactions between features whereas probabilistic models tend to treat
features as independent (or conditioned upon other feature occurrence), or include non-enumerated
features.
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BM25 formula introduced by Robertson, Walker, and Beaulieu, (2000). Additional
weighting factors, such as the within document frequency, are combined by in a
mixture model that introduces mixture and smoothing parameters that also need to
be estimated, and, as Svore and Burges, (2009) point out, one of the challenges is the
determination of these parameters. (They propose a neural network approach using
the same inputs as BM25, but in so doing the probabilistic interpretation is lost.)
Use of language models permits more sophisticated treatments to be employed
for smoothing counts using more general information where specific information is
not available. The need to adjust frequency estimates where there are unseen terms
(or term combinations) is known as the “out-of-vocabulary” issue and is one that
has seen much work in the speech recognition community where language models
are commonly used. An intuitively appealing technique often used here is that of
Katz, (1987) whose method of smoothing counts takes into account what data has
been observed by “backing off”. The probabilities of unseen n-grams are estimated
according to the associated (n-1)-gram. The process is carried out recursively.
A popular smoothing method is that of Kneser and Ney, (1995). Observing
that backing off to the probability estimated for a less specific distribution intro-
duces a bias towards words heavily conditioned on preceding words, they proposed
backing-off to a different distribution, estimating the parameters by one of two non-
equivalent methods. The first method assumes the probability of a seen sequence is
known (well represented in the training data), and results in a back-off distribution
that does not take into account the frequency of the preceding words, only that it has
occurred. The second method is based on the leave-one-out method of estimating
the probability of an unseen event resulting in an estimate that only take singleton
sequences into consideration. Both variations were found to produce models with
∼10% less perplexities than the baseline standard back-off probability estimate, re-
sulting in a 5% reduction in word error rate in speech recognition.
Wu and Zheng, (2000) have proposed enhancing Katz smoothing by interpolat-
ing information from lower order n-grams with all n-grams. They evaluated their
method in conversion of Chinese Pinyin strings to Chinese text, with test text in-
cluding over 1500 sentences not appearing in training data. The results show an
improvement in character error rate from 6.5% to 4.5% for their method over stan-
dard Katz smoothing.
Zhai and Lafferty, (2004) showed that a predictive language model could be
viewed in Bayesian terms, with a prior distribution having the smoothing func-
tion. The prior distribution gives the expectation of how we’d expect counts to be
given whatever knowledge we have of the model before seeing any data. Given no
knowledge all we can expect is that counts would be distributed equitably under the
model. How that distribution, an “uninformative” prior, should be seen as equitable
has been the subject of debate, though, with consideration given to properties, desir-
able or otherwise, of the prior. (The simplest prior is that of the uniform distribution,
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as proposed by Laplace in 1812, in which a single count is assigned to each feature:
Each observed count is increased by one.) An “informative prior” could be derived
und assumptions of equitability given an assumption of a probability distribution
function for terms. Mackay and Peto propose the natural prior to use is the Dirich-
let function. The prior distribution when combined with the observed data acts to
smooth the counts to give the posterior distribution – our estimated probabilities.
Zhai and Lafferty, (2004) compared three smoothing methods for language mod-
els as applied to the Ad-hoc information retrieval problem. They investigated three
popular methods: The Jelinek-Mercer mixture model that adjusts the counts by a
proportion of counts from a background collection; Bayesian smoothing using a
Dirichlet Prior; and Absolute Discounting in which observed frequencies are dis-
counted by a constant rather than proportionally when mixing with a background
count. They found that performance at the task was sensitive to the methods and
the choice of parameters. In particular they found sensitivity to query length where
long queries with the presence of common words, vice short keyword queries, saw
marked difference in retrieval precision with smoothing parameter. This led the
authors to propose a two stage approach using the Dirichlet prior method in esti-
mation of probabilities followed by Jelinek-Mercer smoothing to adapt to the query
and inherent “noise” in its verbosity.
Champion, (2008) has developed an argument for the use of an alternative infor-
mative prior to the Dirichlet. He observes that a prior should have a mean that gives
rise to the main effect (the expected value) with a distribution shape determined by
the behaviour of small interactions (i.e. perturbations of the main effect). Assuming
exchangeability the interactions should be similarly distributed. He proposes that
one should assume exchangeability in the multiplicative odds domain, and that any
single instance should of a feature should be equally discriminative between classes
if neutrality is to be observed. This leads to a prior Beta distribution with mean φ
and variance proportional to φ2(1 − φ)2. For word frequencies φ is itself drawn from
a Beta distribution over the vocabulary.
3.8 Machine Learning in Classification and Prediction
Machine learning has been successfully applied to many areas in natural language
processing. Particularly relevant areas are in message classification and in novelty
detection. Machine learning relies on training data but, as described in Chapter
2, some methods leverage labelled data in supervised training while others have
unsupervised training.
Unsupervised learning is not naturally suited to continuous streams of data, how-
ever some techniques have been explored, for example to assist in learning latent
feature association in topic modelling, Ramage et al., (2009), and have been approxi-
mated for such a setting, Ailon, Jaiswal, and Monteleoni, (2009). Using the Recurrent
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Chinese Restaurant Process (an analogy that posits ..) Ahmed et al., (2011) proposed
a hierarchical variant of LDA to create time dependent topic clusters in domains
such as online news feeds. A two level hierarchy is used by Zimmermann et al.,
(2012) with the application of fuzzy c-means clustering on documents seen to date.
Fine grain sub-clusters make use of t f ∗ id f weights. A new cluster from the stream
is assigned to an existing or held aside depending on a cosine metric threshold. If
sufficient “novel” documents be accumulated the collection (or sub-topic collection)
is re-clustered. This process was used to detect burst of activity in news topics.
Supervised learning techniques are typically applied where there are defined
classes to be assigned. Owing to its simplicity, Naive Bayes remains a popular choice
for text classification tasks, e.g. Gamallo and Garcia, (2014) reports on its use for
sentiment analysis, and Behl, Handa, and Arora, (2014) on security risks from soft-
ware bug reports. As described by Liu et al., (2013), its relative simplicity makes
it potentially attractive for very large scale applications. The assumption of feature
independence is a limitation, however, but one that some have looked to overcome,
for example see Rennie et al., (2003).
Decision Trees have similarly been popular in text classification tasks in the past,
and are still used as the basis of some investigations, such as that reported in Po-
lat and Günes¸, (2009). However, interest has declined, and most recent work using
decision trees now use tree ensembles for improved classification accuracy. For ex-
ample Koprinska et al., (2007) found decision tree ensemble could outperform other
machine learning algorithms in email classification. Ensembles have a compute cost
although Shi et al., (2010) has proposed an approach to reduce this.
Support Vector Machines have been widely used as they have proved to be effec-
tive in text classification tasks. Naughton, Stokes, and Carthy, (2010) found they out-
performed rule based and language modelling approaches in sentence level event
detection for example. They have been used in sentiment analysis and opinion min-
ing, (Ye, Zhang, and Law, 2009; Saleh et al., 2011). In a multistage system, Krishnalal,
Rengarajan, and Srinivasagan, (2010) used a HMM model to extract features which
were then used to train a SVM to classify news topics on the web. Support Vector
machines are naturally suited to binary classification tasks, but various methods for
creating multi-class classifiers have been proposed and explored. Kumar and Gopal,
(2010) provides a comparison of three such approaches and concludes that creating
“one vs. all” models is the most effective.
Machine learning has been applied to content using its popularity as a feature in
modelling in order to predict various future outcomes. This is relevant here because
we are not only seeking material that is new, but also interesting for the user; some-
thing being popular or having an impact could be a good correlate.
The use of social media to predict future trends would seem to be a natural area
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for investigation given the establishment of evolving trends therein. Relevant stud-
ies have recently started to emerge. For example, Gilbert and Karahalios, (2010)
have examine whether stock market moves can be predicted from general positive
and negative emotion estimated from blog postings. Politics is another area where
pundits are active, and political opinion is far from absent from the blogosphere.
Munson and Resnick, (2011) found that 25% of political postings were posted on
blogs not considered to be political in nature, and Tumasjan et al., (2010) have in-
vestigated whether trends in party mentions can predict election outcomes using
Twitter data, showing that the number of mentions of political parties correlated
well with the actual election results.
Predicting the future commercial success (or otherwise) of products is also of sig-
nificant interest. Film reviews have been used in sentiment analysis research, for
example see Annett and Kondrak, (2008) and Joshi et al., (2010), though there is little
work to date on analysing connections between reviews and the success of the ac-
tual products. However, Asur and Huberman, (2010) have compared the box office
revenues for a film in its opening weekend with the average tweet-rate of Twitter
postings mentioning the film over the previous week. They found a high correla-
tion that outperformed the traditional indicator, the Hollywood Stock Exchange in-
dex. In similar work, Bothos, Apostolou, and Mentzas, (2010) have combined rating,
sentiment and trend analysis of different social media streams focussed on movies,
aiming to predict Oscar winners, in an agent based “Prediction Market” paradigm.
3.9 Advances in Machine Learning
The identification of pertinent features for modelling classes is often referred to as
feature engineering. Not all features are easily isolated. For example, words (or “un-
igrams” more generally) may be isolated as features by simple tokenisation. Word
classes, such as transitive verbs for example, or specific constructs, such as com-
pound nouns, may require deeper processing. Feature engineering is a manual pro-
cess where the features considered are based on the ideas and insight of those work-
ing in the domain of interest. This thesis, for example, is motivated by the idea that
concepts as represented by nominal references are significant features in the dissem-
ination of potentially new information through English language. Recently, though,
there has been considerable interest in systematic learning of features as well as the
models. This field of interest has become known as “Deep Learning”.
Deep learning has arisen through progress in the development and application of
artificial neural networks, a class of machine learning techniques based loosely on
how the brain is thought to learn and associate patterns. The renewed interest in
using multi-layered neural networks followed work by Hinton and Salakhutdinov,
(2006) showing that pre-training layers in isolation could greatly assist in finding a
solution to optimising auto-encoder weights. Recent advances in processing power
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and the availability of very large amounts of data have enabled researchers to ex-
plore larger and more complex neural models. Such models employ multiple layers,
each learning associations from patterns from preceding layers or inputs. It is the
depth of these neural models, together with very large amounts of data, that have
enabled the co-learning of features and classes. This has allowed modellers to move
away from putting effort into feature engineering, although it is now required in
network design.
The first significant advances with this class of artificial neural networks were seen
in image processing applications. In 2009 the ImageNet corpus of 1.3 million high
resolution images with descriptions was released (Deng et al., 2009), providing a
large and diverse body training data for object recognition in images. For example
see Zhao, Li, and Xing, (2011). As automatic scene and object annotation became
more popular, more data was sourced, and solutions were scaled, for example see
Weston, Bengio, and Usunier, (2011). With the notable success at the task being
shown using deep convolution networks, see Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton,
(2012), deep learning became of interest to many considering machine learning ap-
proaches.
Natural language processing often leverages machine learning, so it was natural
that researchers would look at deep learning given the availability of large volumes
of text. For example, Labeau et al., (2015) applied a convolutional neural network
to for learning learn word representations from their constituent characters, with a
second stage network to predict the part-of-speech, achieving state-of-the-art perfor-
mance for German text with the need for feature engineering. Vinyals et al., (2015)
have proposed a LSTM-based neural model for domain agnostic parsing, while An-
dor et al., (2016), using a non-recurrent feed-forward model, have achieved state-of-
the-art dependency parsing performance for the Google system “Parsey McParse-
face”. Others have investigated whether a deeper understanding of sentences can
be learnt directly, for example Zhou and Xu, (2015) have achieved good results at
semantic role labelling using recurrent neural networks.
One NLP challenge for which neural approaches have shown significant advance
is that of efficiently representing a word’s meaning. The distributional hypothesis
holds that one can tell the meaning of a word by the words that co-occur with it,
as“words which are similar in meaning occur in similar context” (Rubenstein and
Goodenough, 1965). Although not strictly a deep learning method, Word2Vec is a
technique developed by Mikolov et al., (2013b) based on a two layer neural network
to encode co-occurence. Words are initially assigned random vectors which are used
as inputs to the network. The network averages the input vectors and applies a
weighted transform to give a single output vector for the target word. The system
learns the appropriate networks weights by seeking to minimise the error for target
vectors across multiple training contexts.
A alternative non-neural approach to creating word-embedding has also emerged
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and become popular. The Global Local Vectors (GLoVe) (Pennington, Socher, and
Manning, 2014) algorithm creates the co-occurrence matrix and then performs a Sin-
gular Value Decomposition step to reduce the dimensions to the desired representa-
tion vector length. However, it has been argued it is attempting to arrive at the same
solution by different means Levy and Goldberg, (2014).
Embeddings are becoming increasing popular as a basis for further natural lan-
guage analysis and processing applications. For example, Soricut and Och, (2015)
have proposed an approach to inferring morphology from an embedding model
trained on a large sample of the language in question, and Chen and Manning, (2014)
have proposed using both word embedding, POS tags and arc label embedding in-
stead of discrete representations in a dependency parser. However, one may observe
that use of embeddings is typically aimed at improving NLP functions within, rather
than directly solving, user applications such as information discovery and informa-
tion extraction.
3.10 Speech and Dialog Act Detection
This thesis concerns the explicit statement of information. An explicit statement
can be thought of as a particular communicative action, or dialog act – a speech act
with a specialised purpose. (For practical purposes the two can largely be treated
as synonymous.) Work done to advance methods for the detection of speech and
dialog acts and their classification is highly relevant therefore. This section reviews
recently published pertinent works.
Recall that speech act theory describes five classes of illocutionary act, and dia-
logue Acts provide a finer grain classification, typically being domain specific.
Speech act detection has been attempted in various online media settings. For ex-
ample, Qadir and Riloff, (2011) examined the efficacy of various features in detecting
and classifying four of Searle’s speech acts in online message board posts, and Ar-
guello and Shaffer, (2015) examined seven speech acts including “Question” and
“Answer” in massive open online course discourse forums. Identification of speech
acts in dialogue based education systems is important to infer student intentions
and thereby provide appropriate feedback. Rus et al., (2012) have take a data driven
clustering approach to discover the “natural” speech acts in such systems, showing
potential for the method to find utterances consistent with expertly assessed class la-
bels. Tavafi et al., (2013) have studies an SVM-HMM approach to learning dialogue
acts in both asynchronous and synchronous settings, including email and meetings.
Features used were domain independent but each domain setting had a different set
of 11–16 dialogue annotation set.
A major challenge in creating models for recognition of speech acts is often a lack
of in-domain annotated data. Jeong, Lin, and Lee, (2009) have proposed using do-
main adaptation techniques, leveraging labelled Switchboard-DAMSL transcripts to
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create models for labelling speech acts in email and forum data. Their method, us-
ing features that included extracted phrases and dependency trees, was empirically
shown to approach fully supervised learning approach (tested in a five-fold cross
validation setting) for a set of 12 speech act tags. Similarly noting a lack of train-
ing data for Twitter, Zhang, Gao, and Li, (2012) also investigated semi-supervised
machine learning, finding that transductive SVM to be an effective method to lever-
age unlabelled data in sorting into five speech act categories (Statement, Question,
Suggestion, Comment, and Miscellaneous).
Dialog act recognition can be useful for the development of more natural auto-
matic online interaction with humans: Understanding of the intent of someone’s
message, such as to question or to assert a requirement, is required if a system is to
give a sensible response that appears to be human-like. Systems such as Skowron
et al., (2013) integrate many approaches to recognise various aspects to an utterance,
including dialog act, to assist in forming appropriate responses in human-computer
conversation. Observing that the dialog acts in an online interactive system dif-
fer from those in two person conversations, Carpenter and Fujioka, (2011) identify
more than 40 fine grained dialog acts and describe a rule based system for their
identification. Moldovan, Rus, and Graesser, (2011) found words and their POS tags
appearing at the start of utterances to be highly predictive of the speech act tag for
online chat. Using Naive Bayes and Decision Trees to learn tagging models they
achieved F-Measures of around 0.7 for tagging the 15 speech acts identified in the
LDC Online Chat corpus Lin, (2007).
Game-play involving natural language can be a useful data source for learning
the underlying intents in utterances. Orkin and Roy, (2011) investigated dialog
classification in social agent gameplay, and Rus et al., (2012) examined whether or
not speech act categories can be automatically discovered in educational games.
Wittgenstein’s idea of “language games” has been equated with dialogue acts,
Schmitz and Quantz, (2013). Although he thought there could be an infinite number
of constructs. Despite this, as Traum, (2000) notes in considering issues with Dia-
logue Act taxonomies, the concept of Dialogue Acts has been found to very useful,
but the classes identified usually reflect the domain being studied. Particular acts
can be observed in different genres, and there is usually a tradeoff to be made be-
tween the power and simplicity of the classification scheme involved. There is no
universally agreed set or taxonomy although schemes may be compared. For ex-
ample, Shriberg et al., (2004) provides a mapping between the SWBD-DAMSL and
MRDA dialogue act sets, both of which comprise over fifty fine-grained tags.
3.11 Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining
Approaches to sentiment analysis have developed from simple detection of words
with positive and negative connotations, such as Kim and Hovy, (2004) and Chesley
et al., (2006), to more complex systems that take into account negation and context,
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Narayanan, Arora, and Bhatia, (2013) and Agarwal et al., (2015). System develop-
ment has been encouraged by evaluation tasks run in the now annual SemEval se-
ries of international workshops. These workshops bring research groups together to
work on shared tasks requiring evaluation of the semantics in textual content. Sen-
timent analysis as an evaluation task was first introduced as a task to detect affect in
news headlines, see Strapparava and Mihalcea, (2007). By 2016, sentiment analysis
tasks had extended to work on Twitter data, seek finer grained aspectual sentiment,
and introduced assessment of strength of expressed sentiment on a 5 point scale
Nakov et al., (2016).
Although a document may present a positive or negative tone it may express both
positive and negative sentiment towards different things or aspects. Recent work in
sentiment analysis has focussed on associating sentiment with their intended target.
For example see Jo and Oh, (2011). While some have focussed on building domain
aspect lexicons as resources for targeted sentiment extraction, e.g. Bross and Ehrig,
(2013); Park, Lee, and Moon, (2015), others have focussed on jointly modelling as-
pects and sentiment. For example, Kim et al., (2013) propose using a hierarchical
model for extracting aspect related expressions of sentiment in online product re-
views. Reviews are available online for many different products and services in
many domains. They often contain sentiment towards different aspects and have
been used to study aspect sentiment expression. Singh et al., (2013) have investi-
gated using multiple features to focus on aspects in movie reviews before aggregat-
ing for an overall net sentiment, and Wallace et al., (2014) have used a probabilistic
model to find latent aspect sentiment in online reviews of doctors, and analysed
whether these can be used to improve model correlation with state level measures
of healthcare.
Another aspect to sentiment is the strength of its expression. Drawing upon
Speech Act Theory, Villaroel Ordenes et al., (2016) have found that directive and
commissive acts had stronger effects than assertive acts on implicit sentiment ex-
pression. They also found that preference in speech act in implicit expression is
related to the domain; one might commit to revisit a hotel, for example, but be less
likely re-read a book.
Various approaches have been proposed to determine aspect based sentiment.
Starting from seed sentiment labelled lexicons Kiritchenko, Zhu, and Mohammad,
(2014) generated sentiment labelled lexicons, including negation conditions, via
Twitter hashtags. For modelling they combined present sentiment words with vari-
ous token features in Tweets to create message and aspect level feature vectors. Their
system used a linear SVM based model for aspect sentiment labelling and achieved
the best results in the SemEval 2013 Twitter Sentiment Analysis task. The approach
taken by (Poria et al., 2014), in the Sentic system, is to use a semantic parser to de-
compose sentences and then use hand-crafted rules to extract concepts and depen-
dencies between them, aligning with then SenticNet sentiment lexicon (Cambria,
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Olsher, and Rajagopal, 2014). This approach allows for negation as well as target
aspect detection and was found to out perform purely statistical methods. Brychcın,
Konkol, and Steinberger, (2014) adopt a machine learning approach in their system,
using supervised learning over a wide range of features and extracted concepts as
well as latent topics derived through the unsupervised LDA method. Without ex-
tension to use external resources their system achieved better than average results
in the SemEval 2014 task and subtasks.
As can be inferred from much of the data used its development and analysis, the
task of opinion mining is a major application of sentiment analysis, to the point that
they are largely synonymous. Although much attention has been given to prod-
uct and service reviews, opinions can be, and are, expressed about many different
things. Besides consumer product reviews, media reviews, opinion mining has been
applied to gauging political views, (Asghar et al., 2014), detecting disruptive com-
ments in forums, (Mihaylov and Nakov, 2016), and even in financial market predic-
tion, (Kim, Jeong, and Ghani, 2014).
3.12 Predicate-Argument Mining and Open Information Extraction
Open Information Extraction seeks to extract relational (or factual) information of
any type from text without the constraint of a predefined vocabulary. Typically in
English an assertion will follow an predicate-argument structure such as “Alice mar-
ried Bob”, in which the predicate is “married” and the arguments are “Alice” and
“Bob”.
One approach to relationship extraction is to find verbs expressing that relation-
ship and then find the arguments and determine their role. Semantic Role Labelling,
as this is known, does not cover all relational expressions however as some my
be expressed as a phrase, but may be converted to full Open Relationship Extrac-
tion (ORE) (Christensen, Soderland, Etzioni, et al., 2011). Christensen et al. used
the SRL approach taken by Johansson and Nugues, (2008). This system relies on
a syntactic dependency parser coupled with a classifier which, in addition to the
parse tree output, makes use of argument labels and frame core arguments in Prop-
Bank/NomBank missing from sequence frames.
Rather than relying on deep analysis, others have sought to achieve open informa-
tion extraction via shallow parsing and machine learning. The ReVerb system Fader,
Soderland, and Etzioni, (2011) creates a POS and noun-phrase chunked sequence
and imposes two simple syntactic and lexical constraints. The syntactic constraint
requires an extracted relational phrase to match a fixed POS pattern, while the lexi-
cal constraint checks the relation against a dictionary of terms known to take a wide
range of arguments. The constraints significantly improve the precision by reducing
incoherent and uninformative extracted relationships.
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The Ollie (Schmitz et al., 2012) system uses a bootstrap system, seeded by rela-
tionship tuples from ReVerb, to find potential relationship expressions from which
to learn open pattern templates. Observing that some relationships can be mediated
by nouns and adjectives, but there usually a verbal form of expression, the system
looks to generate training data including non-verbal forms of relationship expres-
sion. To reduce errors from the bootstrapping the authors also impose dependency
limits via a parser. Extraction patterns are learnt from the dependency tree and the
phrase, resulting in templates that may contain lexical as well as syntactic cues, and
were found to achieve many more correctly extracted relationships than with Re-
Verb.
With their system SONEX, Mesquita, (2012) take a clustering approach to open
relationship extraction. Pairs of entities co-occurring in sentences are clustered is
they share a similar context, Each cluster is then given a label to represent the re-
lationship. The context is formed of weighted features that occur in the sentence
with the entity pairs, including lexical unigrams and bigrams and POS patterns. A
PMI based automatic evaluation against a very large corpus suggested performance
comparable to the state of the art.
Mesquita, Schmidek, and Barbosa, (2013) have examined the trade-off between
shallow and deep techniques for open information extraction comparing eight state-
of-the-art systems. They note that different systems have been evaluated under dif-
ferent conditions such as relationships at corpus level or at sentence level. (In the
former counts are normalised by the number of unique relationships in the corpus,
whereas in the latter counts are normalised by the number of sentences expressing
a relationship.) Using five different datasets and a sentence level evaluation they
found that shallow parsing methods to be faster and potentially as effective than
dependency parsers and semantic parsers. However, with their own proposed sys-
tem EXEMPLAR they found that rule-based approaches can still be competitive with
machine learning methods.
3.13 Summary
This chapter has provided a review of recent work in areas relevant to the discovery
and filtering of text likely to contain new information. It began with a review of
approaches to select documents relevant to a reader’s interest.
Section 3.1 reviewed research into selecting and sorting documents by topic from
continuous feeds, an area known as Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT). In TDT
tasks the aim is to group different texts from a stream that belong to the same story
together, and detect when a new story starts. This has been likened to the TREC fil-
tering task but without a user query, and for tracking, performance is similar. How-
ever, detection of the first mention of a news story has been found to be hard, and
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would require a significant improvement in IR techniques. Some have suggested
using multiple stages of classification to help refine the search space.
New information may emerge with a story. Detection of such information has
been examined in some TREC evaluation tasks at the sentence level, but these did
not include detection of new stories.
Distance metrics have been examined for effectiveness in measuring novelty
within news stories. The number of new Named Entities mentions was one met-
ric found to significantly outperform chronological ordering according to human
judgement (although new articles were found to include re-caps and elaborations of
old stories).
It was then shown how News dissemination is no longer considered to be just in
the domain of mainstream news organisations. Research has turned to examine the
characteristics of news stories in Social Media. Approaches to detecting emerging
news in blogs have included examination of linking behaviour, and content cluster-
ing. Research in this area has been supported by the release of Burton, Java, and
Soboroff, (2009), a collection of 44 million blog posts and online news stories. With
the growing popularity of micro-blogging in Social Media, research has turned to
applying techniques for first story detection in services such as Twitter, particularly
methods that can cope with very high volume and rate of short messages.
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 examined research into term occurrence, association with
topic, and how use changes over time. Words one might consider to be ‘content’
have been found to show a much higher likelihood of re-occurring in a document
than expected from its overall frequency. This phenomenon has been used as the
basis to determine content words from bursts in corpora. However, use of a variety
of terminology for the same things, as in co-reference to Named Entities, can pose
an issue for such techniques.
Modelling distributions of text features has also been shown to highlight differ-
ences across domains, but but term usage observed in multiple domains, may also
evolve over time within each domain. Evidence has been found that suggests that
discussion of topics in blogs can pre-empt news-stories as well as coincide or lag
news stories. Spikes in named entity mentions could be present in one medium be-
fore the other. Fine-grained event-detection is possible, with bursts in email topics
seeming to coincide with the development of topics of interest.
Temporal effects, then, may be of significance in identifying potential items that
could evolve into stories of interest. It has been shown that “memes” – short phrases
(or even whole passages) – get reused and evolve across media. and how they
evolved in news websites and blog publication However it has been noted that
within mainstream news media reuse may involve re-writes simply for style pur-
poses.
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More generally, some research has found that including named entities in infor-
mation retrieval based models can be effective. This could be because documents
such as news stories may be about some central entity, the focus of the discourse.
The usefulness of names in IR, together with the reuse of reference by different peo-
ple in social media channels indicating popular interest, is a motivating factor for
using named entity mentions as feature in the discovery system proposed here.
Discovery of new knowledge implies that one has old, established, knowledge.
This could be formally represented. In section 3.5 the chapter therefore went on to
discuss work carried out in knowledge representation. It described how in AI that
was an agreed need for KR but some argument over whether this needed to be a log-
ical formalism. A highly influential idea has been been that of frames or templates.
Language understanding has been cast as the task of filling in these templates from
linguistic primitives. It has been argued that logic is still important to be able to carry
out inferences, though, but potentially separated from the concepts to be manipu-
lated. These ideas have lead to the development of “ontologies” – structures rep-
resenting concepts, objects, and relationships between them. General purpose and
task-based ontologies have been developed. Business domain specific task-based
onotologies have been used successfully but are predominantly hand-built.
Some of the various methods have been proposed and investigated for this task
were discussed in the section. Applications of knowledge based approaches have
included the problem of spotting news events. However, as with many ontologi-
cal systems, the model is built by a domain expert, and was therefore focussed on
defined domain events.
The scale of building useful ontologies has been, and continues to be, a driver
for the development of semi-automated and automated approaches to knowledge
acquisition. This includes approaches to learn underpinning ontology resources as
for accumulating new knowledge.
There have been statistical approaches to finding new knowledge, particularly for
indirect links within the biomedical domain. Swanson’s discovery of such links in
MEDLINE reports spurred much work. Various teams developed the ideas further
or investigated similar approaches. Going beyond word association, ideas have in-
cluded analysis of phrases, t f ∗ id f scoring, and using NLP techniques to class and
select particular types of expression. This has included clustering of the relationship
phrases between co-occurring entities, an application of Open Information Extrac-
tion, discussed in Section 3.12. Query, or focus, specific ontologies have been con-
structed as a background against which to find rarely occurring terms which might
indicate intermediate concepts indicative of new implicit relationships.
How does one know how effective a method is at discovery when what there is
to be discovered isn’t known? Splitting a corpus into time periods corresponding
to before and after something was discovered has been proposed. This motivates
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the idea of using a rolling temporal window within which to measure document
features, comparing with the past.
Knowing how likely something is can be correspondingly useful for detecting
something new has occurred. A probabilistic model is appealing therefore, and due
to a principled approach, the results are fully explained. However there are draw-
backs. Feature independence is typically assumed due to the exponential growth
in probabilities required in a combinatoric conditional model. Another problem is
that probabilities are not typically known, but have to be estimated from the data
which may, as in documented language, be incomplete. Rare features may appear
subsequently following estimation. The usual mitigation is to account for this when
estimating probabilities by a discount in a process known as ‘smoothing’. Various
approaches proposed and examined for this were reviewed in Section 3.7. Some
task performance analysis suggests, though, that choice of method and parameters
therein is sensitive.
Machine learning, both supervised and unsupervised, has been successfully ap-
plied to many areas in natural language processing. Unsupervised learning is not
naturally suited to continuous streams of data, although some techniques have been
proposed for learning features and continuous clustering in streaming document
scenarios such as in news feeds. Supervised learning techniques are typically ap-
plied where there are defined classes to be assigned.
Naive Bayes and Decision Trees have been popular in the past, their relative sim-
plicity having some attractive qualities. More recently Support Vector Machines
have been favoured, proving more effective in many text classification tasks. SVMs
are most naturally suited to binary classification problems but multi-class models
can be built using multiple models where each being trained for one class against all
the others has been shown to be an effective approach.
The identification of pertinent features for modelling classes is sometimes referred
to as “feature engineering”. Recent advances in artificial neural network models has
resulted in considerable interest in systematic co-learning of features in models. This
field of interest has become known as “Deep Learning”. Given significant success
arising from availability of very large amounts of data and increases in processing
power, interest in applying deep learning to NLP tasks has grown. However, large
amounts of training data are required to co-learn features and classes. Applications
that have been investigated include POS tagging, dependency parsing, domain ag-
nostic parsing, and semantic role labelling.
Recent work in detection of Speech and Dialogue Acts, of which an explicit state-
ment can be considered an example, was then reviewed. It was shown that detection
has been attempted in online settings including message boards, discussion forums,
and human computer dialogue systems. Availability of in-domain annotated data
has been found to be an issue. Attempts to overcome this have included collecting
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data through game-play involving natural language and using semi-supervised ma-
chine learning to leverage unlabelled data. Dialogue Act taxonomies proposed have
been largely task or domain specific; no universal taxonomy having been agreed.
Filtering utterances in the source text for particular speech acts could be beneficial
in the discovery system envisaged here, using models developed through machine
learning. The chapter next considered some of the types of information people have
sought to derive systematically from utterances.
A particular act of interest to many is the expression of opinion. Recent work in
this area has moved on from simply detecting verbs with emotive attachment and
assessing whether documents are positive or negative in tone. Approaches have
been explored to deal with nuance, negation, and strength in sentiment. Focus has
also turned to find targeted sentiment towards particular aspects in expression of
opinion. Various techniques proposed for aspectual opinion mining were discussed,
including parsing, supervised and unsupervised learning approaches. Opinion min-
ing has been most widely applied to product and service reviews, but also in gaug-
ing political views, disruptive forum comments, and even in financial market pre-
diction.
This chapter completed by reviewing recent work in development of techniques
in Open Information Extraction, where the objective is to extract predicate-argument
expressions without restriction on the set of relationship types to be extracted. A
range of shallow and deep parsing techniques have been explored. There is a trade-
off to be made as shallow techniques have been found to be faster, and although
approaching the accuracy of techniques employing deeper analysis, state-of-the art
deep systems can yield the most competitive results.
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Chapter 4
Selected Approaches for
Investigation
This chapter reflects upon the findings of Chapters 2 and 3 in presenting the method-
ologies chosen to follow in developing the envisaged system outlined in Chapter 1.
It considers the applicability of previous work and techniques in relevant fields for
finding information, explicitly stated in social media text, that is new and potentially
interesting to the user in the absence of a specific query.
The focal points for the thesis are expanded as the methodology for discovery and
filtering is described. Recall that the envisaged system is expected to work on two
streams of documents; one from social media and one from mainstream news media
(acting as a proxy for known information). The first section details how the processes
for the system studied in this thesis uses these two streams to find documents in
social media that contain information that is of wide interest and likely to be new for
the user. New and old implies a temporal aspect to the stream processing and this is
also covered in the first section.
The next section considers the approach to be taken for filtering utterances. A
classification scheme is first decided upon, before a consideration of class modelling
is given, describing the selected approach.
Both the discovery and filtering approaches require features appearing in the
source documents for their operation. The final section describes the features chosen
before the chapter is closed with a summary.
4.1 Chosen methodology for finding new interesting information
Recall that the system is expected to work on streams of documents as they are pub-
lished on social media or mainstream news feeds. The first challenge is to detect sig-
nificant new information in a stream. But to do this one needs some idea of what is
appearing ’now’. A temporal window is appropriate for this, and so it was decided
to use a time-slicing method. The second challenge is to filter out what is already
known. For this it was decided to use information provided through mainstream
media as a proxy.
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4.1.1 Selecting a detection approach
Given what one hope are meaningful features and their occurrence, how should one
model the data? One may discount the Boolean word occurrence model as having
been found too simplistic for standard information retrieval application. Many algo-
rithms for retrieving and ranking documents look for presence of some/all of those
words and often weight relevance according to some expectation of occurrence of
those words together. The words themselves may also be weighted, as in t f ∗ id f
based metrics, by how selective the word might be (or is, in the case of a fixed cor-
pus). But in the case of a story yet to break the words that would be in that story may
not yet be well associated and/or may appear in unrelated documents. The standard
methods of selecting documents by weighted keyword occurrence are less likely to
be effective therefore. Furthermore, possible words that would be of interest to the
investigator may not be known.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation, whilst useful for analysing collections, is unlikely to
be directly useful for our purposes as one is looking to discover new information;
the model to which the document may be allocated has no bearing on whether new
information is there. Furthermore, with new documents arriving, and potentially
new topics, an increase in the number of topic models may be appropriate which
would necessitate maintaining an ever increasing corpus. However, the strength of
directly modelling effects known to be present in documents should be considered
when turning our attention to discovering new information in arriving documents.
Probabilistic models, in particular generative models, have the advantage of rela-
tively simple computation demands once parameter estimation has been carried out
assuming features are independent. They are also routed in statistical principles so
outcomes can be explained. The problem lies in effective estimation of the proba-
bilities given sparse data. Attention to smoothing is required to arrive at the best
estimates.
However, one knows that words do not occur independently. Generally, refer-
ential co-occurrences are not random. Distinguishing specific co-occurrences from
those that arise by chance is therefore difficult. However, use of a joint or conditional
probabilistic model where independence of features is not assumed, as in an n-gram
language model, scales exponentially with the number of dependencies. This would
not be practical for our purposes (we have many possible combinations to consider)
without some method of eliminating significant amounts of computation. A partial
model that allows for a degree of dependency (as in limiting n in an n-gram model)
and/or selection of candidate combinations by a greedy algorithm may offer a com-
putationally acceptable compromise.
It was decided to use information from feature behaviour independently, and also
conditioned on co-occurrence with another feature. Temporally annotated data was
sourced with which to analyse feature behaviour over time.
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FIGURE 4.1: Time slicing: comparing current document features with those
in the recent past
4.1.2 Time slicing - finding what is currently interesting
The idea of time slicing is to take documents that are produced within a period
of time, and compare them to documents that were produced prior to that period.
Specifically the features measured in those documents are compared. In our system
it is expected that the process will be continual. To enable this the point of time-
slicing may be stepped forward each time the system is used. The simplest method
for this is to step a window forward by the window width as the corresponding time
passes. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
As documents are produced on the stream, the chosen features are extracted, mea-
sured and stored. The comparison of what feature measurements are ‘now’ com-
pared with what they were before necessitates obtaining measurements from prior
documents. This can be achieved by running the system over a period of time with-
out attempting any detection. A window of duration s is used. As each s passes, the
frequency of features occurring in documents produced within that s will be calcu-
lated and used to estimate the expectation for the corresponding features. At time t
the document features measured in the last period, t−s, are compared to the expected
frequencies. Any feature fi showing a significant frequency increase is selected as a
trending feature of potential interest.
After feature selection, the expectation model is updated by the current feature fre-
quencies and the process repeated after stepping forward another period of duration
s. In this way the system employs a rolling time-slicing window. In the experiments
for this thesis, a period of 1 day was set for s.
The intuition here is that things that are of current interest to people will be writ-
ten about significantly more often than in general, and correspondingly the features
referencing those things will ‘spike’ in daily frequency.
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FIGURE 4.2: Time slicing: comparing current document features with those
in the recent past
4.1.3 Removing the known
Although time slicing and frequency estimation may permit features potentially cor-
responding to topics of current interest to be selected through spikes in their use, it
doesn’t follow that the information being discussed is actually new, i.e. not widely
known. As previously discussed, we may not know what an actual user may know,
but what is already published in the mainstream news could be taken as a proxy for
widely known information. It was therefore decided to use a second stream of doc-
uments, this time those being published by mainstream news sources, to represent
known information.
The envisaged discovery system posits that comparison of the represented emerg-
ing information with established information would permit the detection of new in-
formation. The approach taken, therefore, is to process the mainstream news stream
in the same way as the social media stream, using an aligned time slicing rolling
window.
Spikes in daily feature frequency in the news may be assumed to correspond to
news stories involving things referenced by those features. As such we may as-
sume them to correspond to widely known information. Features that trend in both
streams may therefore be discounted. However, discussion around a news topic
may continue in social media after the news has broken. It therefore makes sense to
also discount features that have occurred in recent news. Features trending in the
news in a number w of contiguous time slices are removed from the set of features
that have trended in social media in the current window. This is illustrated in Figure
4.2
A breaking news story resulting in trending features in the mainstream news me-
dia might have started first with chatter in social media. This would be seen as
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related features trending first in social media and subsequently in the mainstream
news. It was therefore decided to evaluate trending features potential for finding
new information by examining how well they predicted their trending in future
news media.
4.1.4 Selecting the informative documents
Having selected the features thought to be associated with new interesting informa-
tion, the final step in the detection approach in the envisaged system is to select the
documents thought to contain that information. It was decided to select documents
based on co-occurrence of trending features because one might expect information
to relate two or more things. Just as one may have an expectation for daily frequency
in features, one may also have an expected co-occurrence frequency. Some combi-
nations of features might generally co-occur so it might not be significant that two
particular trending features are seen together. Just as the trending features were se-
lected, and ranked, based on how surprising their increase in daily frequency was
on the day, the approach decided upon for prioritisation of co-occurrences was to
use their estimated conditioned likelihood.
Essentially, each trending feature co-occurrence may be used as a query over the
documents published in social media. However the ones that are most surprising
probabilistically are the most unexpected, and therefore, it is thought, the documents
giving rise to the co-occurrence may be more likely to yield new information.
In IR, queries are known to typically result in irrelevant and non-relevant docu-
ments, i.e. covering more than the required topic. Ideally one would wish for queries
that resulted in a minimal number of different topics. In IR this would include the
desired topic, but since there isn’t one in our discovery system – queries having been
generated from the data – ideally one would wish for all the selected documents to
be related. It was decided, therefore, to use established measures of topic coherence
to examine how well the queries picked out related documents, and examine po-
tential methods of ranking in order to prioritise results. Details of the experiments
carried out are described in Chapter 6.
4.1.5 Data for discovery investigations
Documents from social media and news media, covering a reasonable number of
days for calculating daily feature frequencies, were required for the experiments to
be conducted. Fortunately such a dataset already existed, made available or the 3rd
International AAAI Conference on Weblogs and Social Media (2009). It was there-
fore decided to use this, the ICWSM 2009 dataset (Burton, Java, and Soboroff, 2009).
Provided by Spinn3r.com, it is a set of 44 million blog posts and news stories made
between August 1st and October 1st, 2008. The posts include the text and metadata
such as the blog’s homepage. Each record is timestamped with the time the article
was published.
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4.2 Filtering online communications in text
It was suggested in Chapter 1 that the eventual system may require a filtering stage
to reduce the noise from text intended to perform actions other that to inform the
reader, and to reduce the amount of processing, which could be unnecessarily high.
Indeed, the amount of processing for experiments described in Chapter 6 was found
to be very high. It was therefore decided to examine a method for filtering text to
remove utterances not intended to inform.
One may reasonably expect nouns and indeed named entities to appear in text re-
sulting from pragmatic intents other than one intended to inform the reader. Ques-
tions, for example, may refer to entities of interest but not provide information about
them, as in “ Where are Alice and Bob?”. Removal of non-informative speech acts
would reduce the noise in data used for novelty estimation.
4.2.1 A set of dialogue acts
Communication may be in one direction as in the publications of articles such as
blog posts and news stories, or contribute to multiparty conversations as in online
chat. However, in all settings one may presume that there is purpose to each com-
municative utterance, a dialogue act.
Many dialogue acts are unlikely to be providing information directly. Questions
and requests for action for example are not intended to provide information even
though one may infer information from them. For example one may infer that an au-
thor wants the answer to the question posed or the reader to respond to the request.
However, methods for systematic inference were considered to be out of scope, the
focus being on detecting information that the author intends to give to a, presum-
ably, uninformed audience.
Classification of text by Dialogue Act could therefore be a useful thing to help
select only those utterance that are Assertive. This may be more valuable in shorter
communications than large documents which are likely to contain multiple rhetoric
devices in discussing a topic. However this may not be enough. An Expressive,
which yields information on the author’s belief or opinion, may also be factual in
respect to the author. Similarly opinion could be asserted, and an assertion could be
factually false. Such situations were considered to be unlikely to be separable from
factual assertions without prior contextual knowledge. It was therefore decided to
generally accept this limitation in the studies conducted. (A small study, described
in Chapter 7, investigated the potential for detecting self-referential utterances, but
there was insufficient annotated data to draw any conclusions.)
Because many of the dialogue acts distinguished are not of interest when one is
wishing to detect explicitly informative utterances, such detailed schemes did not
seem warranted. In common with other studies on automatically tagging text in
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online settings, a coarser task-specific set of tags seemed more appropriate. Table 4.1
lists, and broadly aligns, some of the tag sets that have been proposed in studies as
reviewed in Section 3.10.
VerbMobile Jeong Moldovan Zhang Arguello Proposed Acts
1998 2009 2011 2012 2015
Inform Statement Statement Statement Issue Informative Statement
Inform-Clarify Clarify
Inform-Digress
Inform-Init
Inform-Give Reason
Issue Resolution
Emotion Comment Comment
Suggest Suggestion
Action Motivator
Request
Rhetorical Question Question Question Question
Open Question
Closed Question
Wh-Question Wh-Question
Yes/No Question Yes/No Question
Yes Answer Answer
No Answer
Feedback-Accept Accept Response Accept
Feedback-Confirm
Feedback-Reject Reject Response Reject
Feedback-Backchannel
Uncertain Response
Acknowledge Positive Ack
Negative Ack
Convention-Politeness Polite Mechanism
Convention-Greet Greet
Bye
Convention-Thank
Convention-Deliberate
Convention-Introduce
Continuation
Emphasis
Other Misc Other Misc
System
TABLE 4.1: Example Dialogue Act categorisations and those selected for
study
The Statement act is often found within Dialogue Act tag sets, as are forms of Ques-
tion. Some sets provide further distinctions. As argued above, the task in hand does
not require such distinctions. It was therefore decided to design a set of categories
along similar lines to Zhang’s scheme. The chosen categories are also shown in Table
4.1. Whereas Zhang distinguishes Suggestion, it was decided not to do so because a
suggestion could be put in various forms, such as of a question, a comment or some
directive. It was decided to include a category of Comment/Opinion, however, to cap-
ture general expressions of such. In common with other schemes, a catch-all cate-
gory of Other or Misc. was included, plus an Unknown category for utterances where
no defined act was discernible. Given the domain of Social Media is often used for
marketing, a Directive category of Advert was also felt to be warranted. Use of this
Dialogue Act tag set is examined in Chapter 7.
The Informative Statement act may be further divided to distinguish those that
are explicit, i.e. do not call upon anaphoric or pronominal references to be fully
interpretable. It is this particular refinement that is the concern of this thesis.
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4.2.2 Building a filtering model
Given presence of features in text corresponding to multiple speech acts, what
would be the best approach to filtering out acts other than the explicitly informa-
tive text?
The features selected may occur in many different speech acts. No simple rules
regarding their presence or absence may be expected to result in an effective filter.
Feature occurrence in speech act classes are unlikely to be independent, but interac-
tions between different features may be indicative due to how the author is using
them in the language used. Given the desire to identify text corresponding to explic-
itly informative speech acts from others, the details of how and why feature interac-
tions separates classes is not a concern. A “Black box” filter model is an acceptable
solution therefore.
Filtering can be viewed as a classification task. As shown in the previous chap-
ter, many have used Machine Learning techniques to form models for various text
classification applications. Unsupervised models, such as LDA and k-means cluster-
ing create unlabelled classes which may or may not result in the desired separation.
In the case here the classes are known. Supervised learning models are therefore
more appropriate, so it was decided to follow this approach to create the explicitly
informative message dialogue act selection filter, as illustrated in Figure 4.3
Many supervised techniques have been developed, each with advantages and dis-
advantages. Performance of techniques may depend on feature spaces, the amount
of training data, and the modelling power and assumptions in the technique. Several
techniques have been popular in text classification, including Naive Bayes, Maxi-
mum Entropy, Decision Trees, Support Vector Machines, and more latterly, Artificial
Neural Networks / Deep Learning. Various Machine Learning software packages
are available and so it was decided to experiment with the first four of these tech-
niques..
As discussed in Section 3.9, much of the success in deep learning applications has
come with the availability of data. Significant amounts of data are required in order
to learn the many parameters of the neural models. This is a drawback where data
may be readily available but the desired associations are not. Annotation may be
too expensive or impractical to address this issue. Unsupervised approaches, which
rely of the characteristics of the feature space approaches to arrive at some sepa-
ration, also require very large amounts of data for stable models. With relatively
small amounts of data only small ANNs are warranted. It was decided not to in-
clude the application of deep learning techniques, mainly due to the limited amount
of labelled data available but also due to the maturity of deep learning techniques
during the course of this study.
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FIGURE 4.3: Creating and using a dialogue act classification model with su-
pervised machine learning
4.2.3 Data for supervised learning
Supervised learning does require, as its name suggests, training data to create mod-
els. Data is typically made up of the features extracted from examples of the classes
of interest. Creation of the models for filtering explicitly informative text therefore
required suitable labelled data to be set aside for training purposes. Availability of
appropriately labelled data can be problematic for classes not typically separated (or
separable) by people. Finding surrogate labels or carrying out annotation exercises
is typically required to form corpora for training and testing models.
It was decided to use a Twitter corpus for Dialogue Act modelling. Twitter mes-
sages, Tweets, are short (limited to 140 characters at the time of this study) and
so each will typically have a single purpose. The other advantage with Twitter is
that various methods for detecting burst of activity and relating Tweets therein into
‘events’ already exist. Correspondingly it might be possible to start with a Twitter
corpus where related messages were already identified. Just such a corpus, where
some related event Tweets had been identified as News and Non-News, was made
available from the Redites project (Osborne et al., 2014). It was therefore decided to
use this as a basis for further annotation and experimentation. Details are given in
Chapter 7.
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4.3 Selected Features
So far in this chapter, we have considered the approaches taken for discovery and
for machine learning based filtering, both of which operate on features appearing in
the source documents. This section describes the set of features chosen to be used in
the system, and the rationale therein. The methods used for extracting the features,
outlined below, are described in Chapter 5.
4.3.1 References to what is being talked about
What terms are informative references to concepts and what combinations should
one search for? Terms may be polysemous. However, news often concerns people,
places, organisations and the events they are involved in. The field of information
extraction is concerned with trying to find references to such entities, events and
relationship within text documents. One may consider names and references to en-
tities as having some semantics; one understands the name of a person to refer to
a person. If a name tagger has identified a name and the type of the entity it refers
to then one has more information regarding the use of the token(s) used to refer to
the entity than the term alone. For example the name “Bush” is semantically more
informative than the token “bush”. If one assumes this to be true then searching for
names of people, places, organisations etc., and moreover combinations of entities
should yield more precise results in the context of looking for the new news!
Names are not necessarily the only informative features one may consider how-
ever. Generic terms, i.e. common nouns and common noun phrases, may also be
indicative of what is being communicated. For abstract nouns a verbal form may be
used, e.g. “boycotting” rather than “a boycott”. However, other words convey little
or no information. Pronouns in themselves would be of little use being very com-
mon. Conjunctives, adverbs and common verbs similarly are less likely to convey
subject matter. Such words are often considered as “function” words and are typi-
cally filtered out in feature selection by their high frequency. (Note, however, that
not all function words are that common, for example Google has some 80 million
documents indexed for “somewhat”, but over 295 million indexed for “quite”, while
the generic common noun “church” has over 270 million entries.) Further “content”
terms could be identified by their pattern of usage as in the technique described by
Sarkar, Garthwaite, and De Roeck, (2005).
Function words may be thought of as “glue” in forming meaningful phrases. This
leads to another way in which language can refer to some entity or concept, and
that is by description. Some concepts in a language do not have, or require, a single
word to refer to them, rather they are indicated by a compound of words or a phrase.
Compound nouns such as “baked beans” and “tomato sauce” are relatively simple
examples where the description has entered the language to mean something spe-
cific. The meaning may be determinable from the meaning of the constituent words,
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as in the two previous examples, but this is not always the case. For example “action
man” and “zebra crossing” refer to a toy doll, and a type of pedestrian route across
a road, respectively.
Nouns are not the only type of words to form compounds. Verb phrases
may have sense or meaning altered by particular particles, such as in the ex-
amples of “shake down” and “move on”. Longer descriptive constructs and
idioms may have entered the language to convey particular concepts. Exam-
ples include “take a picture” where the sense of the verb “take” is fixed by
the noun “picture”, and “taking coals to Newcastle” which is an old metaphor
for a seemingly pointless exercise. Compound terms and phrases that have
their own distinct meaning are referred to as “multiword expressions”. Forma-
tion and detection of multiword expressions is an active area of research, at-
tracting focussed efforts such as the series of Multiword Expression workshops
(see http://multiword.sourceforge.net/PHITE.php?sitesig=CONF).Multiword ex-
pressions are distinct in having a specific meaning as opposed to simply adding
the meaning of the constituent words. “A green car” describes a car that is green in
colour and not a multiword expression, whereas “a blue moon” is a metaphor for a
rare event, and so is one.
Given the desire to find new information about things in the world, Named En-
tities, Multiword Expressions and Nouns were chosen to be the features to focus
on.
4.3.2 Potential features of dialogue acts
Further features besides presence of references are required for a model to select
utterances performing an explicitly informative statement because they may occur
within various dialogue acts. Also, for the filter model, it is not the references that
are of interest but the presence thereof. A wider set of features was therefore chosen
for the basis of the dialogue act classification modelling.
Given we might expect two or more references when an author is specifically im-
parting information relating those things, it was decided to use simple counts of
named entity types and nouns, as well as compound nouns and other multiword
expressions. To provide some potential differentiation between common or generic
references and more specific ones, it was decided to include a set of features based
on how unusual features and utterances were, given the document stream, based on
the classic term-weighting idea of inverse document frequency.
Other features were also selected as potentially giving clues to the intended pur-
pose of an utterance. These included the number of personal pronouns and domain
specific features with a set function (such as identifying a user). Monetary units and
date expressions were also counted as potentially useful features.
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To evaluate whether or not the chosen features carried useful information for
modelling the chosen dialogue acts, it was decided to investigate how well mod-
els performed on the classification task compared with models built using just the
tokenised words appearing in the training data. Details of the experiments and the
results are given in Chapter 7.
4.4 Summary
This chapter has laid out the approaches decided as worth exploring for the system
envisaged in this thesis, having considered the relevant areas and previous research
therein.
Statistical modelling of document features was selected as the most appropriate
approach for information discovery. In particular, temporally sensitive models can
capture significant deviation in feature values from those expected which in turn
could be indicative of novelty. It was decided to firstly use information from indi-
vidual feature behaviour independently, and then condition on co-occurrence with
another feature.
A rolling time slicing approach was presented where feature frequency across doc-
uments appearing in a current window are compared with their expected frequency
as calculated by averaging over previous time windows. A window of 1 day was
selected for the experiments carried out.
The experiments would require data. The ICWSM 2009 blog dataset was identified
as being suitable, being comprised of personal blog posts and news media stories,
each document timestamped and tagged by its source type.
Having laid out the methodology adopted for information discovery, the chapter
moved on to considering the approach for filtering utterances. An argument that an
explicitly informative utterance would be classed as a Statement, or equivalent, in
many Dialogue Act schemas was presented, and that fine grain distinctions were not
necessary for the tasks being examined. A simple set of five Dialogue Acts including
Informative Statement, Comment/Opinion, Advert, Question and Unknown was
chosen. (Statement Acts that do not call upon anaphoric or pronominal references
are explicit as previously defined.)
It was observed that opinion and belief could be expressed in different ways,
and that separation of stated opinion from factual information may not be easily
achieved without recourse to external knowledge. This is a limitation in the ap-
proaches taken here.
Supervised machine learning was identified as the most appropriate method to
use to build a Dialogue Act classification model with which to carry out filtering.
It was decided to investigate Maximum Entropy, Naive Bayes, Decision Trees and
Support Vector Machines as popular techniques. It was decided not to use deep
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learning neural network techniques owing to the likely need for a very large amount
of training data.
No existing Dialogue Act annotated utterance corpus was identified as suitable
for building the intended model(s). It was therefore necessary to build one. It was
decided to use a portion of the Redites Twitter corpus as a basis for this because it
has already been annotated for News Events, and messages typically have single
dialogical intents given their limited size.
Section 4.3.1 covered the features that the information discovery, and the Dialogue
Act classification filter, would require to base their models on. It gave a recap on how
it had been shown that different words perform different and multiple roles depend-
ing on the intention of the author. Information, and in particular new information,
about things is the object of interest. It follows, therefore, what the words refer to
rather than the words are in their own right, are pertinent to the problem. Nouns,
named entities and multiword expressions are all used to refer to worldly concepts
and entities.
Whereas nouns and named entities are relatively simple for both people and, to a
large extent, automatic techniques, in well formed language, multiword expressions
(MWEs) are more problematic.
A wider set of more generic feature types was thought necessary to be the basis
of the Dialogue Act classification modelling. It was decided to use simple counts
of named entity types and nouns, as well as compound nouns and other multiword
expressions. In addition, features based on classic inverse document frequency, were
added in the hope this would help de-weight common messages. Personal pronoun
occurrences, monetary units and platform specific features such as user identifiers,
completed the set of selected features thought to be potentially useful in identifying
the selected Dialogue Acts.
Feature extraction, including the potential limitations of detection and extraction
of MWEs is explored next in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Feature Extraction
The system envisaged in this work is intended to detect new, interesting, informa-
tion through statistically surprising references to named entities and concepts in so-
cial media text. New and interesting implies that this should be distinguished from
that which is old or well known. A comparative stream of news media is used here
to provide this background information. In order to calculate statistics on the refer-
ences made in the source documents it is first necessary to detect them. This chapter
focuses on that problem. It describes the methods used to extract these features from
the data used, and the efficacy of that feature extraction. Some feature classes pose
more of a challenge than others for reliable identification. In particular, those that are
constituted by multiple words that are also used for non-referential linguistic con-
structs, multiword expressions, pose an issue due to complex inter-dependencies.
Another factor, as will be shown, is that a distinction between what constitutes a
multiword expression, and what does not, is not always readily agreed.
As described in previous chapters, research into natural language processing has
resulted in many tools to process text and in particular that in English. The work re-
ported here uses well established tools where possible for feature extraction. How-
ever, in the case of multiword expressions, no suitable tool was available at the time
that this research was undertaken. (Research into multiword expressions was re-
ceiving attention by several groups, and tools have subsequently emerged.) A tool
was therefore developed, based on shallow parsing – a technique that has been used
successfully to extract word sequences in other contexts such as sentiment expres-
sion. An evaluation of this tool is described in the discussion on feature extraction
efficacy.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows:
Section 5.1 describes all the features selected for the experiments carried out, the
challenge they pose for identification, and their interaction; Section 5.2 describes
some of the tools available for feature extraction and in particular those selected
for the purposes here, along with their reported efficacy. Section 5.3 describes the
tool, called MESME, developed to extract the multiword features, along with an
evaluation. Section 5.4 returns to the discussion on features and their identification.
In particular it provides an analysis of human judgements on the validity of MWEs
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extracted by MESME that were not previously identified by human annotators in
a “gold standard” corpus. The results of this analysis are then discussed. Finally,
Section 5.5 provides a summary of this chapter’s findings.
5.1 Selected Features
The baseline for text processing is typically the words appearing in the text. Iden-
tification of lexical units would seem at first to be trivial, but even this needs some
processing due to issues such as punctuation, abbreviations, acronyms, etc. Tokeni-
sation aims to resolve these to produce an ordered list of lexical tokens. Text pro-
cessing frameworks typically provide some default tokenisation as a pre-processing
step. Another popular simple technique employed is to split text into tokens based
upon white space and punctuation character sequences, often encoded as regular
expressions.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the goal of the envisaged system is to find new interest-
ing information from the text produced in Social Media, only a portion of which will
be intended to impart information. Ideally, one would only wish to process explic-
itly informative text in detecting what is being referenced when seeking to find what
is potentially new and interesting. Detecting features that correlate with explicitly
informative text more closely than the words used alone would be advantageous in
the system. It seems a reasonable conjecture that an author will often need to make
reference to what the information is about when imparting it, and names, nouns and
multiword expressions are all types of words or phrases used to refer to things. It
would seem appropriate, therefore, to focus on detecting these features when seek-
ing to find text that imparts information.
Identification of specific types of words and phrases necessitates further analysis
beyond tokenisation of the text. The next level of distinction can be thought of as the
syntactic role each token performs. The part-of-speech (POS) labels for roles in the
grammar yield a set of potentially useful features for this. Various sets of POS tags
with varying levels of granularity in distinction have been proposed, but the Penn
Treebank tag set is often used as a basis. Nouns are defined as “A word that can
be used to refer to a person, animal, place, thing, phenomenon, substance, quality,
or idea” 1. Personal pronouns could also be useful to distinguish reference to the
author, reader(s), and other things. Both are readily identified given the output of a
POS-tagger.
Other syntactic features may also be readily identified, either within a tagging
tool, or by simple rule. These are features that recognise stylistic conventions used
by people to indicate types of reference within a domain. For Twitter, and increas-
ingly other Social Media platforms, the prefix of an ’@’ is used to indicate a person
by their user ID on the platform. An embedded ’@’ may indicate an email address.
1Definition as per Wiktionary: https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/noun
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The hashtag, a token prefixed by ’#’, is another convention made famous by Twitter,
and is typically used to indicate a topic or keyword. Another online referent that
follows a written protocol is the Universal Resource Location (URL) use to specify a
logical address in the word wide web.
More traditional named referents such as People, Locations, and Organisations, as
well as expressions of time and quantities of money, require further, deeper analysis.
This involves the examination of sequences of POS-tagged tokens and the chunking
of constituent words. Fine grain taxonomies of entity types can be employed, how-
ever, for the purposes of indication that something is being referred to one may
assume that such type distinctions would add little benefit. The commonly used
generic named entity types were selected as features to include therefore.
Proper names are not the only references to comprise multiple tokens. Compound
nouns such as “baked beans” reference particular things or concepts even though
made up of multiple tokens. Multiword expressions have a meaning or, put another
way, invoke some concept. They are made up of tokens that may include multiple
POS tag types. Such sequences may not necessarily indicate a particular concept
or entity however. For example, “long street” would not be considered a concept
in its own right. It was decided to include multiword expressions as a feature to
investigate because it was thought that their use would be more specific than indi-
vidual nouns. For example, “the coast road” refers specifically to one thing rather
than two. Even though their identification as distinct from words as part of general
phrasal construction is a challenge, they may capture some references that would
otherwise be lost owing to use of more commonly individually used words.
In information retrieval, weighting terms by term frequency and inverse docu-
ment frequency – t f ∗ id f – is often employed. The importance of a term to a doc-
ument is measured by the term frequency. The rationale for the inverse document
frequency is that, statistically, how topically selective a term may be can be quanti-
fied as the inverse of the number of documents it appears in (Robertson and Jones,
1976) given a sufficiently large corpus. This may be used as the basis for estimating
a word’s weight in conveying information on a topic, e.g. see Joho and Sanderson,
(2007). Therefore, features based on the inverse document frequency of tokens and
phrases were included for investigation because they might indicate how informa-
tive a piece of text is.
The features selected for the experiments carried out are summarised in Table 5.1.
Not all features were used in all experiments. Choice of features used depended
on whether they were appropriate for the data and the task (filtering or discovery).
Feature counts were used for filtering models whereas the tokens identified as con-
forming to the feature definitions (i.e. the nouns, the named entity mentions, and the
multiword expressions themselves) were used in discovery for finer grain analysis.
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Feature Determination Description
Unigram Lexical Single unannotated token, used as a baseline in
comparative experiments
Tokens Lexical Simple count of tokens in a text - the length of a
document
Average IDF Lexical Statistic The inverse document frequency of the text
(Macro average)
Mean token IDF Lexical Statistic Mean of the IDF of tokens appearing in the text.
(Micro average)
Noun POS Single tokens identified as a noun
Pronoun POS Single tokens identified as a pronoun
UserID Orthographic Tokens with a ’@’ prefix
Hashtag Orthographic Tokens with a ‘#’ prefix
URL Orthographic Tokens conforming to URL specification
Emoticon Orthographic Tokens intended to be decoded to give graphical
representation of an emotion
Person Named Entity Sequences of tokens tagged as referring to a Person
Organisation Named Entity Sequences of tokens tagged as referring to an
Organisation
Location Named Entity Sequences of tokens tagged as referring to a Location
or Address
Miscellaneous Named Entity Sequences of tokens tagged as referring to some
non-determined named entity
Date Named Entity Sequences of tokens tagged as referring to a specific
date
Money Named Entity Sequences of tokens tagged as referring to a quantity
of money
Noun Phrase Multiword Expression Sequences of tokens identified as a compound noun
expression
Verb Phrase Multiword Expression Sequences of tokens identified as a verb-particle or
light verb construct
TABLE 5.1: Features chosen for analysis in experiments
5.2 Extraction tools
Given the features chosen for extraction, attention turned to tools to identify and
extract those features. As many of these features have themselves been the target of
research efforts, there are many text processing systems and tools that are able to do
this. This is especially true for English, which has often been the language of focus.
Many of the desired features are either the product of or are derived from POS
tags. Available taggers typically include tokenisation in their processing. However,
where lexical features were required independently it was necessary to provide to-
kenisation. It was decided to do this simply within java code created for the exper-
iments using the tokeniser within the SDK parameterised to split tokens on white
space characters and punctuation. Otherwise it was decided to derive all features
from the output of the tools selected.
Although many POS taggers exist, one of the most popular ones is the Maximum
Entropy POS tagger produced by Toutanova et al., (2003a), which is included in the
Stanford CoreNLP SDK (Manning et al., 2014). The SDK also includes a CRF based
Named Entity extractor and a default model for the basic MUC entity types2. The
default English POS model was trained on the Penn Treebank and therefore pro-
duces the Penn Treebank tags. These tags are limited to what is seen in curated text
2 Person, Location, Organisation, Date, Time, Monetary, Percent. See Chinchor and Robinson, (1997)
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which does not include the kind of conventions seen in Social Media such as Twitter.
Extension of the tag set to cover such word use has been shown to be effective, e.g.
see Gimpel et al., (2011). Twitter was a data source of interest so it made sense to
either train a Twitter-specific POS model or use one already developed if possible.
Two POS taggers specifically created for Twitter were published during the study
here, CMU’s TweetNLP (Owoputi et al., 2013), and the TwitIE system (Bontcheva
et al., 2013). (The former was found after TwitIE had been identified and adopted,
and was therefore not considered further.) TwitIE operates with the GATE archi-
tecture (Cunningham et al., 2002), and is based on the Stanford POS model as used
in GATE. As the author was already familiar with using the GATE framework the
TwitIE model was selected for processing Twitter data.
POS tagging is often an important prior process for many NLP tasks, including
Named Entity recognition. Most NER system are built within frameworks that al-
ready perform tokenisation and POS tagging. Popular frameworks that include
NER functionality and models include the aforementioned CoreNLP and GATE.
GATE includes an NER configuration known as ANNIE . Like the CoreNLP NER
default models, ANNIE models the core entity types as defined in the MUC tasks.
Other popular frameworks include OpenNLP (Baldridge, 2005) and the NLTK (Bird,
2006). Given the selection of POS taggers, it made sense to focus on the GATE and
OpenNLP frameworks and therefore the OpenNLP and ANNIE NER models.
Dlugolinsky`, Ciglan, and Laclavík, (2013) found that the ANNIE and CoreNLP
NER tools have similar performance in extraction from microblogs, with ANNIE
better at Organisation identification, and CoreNLP better at Person identification.
Micro-average F1 was measured at 0.60 for ANNIE and 0.63 for CoreNLP for Loca-
tion, Organisation, and Person entities in the MSM challenge set (Dojchinovski and
Kliegr, 2013). In testing, ANNIE processing was found to be less robust to noise in
input text than CoreNLP, as well as being slower in execution. It was therefore de-
cided to use the CoreNLP MUC NER model, which also identified the desired entity
types, for processing data. As TwitIE also includes Named Entity recognition and it
was already being used to produce the microblog-specific POS tags, it made sense
to also use it for those features as well. Both NER models covered the desired entity
types. The TwitIE NER model extends the ANNIE NER model which, as described
above, is also available in the GATE distribution. As both ANNIE and TwitIE models
identify the standard MUC entity types, ANNIE was also used to provide a baseline
for Named Entity feature extraction from Twitter data in evaluating Multiword ex-
pression identification dependency on domain specific POS tagging.
The choice of NER engines did have the limitation that different engines were
used with different datasets in the course of this work. However, both frameworks
are provided as java based SDKs, and the investigation did not require comparison
of entity frequencies across corpus domains.
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At the time that experiments were being carried out no multiword expression
identification tools were found readily available, although subsequently such tools
have been produced. It was therefore deemed necessary to create an extraction tool
for multiword expressions, especially compound nouns, as it was thought that such
features may be useful in that they make reference in similar fashion to nouns and
named entities. It was decided to make use of features already being produced as
the basis for an extraction model. This is discussed in the following section.
5.3 MESME: A tool for multiword expression extraction
Multiword expressions are those that are: a) decomposable into multiple simplex
words, and b) lexically, syntactically, semantically, pragmatically and/or statistically
idiosyncratic (Baldwin and Kim, 2010). They have been defined as “idiosyncratic in-
terpretations that cross word boundaries or spaces” (Sag et al., 2002). Various types
of MWE have been identified and described. For example Vincze, Nagy, and Berend,
(2011) highlight compound nouns, verb particles, light verb constructs, and idioms
as common types, although they find that these classes do not cover all MWEs. Com-
pound nouns include such expressions as “conference paper” and “railway station”,
verb particles include “follow on” and “run in”, and light verb constructs, where the
sense of the verb is determined by a nominal argument, are those such as “take a
break” and “throw a party”. It was decided that these major classes would be suit-
able as features for the envisaged discovery system. As discussed above, nouns are
one of the selected feature types. It may be supposed, therefore, that compound
nouns might also provide useful features. Particular emphasis in the development
of MESME was therefore put on detecting noun phrases, but verb phrases in the
form of verb particles and light verb constructs were also sought in order to capture
concepts such as a “break up”. Idioms, such as “raining cats and dogs” were not
targeted in MESME however.
MESME takes a two-stage approach to extracting the three chosen classes of MWE.
The first stage uses rule-based shallow parsing carried out through two state ma-
chines. One state machine was designed for compound nouns, the other designed
to capture verb particles and light verb constructs. The aim of this stage is to detect
potential MWE token sequences without an overwhelming level of over-generation.
The second stage applies a filter, developed through machine learning, to to filter
out non MWEs suggested by the first stage. For technical details see Appendix A.
Having constructed an extraction tool the question of how well it performs at the
task naturally arises. The rest of this section covers the evaluation of MESME.
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5.3.1 Evaluation Data
Two corpora were used for the experiments detailed below in 5.3.2. The first, the
Wiki50 corpus (Vincze, Nagy, and Berend, 2011), provides a “gold standard” mark-
up of MWEs. It comprises 50 pages taken from wikipedia which have been marked-
up for compound noun expressions, VPCs and LVCs. This corpus was selected to
enable assessment of the efficacy of the extractor with relatively grammatically cor-
rect English. The second corpus used, referred to here as ’Tweet-4-MWE’, comprised
9,976 Tweets sampled from the 37.5m English Twitter microblog messages in the
Redites project corpus (Osborne et al., 2014). This sample corpus was created to
examine MWE detection performance in less formal text, as found in microblogs.
Details of how the Tweet-4-MWE corpus was created are also given in Appendix A.
Table 5.2 gives a summary of the corpora.
MWE Type Wiki50 Microblog
unique total unique total
Compound Nouns 2408 2926 843 843
VPCs 348 446 31 310
LVCs 343 368 827 8270
Idioms 18 19 86 553
TABLE 5.2: MWE counts in the Wiki50 and the Tweet-4-MWE (Redites sam-
ple) Microblog corpora
Although examples of Tweets with MWEs were selected using a limited sample,
it is worth noting how often they appear within Twitter messages. Also, the lists of
compound nouns, verb particles and light verb constructs are not complete, and do
not include all variations. The figures are therefore should be considered a lower
bound. The 843 example compound nouns were found in 286,821 Tweets, or 0.76%
of the 37.5m Tweets examined. Similarly VPC examples were found in 0.38%, LVC
examples in 0.46%, but the example idioms in just 0.02%.
Multiword expression use in Twitter is relatively low compared to mentions of
Named Entities. However they do occur, mostly demonstrating a classic Zipf power
law distribution in occurrence frequency as shown in Figure 5.1.
There are some compound nouns that might be expected. For example, “high
school”, “video game” and “phone call” are the most frequent. Speculating, it could
be that the frequencies seen for these reflect the medium Twitter is largely used on,
and the demographics of those using it. Similarly there seem to be some more com-
monly used light verb constructs such as “have fun” and “fall in love”, possibly
reflecting the social nature of microblogging. The top ten MWEs for each class are
given in Table 5.3.
5.3.2 MWE Extractor Evaluation
The experiments reported here made use of the two corpora described above. Ex-
periments on the Wiki50 corpus focussed on assessing the impact of POS tagging
performance and the efficacy of the extractor with relatively grammatically correct
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FIGURE 5.1: Frequency of example multiword expressions in Redites Corpus
English. The experiments on the sampled Twitter dataset focussed on the perfor-
mance of the extractor at finding MWEs in less formal text.
Initial evaluation and dependence on part-of-speech tagging accuracy
Processing of the datasets consisted of applying the TwitIE extractor (Bontcheva et
al., 2013) to tokenise the text and obtain the Part-of-Speech tags for each token. For a
baseline comparison the datasets were also tagged using the ANNIE extractor (Cun-
ningham et al., 2002). This is included in the GATE NLP framework (Cunningham
et al., 2011) which TwitIE uses. Both extractors use the Stanford POS tag set, and
TwitIE is ‘tuned’ to the less formal language found in micro-blogs. MWEs are then
obtained by passing the aligned POS tag and token sequences (i.e. the words etc.
the POS tags apply to) to the MWE parsers. Both the compound noun and verbal
construct parsers accumulate a list of potential MWEs until the sequence has been
completed. Defeats, such as single noun extracts, are then filtered out.
The first experiment sought to establish the detection performance on (presum-
ably) gold-standard annotated well formed English. The Wiki50 dataset was used
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C.Noun VPC LVC Idiom
high school find out have fun Have a blast
video game end up fall in love Off the hook
phone call is up go to bed Actions speak louder than words
body fat pick up take care For a song
heart attack set up take a look Call it a day
million dollar giving up have sex Through thick and thin
weight loss ends up make sense Best of both worlds
cell phone turned out pay attention Elephant in the room
trust issues turned on do homework Break a leg
credit card warm up feel sorry Beat around the bush
TABLE 5.3: Top 10 occurring class MWEs in Redites corpus
for this. MESME was run with both the TwitIE and ANNIE taggers to give an indica-
tion of performance dependence on tagger accuracy. Results for the Wiki50 dataset
are shown in Table 5.4. Results are given for the first stage detection and the for the
second stage filtered detection in parentheses. The number of full matches and par-
tial matches are given along with the number of spurious (i.e. unexpected or false)
extractions. Partial matches are those where a MWE has been identified at the po-
sition of an annotated MWE, but the extent (i.e. the number of words in the MWE)
is not the same as that annotated for it. Spurious detections are those detections for
which there are no corresponding annotations in the corpus. Recall – the proportion
of annotated expressions correctly detected – and Precision – the number of correct
detections as a proportion of detections – are also given along with the harmonic
mean of the two, F1.
Whereas recall for both compound nouns and VPCs is reasonably good at 0.68 and
0.59 respectively, the syntactically more complex and variable LVCs proved harder
to identify with a recall of 0.56 but with precision at just 0.08. Despite the text not
being formed from microblog messages, MESME accuracy was marginally higher
with the TwitIE output, indicating improved tagging performance by TwitIE over
ANNIE even for well formed English. However a comparison of tagger performance
was not the objective here.
Com. Noun VPC LVC Idiom
True Markup 3009 446 368 19
Annie
Full matches 2010 233 202 5
Partial matches 69 7 17 0
Spurious 4509 449 2206 -
Recall 0.67 (0.38) 0.52 (0.25) 0.55 (0.21) 0.26
Precision 0.31 (0.82) 0.34 (0.59) 0.08 (0.61) -
F1 0.42 (0.52) 0.41 (0.35) 0.14 (0.30) -
TwitIE
Full matches 2045 261 206 6
Partial matches 71 8 17 0
Spurious 4311 490 2309 -
Recall 0.68 (0.34) 0.59 (0.34) 0.56 (0.22) 0.26
Precision 0.32 (0.74) 0.35 (0.64) 0.08 (0.65) -
F1 0.44 (0.47) 0.44 (0.44) 0.14 (0.33) -
TABLE 5.4: Extractor candidate results on Wiki50 dataset using Annie and
TwitIE taggers, 10-fold cross validated predicted performance post SVM filter
given in parentheses.
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First stage precision is better when using TwitIE over ANNIE for tagging, but it
is still low, particularly for LVCs. The syntactic patterns encoded in the state ma-
chines produce both true and false MWEs, suggesting that syntactic information in
the form of POS tags alone may be insufficient to robustly identify MWEs. This pro-
vides the incentive for the second stage of filtering in MESME, based on additional
information.
Training and testing of SVM models using 10-fold cross validation on the Wiki50
extracted candidate feature vectors suggests significantly improved precision can be
achieved, although with a corresponding drop in recall. F1, the harmonic mean of
recall and precision, shows improvement for compound nouns and LVCs but not
VPCs. Figures are shown in parentheses in Table 5.4.
Evaluation of MESME on Twitter data
The goal of MESME is to detect MWEs in informal text such as that found in mi-
croblogs. The next experiments were aimed at evaluating performance of the ap-
proach on such material compared with that observed on well-formed English. They
were also intended to give an indication of the contribution of the features used to-
wards MWE detection.
In the first instance just the POS parser was used to do the detection. Results
are summarised in Table 5.5. Applying MESME without filtering to the Tweet-4-
MWE dataset resulted in 501 (59%) of the expected compound nouns being found
(including 77 plural forms of the singular expression given), a 3% absolute decline in
performance when working with informal language. Additionally, 273 (32%) were
identified as part of longer expressions.
Com.
Noun
VPC LVC Idiom C.Noun
filt
VPC
filt
LVC
filt
Idiom
filt
True Markup 843 310 8270 553 843 310 8270 553
Annie
Recall 0.54 0.43 0.27 0.12 0.51 0.32 0.14 0.03
Partial recall 0.39 0.03 0.03 0.12 0.25 0.01 0.01 0.06
Spurious rate 2.47 0.78 0.60 0.22 1.44 0.17 0.15 0.09
Proj. Precision 0.18 0.36 0.30 0.23 0.26 0.65 0.49 0.22
Proj. F1 0.26 0.34 0.28 0.16 0.34 0.43 0.22 0.04
TwitIE
Recall 0.60 0.50 0.29 0.17 0.56 0.43 0.16 0.05
Partial recall 0.34 0.03 0.03 0.16 0.19 0.02 0.01 0.06
Spurious rate 1.83 0.38 0.43 0.24 1.40 0.14 0.15 0.07
Proj. Precision 0.25 0.57 0.41 0.30 0.29 0.76 0.52 0.26
Proj. F1 0.40 0.53 0.34 0.22 0.38 0.55 0.24 0.08
TABLE 5.5: Extractor performance on Twitter messages using Annie and
TwitIE taggers, without and with application of 2nd stage SVM filter model
trained on the Wiki50 corpus. (Projected metrics are lower bounds.)
The advantage of using a tagger tuned to social media is seen for compound noun
detection as this achieves an 5% absolute increase in recall, a greater difference than
the 1% seen between use of TwitIE and ANNIE on wikipedia text. Precision was not
measured as spurious extracted MWEs were not assessed for accuracy. However, if
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one assumes all spurious extracts not to be MWEs then a lower bound of 7% absolute
increase in precision over the baseline ANNIE system is observed.
VPC identification in social media similarly shows a drop in performance to that
achieved in Wikipedia text: recall down approximately 9% absolute using TwitIE
POS tags. (TwitIE maintains a similar advantage over ANNIE). LVC performance
drops significantly however, recall falling by more than 25% absolute for both tag-
gers, although TwitIE does marginally better. This may be due to the increased like-
lihood of POS errors within the longer token sequences of LVCs.
For completeness, MESME was also run over the Tweets where idioms had been
found, treating them as a sub-class of LVCs. Unsurprisingly performance was very
low. Lower bound precision and F1 were calculated assuming spurious LVCs and
partial matches to be incorrect. Given idioms were not targeted in the design of
MESME and little data was available to evaluate it for idioms, no meaningful com-
parison could be made between performance on Wiki50 data and Twitter for idiom
extraction.
The experiments were run again taking the results from the second stage filter
(built on the Wiki50 data tagged by the appropriate POS tagger). Results are also
shown in Table 5.5. There is a small drop in recall in extracting compound nouns,
but the corresponding increase in the projected precision is also small. As this is
a lower bound (some spurious results may be other MWEs) the true performance
may be better. The ML model does improve the precision for VPCs, though, giving
an increase in the lower bound F1 projection. LVC detection, which was already a
difficult task for the extractor before filtering, saw precision improvement from the
ML model but at the cost of over half of the true detections. Spurious extraction
rates drop for use of all filter models. Idiom performance is particularly poor using
the filtered models, however there was little in the way of idiom training examples.
If one assumes a false detection consistent with the precision observed when run-
ning on the Wiki50 corpus, then use of the preceding and subsequent tags, ortho-
graphic token classes and lexical stems for verbs and adverbs as features in the
second stage filter results in improved precision in the detection of all three MWE
classes. However, overall performance, as measured by F1, declines for LVC de-
tection. Information contained in features beyond POS sequences may therefore
contribute to the determination of MWEs, but models built on edited English may
not be optimal for informal English. Unsurprisingly POS tagging accuracy is still a
factor in overall performance.
Each Tweet in the Tweet-4-MWE corpus had been selected for one MWE. How-
ever the extractor identified candidates for all three classes of MWE under consider-
ation. For example, 52 VPCs were found within the messages selected for compound
nouns. 18 of these appear to be genuine VPCs. Examples are given in Table 5.6.
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True VPC False VPC
give up chime in explains they look like
sit down geared up connected to imagine if
looking forward dozes off startled by told me
check out play at misses me welcome to
drawn out wake up add that goes directly
TABLE 5.6: Candidate VPCs from Twitter dataset
5.3.3 Discussion
As it operates primarily on the syntactic level, the performance of the extractor is de-
pendent to a large degree on the quality of the part-of-speech tagger. This is shown
in the difference in results seen here between the application of a untuned tagger and
that of a tagger designed for the target medium (in this case microblogs). Although
use of TwitIE does have a performance advantage over ANNIE on Wikipedia, it is
more pronounced on the Twitter data. The syntactic parse yields a reasonable per-
formance in extracting compound noun candidates. Furthermore, the application of
a filter created through machine learning results in only a small reduction in recall
for a gain in precision.
Extraction of VPCs is challenging because there are many common verb particle
combinations that are commonly found, such as “spoke to”, but are not considered
MWEs. (This is reflected in very low inter-annotator agreement found in assessing
verb particle combinations as describe in Section 5.4 below).
LVCs proved a more challenging type of MWE to extract reliably. This is true
also of idioms and other MWEs (although they are not specifically targeted by the
MESME extractor). Not only are these expressions generally longer and therefore
more susceptible to POS tagging errors, but there is also the issue that the syntac-
tic form of many is found within regular (i.e. non-MWE) phrasal construction. The
features used with machine learning to create a filter did little to help make a distinc-
tion as they resulted in LVC recall being significantly reduced. Further non-syntactic
information would be required to improve the precision in selecting true LVCs and
complex MWEs.
Overall MESME results do not compare favourably with recently reported ap-
proaches. Vincze, Nagy, and Berend, (2011) have reported F1 scores of 0.56 for com-
pound nouns and 0.81 for VPCs (Nagy and Vincze, 2014). Riedl and Biemann, (2016)
report F1 scores of 0.69, 0.71 and 0.39 for compound nouns, VPCs and LVCs respec-
tively. These figures rise by 0.03 when MWE resources are added into their models.
These approaches make use of more feature types including those that are morpho-
logically and semantically related.
Although it was disappointing that MESME did not achieve state-of-the-art per-
formance, its development provided some interesting insights given the approach
taken.
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5.4 Feature reliability
This section considers how well defined the selected features are. Do people agree on
what constitutes a particular class of feature given the role it supposedly performs?
Agreement on what constitutes a lexical token is broadly accepted. Some disagree-
ment might arise around situations such as how contractions such as “don’t” should
be tokenised, but for the purposes here the “standard” whitespace and punctuation
delimited tokenisation is regarded as sufficient to be accepted as correct by people.
Statistically determined features, such as inverse document frequency, are not an is-
sue accepting that background estimates come from a sample of a growing corpus.
Orthographically determined features follow a morphological protocol, e.g. hash-
tags are prefixed by ‘#’, so one may assume that people will agree that, within the
appropriate medium, tokens following the definition are examples of the feature.
Classes that may be applied to tokens are something that different people may
have alternative views on what is correct or appropriate. Part of speech classifica-
tion can be carried out at various levels of granularity, for example a tag set may or
may not distinguish tenses of verbs. POS tags recognised may be dependent upon
language and medium. However at a coarse level there is wide agreement on some
basic categories found in most natural languages, prompting the proposal of a “uni-
versal” tag set, see Petrov, Das, and McDonald, (2011). Inter-annotator agreement
on tags for English is very high, although errors may creep into gold standard sets.
For example Marcus, Marcinkiewicz, and Santorini, (1993) found disagreement be-
tween trained annotators occurred on just 3.5% of the POS tags applied in tagging
the Penn Treebank. Proposing methods for finding inconsistencies, Dickinson and
Meurers, (2003) found a number of annotations that could not be decided given the
tagging guidelines for the Penn Treebank. The Penn Treebank has received much
attention and many automatic taggers have used it in development and testing. The
tag set itself is commonly used or extended for other domains such as Twitter. Al-
though requiring further tag types, agreement is still found to be high. For example,
in developing a POS tag set for Twitter Gimpel et al., (2011) report an inter-annotator
agreement of 92%.
Inter-annotator agreement for type of Named Entity is considered to be generally
high too. For example, in annotating Named Entities in a Wikipedia sample corpus
Balasuriya et al., (2009) obtained a Fleiss’ κ score of 0.83 for the Named Entity types
Person, Organisation, Location and Miscellaneous. As observed by Doddington et
al., (2004), cases where uncertainty often arises where the terms can refer to different
but related entity types, Geo-Political entities such as “Europe” often being typical
examples. For example, “the White House” could refer to the building, or the or-
ganisation that operates from that location. In some cases there may be metonymy
where both entities are referenced with the single mention.
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The last feature class requiring human judgement to be considered is the multi-
word expression. Multiword expressions that are metaphorical or “conventional-
ized” – having a meaning that is distinct from the composition of the constituent
words – may not be expected to be controversial. Compositional expressions that
have entered the language as having a distinct sense, where potentially the same
words could be used simply in composition of a sentence rather than as a refer-
ence, could potentially be more open to interpretation. Fazly and Stevenson, (2007)
found inter-annotator agreement ranged between 67% and 80% (kappa scores from
0.56 to 0.72) showing a good degree of cohesion, but more uncertainty than found
with Named Entity. Given an annotated resource was used in the creation of an
automatic MWE tagger, it was decided to explore the effect of opinion on whether
or not a phrase has “entered the language” a little further., based upon the idea of
human correction of an automatic tagger output. For this exploration, an analysis
was conducted of human judgements for ”edge-cases” where lexical-syntactic pat-
terns suggested a phrase might possibly be a multiword expression. This analysis is
described below.
5.4.1 Human assessment on what word sequences constitute MWEs
MESME’s model might be better than the analysis above suggests: An examination
of the most frequent spurious MWEs identified, shown in Table 5.7, indicates that
there may be a high proportion which have not been identified by the annotators.
“Early years” for example could be argued to be a distinct identifiable concept. “Fear
and Loathing" is the title of a novel by Hunter S. Thompson, the subject of one of the
wiki pages in the corpus and arguably should be considered a named entity. (Al-
though named entities are not the intended target of MESME they may be extracted
if not tagged as such). Most spurious LVCs are seen just once.
Com.Noun No. VPC No. LVC No.
Fear and Loathing 15 known for 5 used in a group 2
Japanese version 12 was about 4 coached the Sting 2
same time 11 referred to 4 came the idea 2
many years 10 according to 4 obtain the keys 2
following year 10 based on 4 left the station 2
first time 10 reported that 3 includes the full text 2
English version 8 went back 3 credited as the cre-
ator
2
same year 7 According to 3
Numb 3rd 7 is not 3
European versions 6 do so 3
TABLE 5.7: Most frequent false positive extracted multi-word expressions
To gauge the level to which the extractor could be identifying MWEs that human
annotators might miss, a group of five people were asked to assess whether the ad-
ditional MWEs the extractor found were genuine MWEs or not. The assumption
here is that the annotation of the Wiki50 corpus may be incomplete or have debat-
able judgements. The spurious extracts therefore may not be false extracts but rather
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edge cases. The interest here was a native speaker’s “gut instinct” rather than lin-
guistic expert opinion. The assessors were given an informal description of what
constituted each of the MWE types under consideration but no formal training.
They were then asked for assessments on all VPCs and LVCs and on those com-
pound nouns appearing more than once (simply to keep the number of assessments
manageable). Any expression marked positively by only one assessor was rejected,
and any marked by at least four assessors is considered a true MWE for the purpose
of creating a MWE pool. The inter-annotator agreement within the pool is given in
table 5.8, together with the projected precision and recall (i.e. including the original
mark-up).
The most notable aspect of the annotation exercise was the relatively low level
of agreement amongst the annotators as to what constituted a MWE. Some judges
were more generous in their interpretation of what constituted a MWE than oth-
ers. No clear agreement was found for 18% of the additionally extracted candidate
MWEs. The highest agreement amongst judges was for additional candidate LVCs:
All five agreed 78% were not MWEs. (Overall all five agreed that 58% of spurious
extracts were not MWEs.) An analysis of inter-annotator agreement using Fleiss’s
kappa (which takes all decisions into account and factors in any random decision
making) scores agreement at 0.13, 0.17 and 0.28 for compound noun, VPC and LVC
assessments respectively. A value of less than 0.2 is generally interpreted as slight
and below 0.4 as fair. We may conclude that a consistent interpretation of what con-
stitutes a MWE is not easily arrived at as far as edge-cases are concerned.
Com. Noun VPC LVC All
Candidates 252 430 779 1461
True (@4+) 23 25 11 59
Agreement 0.26 0.17 0.13 0.17
Fleiss’s κ 0.13 0.17 0.28 0.24
Projected 0.33 0.41 0.08
precision (+0.01) (+0.03) (+0.02)
TABLE 5.8: Annotation of Wiki50 spurious extracted MWEs and projected
precision if included
Low levels of agreement between annotators for the three classes of MWEs tar-
geted by MESME for candidate expression and not already marked-up by the lin-
guists used for the original corpus construction suggest that edge cases are com-
monplace and subject to opinion. (Although it is not known whether the two sets of
judges have a common understanding of what constitutes an MWE.) One possible
explanation is that some constructions are within a process of becoming conven-
tionalised through usage. For example the phrases “headed off” and “focused on”
were both identified and arguably are becoming, if they have not already become,
a prepositional phrasal verb and a particle phrasal verb respectively. Similarly new
metaphors may become adopted, or adapted as in “take the graveyard shift”. For
LVCs the source of some disagreement may lie in whether the verb is indeed “light”
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or whether a distinct verb sense is selected by the phrase. “Breaks the news” for
example was a contentious candidate.
Although the extractor performs well at identifying likely compound noun con-
structs, there could be benefit in identifying nested compound noun phrases such
as in “equal rights demonstration march”. Furthermore some expressions may be
made up of combinations of different MWE types, LVCs taking a compound noun
for example. The nesting of MWEs may itself be a source of confusion in assessment.
“Brought up a free man" for example is, strictly, ambiguous, but its meaning is clear
with the sense of ”brought up” given by “free man”, the expression incorporating a
verb particle.
The identification of verbal MWEs here is limited by the forward syntactic parse
rules. The tool cannot find verb-final LVCs. The addition of a state sequence to
capture these would be beneficial therefore. Finally the tool has a relatively low
precision. Future work should focus on improving the filter stage through the use
of more features and in-domain training data.
5.5 Summary
This chapter discussed the features chosen for investigation and the options avail-
able for their extraction from text. The features were chosen for use in either or both
of the filtering and discovery stages investigated for the envisaged system. They
included: words, word and MWE inverse document frequencies, nouns, pronouns,
four types of named entities, dates, sums of money, emoticons, URLs, and User Iden-
tifiers.
The chapter went on to describe the tools selected for extraction of these features,
required for the experiments detailed in Chapters 6 and 7, and the rationale for the
choice thereof. Tools for the identification of lexical tokens (words), their part of
speech, multiword expressions and named entities were all required for features,
either directly or for the calculation of derived features.
Much of the core feature identification functionality is contained within the Stan-
ford CoreNLP toolkit, together with a default model for the basic Named Entity
types of interest. This SDK was therefore chosen to provide the main extraction
tooling. Micro-blog messages, such as found in Twitter, contain additional conven-
tions as well as providing more linguistic variation. An extended model tailored for
such messages was selected from the Sheffield GATE NLP framework for process-
ing Twitter data for POS and micro-blog specific features. No suitable tool to extract
multiword expressions was identified at the time the experiments were conducted.
It was therefore decided to develop a tool for this purpose, making use of the earlier
stages of processing.
The chapter went on to describe the main classes of multiword expressions in
English and the rationale for a tool to identify them. This tool, called MESME, was
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aimed to extract compound nouns, verb particle constructs, and light verb constructs
from informal English such as that found in social media. The data used to evalu-
ate the tool’s performance at the task and the evaluation experiments were then
described. (The design and development of the tool is detailed in Appendix A.)
In sampling Twitter for a test corpus, it was confirmed that MWEs are used in a
small but significant number of microblog messages. Use of idiom appears to be
much rarer than that of LVCs. VPC and Compound noun usage is most present.
The evaluation experiments, unsurprisingly, showed that POS tagging quality is a
significant factor in the identification of MWEs by syntactic patterns. Longer phrases
and common constructions pose significant challenges as syntax alone is not suffi-
cient to reliably detect MWEs (even with good quality tagging). MESME showed
an ability to identify a majority of compound nouns, suffering only a small degra-
dation (3% in recall) when executed on informal English as exemplified by Twitter
messages. However obtaining high rates of identification for VPCs and particularly
LVCs was found to be challenging 3. Although not targeted, some idioms were iden-
tified by the tool, but overall, idiom identification performance was found to be very
poor.
Subsequent to the tool’s development, others have produced and evaluated sim-
ilar tools. Using a wider range of features and approaches, published results for
these tools show superior performance to MESME. However achieving state-of-the
art performance was not the principal goal. Only an ability to detect with high preci-
sion a significant number of the intended classes of MWE was required, particularly
for compound nouns, and this was achieved.
The chapter then discussed the reliability of extracted features with regard to how
well agreed examples are given their definition. Low level features, such as what
constitutes a lexical term (token) are generally unproblematic. Agreement between
people seems to decline as deeper and finer grained interpretation, typically involv-
ing multiple terms, is required. Noting this, an analysis of areas of potential dis-
agreement, ‘edge cases’, in MWEs was described. A wide degree of interpretation
of what constitutes a multi-word construction was found with a Fleiss’s κ of 0.24
showing only slight to fair agreement amongst annotator assessment of over 1,400
candidate expressions.
The novel contributions presented in this chapter included the MESME MWE ex-
traction tool, a corpus of Twitter messages containing MWEs, and an analysis of the
effect POS tagging accuracy has in MWE identification in Twitter messages. Addi-
tionally, an analysis of how consistent people are in their notions of what constitutes
a multiword expression was also contributed.
3It is not known whether or not the same identification performance would be observed with News
text as this was not tested owing to the lack of a test corpus. For a complete evaluation, an annotation
exercise to identify MWEs in a source of News should have been carried out for further testing of the
tool.
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Chapter 6
Entity Mentions in Online News
and Social Media
6.1 Introduction
The principal motivation for this thesis, presented in Chapter 1, was the discovery of
newsworthy information before the information is curated and published as news
stories. The envisaged application is an aid to the journalist or intelligence analyst
seeking to filter vast amounts of textual information being published and streamed
online for useful information when keywords are insufficient. The envisaged system
makes use of two streams of documents; 1) social media, from where new interest-
ing information is sought; and 2) news media, which represents well known and
established information. This chapter presents an approach to reducing the search
space by seeking to filter out established news stories (the well known, established,
information) from social media while selecting the features potentially indicative of
new interesting information. The types of feature focussed on are nouns and named
entities, an analysis of which is provided for documents that have been separated
as either from an established news media source or from social media. Selection of
features by trends in their daily use is explored, reasoning that a significant rise in
popular feature use would correlate with interest in related information. It is ex-
amined whether or not that these social media trends indicate information of wider
interest by the extent to which they can be used to predict future trends in news
media.
In the ideal system, features with predictive qualities would be used to select and
prioritise documents for inspection by the user or for information extraction. A po-
tential method for selecting documents is to use co-occurrence of trending features,
based on the idea that expressed information would likely relate two (or more) rep-
resented things. This idea is examined in an investigation into whether or not it
could be used as a basis for selecting documents containing related information.
In particular this chapter addresses the first hypothesis posed:
H1: Some documents containing new information can be found through an unex-
pected number of references to named entities and concepts.
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The experiments described in this chapter also investigate the following support-
ing hypotheses:
H3: Documents imparting new information are more likely to contain unusual
combinations of named entity mentions than unusual combinations of nouns.
H3null: Co-occurring mentions of concepts and named entities are no more likely
than co-occurring nouns in documents imparting new information.
H4: Mentions of different named entities are less likely to co-occur independently
than mentions of different common nouns .
H4null: Named entity mentions co-occur no more independently than common
nouns co-occur.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Firstly, Section 6.2 gives a recap
of how social media differs from mainstream news outlets in disseminating infor-
mation to the wider community. This provides the context and motivation for the
experiments and analysis reported here. Section 6.3 describes related work. The set-
ting for the experiments is described in Section 6.4 and the data used in Section 6.5.
The experiments are reported in Section 6.6 with analysis of the results. Section 6.7
concludes the Chapter with a discussion and a summary of the findings.
6.2 Information Dissemination in Mainstream News Media and Social
Media
Traditional news media seek to publish stories of interest to consumers. To be of in-
terest and constitute “news” the stories need to present new information in a timely
manner. Ideally the information should be checked and presented in clear language,
often consistent with the media organisation’s preferred style and editorial stance
(Cameron, 1996). What information is published is decided by the organisation un-
der its policy and constraints. In other words, information published in the main-
stream media is curated.
Social media, on the other hand, is not typically subjected to editorial control1.
Many more people provide content on social media platforms than the number of
journalists providing news media. The result is much more content provision, po-
tentially disseminated faster, than that found in mainstream news. However, social
media is used for providing social communications and interaction; only a small pro-
portion may be expected to be new information of wider interest, and the language
used may exhibit a wider vocabulary and wider variance from accepted grammar.
In other words, social media content is informal.
1Some forums may exercise moderation on postings. However where such control is exercised it is
often whether a post should or not be published at all rather than to exercise editorial control.
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The challenge is to find the nuggets of newsworthy information, or leads, in social
media. Does such information arise and could it be found systematically? The next
section provides details of data useful for investigation of these questions.
6.3 Related Work
The Internet and social media in particular has provided a rich source of data for
those interested in the creation and dissemination of information. News story cre-
ation in the past was dominated by professional sources. With wide coverage and
many providers, research, as described in Chapter 3, focussed on topic detection and
tracking, with the detection of new stories being a key task.
Since the early work analysing news stories, the prevalence of Social Media in
the wide dissemination of information has increased significantly. The availabil-
ity of data regarding not only content but also users’ production and consumption
thereof, together with data regarding user interaction, has enabled researchers to ex-
amine social and temporal aspects of what makes an interesting topic. A popular
approach in modelling has been to detect bursts of activity as indications of emerg-
ing interest in a topic. Evidence that bursts of activity aligned with interest in a topic
was found as soon as wide adoption of online communication became established.
For example Kleinberg, (2003) in looking for time gaps between term occurrences in
email data found bursts in email topics seemed to coincide with interest to the email
authors, and bursts of linking activity have been observed, in the evolution of the
“Blogosphere” (Kumar et al., 2003).
Research directions turned to investigate clustering and relating documents con-
tributing to bursts, characterisation of bursting topics being a logical step in news
story detection and tracking. Gabrilovich, Dumais, and Horvitz, (2004) investigated
the applicability of several distance metrics in finding novel information within clus-
tered news stories in which new bursts of related articles with a high divergence
from topic clusters to date are taken to be those containing new information; Franco
and Kawai, (2010) investigated two approaches to detecting emerging news in blogs,
considering “cascades” of topics through the blogosphere by measuring linking evo-
lution (hyperlink references used in the topic posts) and by clustering the content of
postings. Ha-Thuc and Srinivasan, (2008) investigated the use of a log-likelihood
estimate of an event within a topic model as an intensity metric.
Glance, Hurst, and Tomokiyo, (2004) have examined bursts in phrases, mentions
of people, and hyperlinks in blogs given a background of blogs published in the pre-
ceding two weeks. Looking at examples of blogs following product announcements
and subsequent sales figures, they go on to hypothesise that product mentions in
blogs may have predictive power.
More recently work on emerging topic and trend detection has been focussed on
data from the micro-blogging web service Twitter. Micro-blogs, or “Tweets”, are
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restricted to 140 characters 2, and have been likened to chat rather than publication
by Alvanaki et al., (2011), but snippets of (potential) news are also communicated.
In their system, named “En Blogue”, they detect emerging topics from online media
streams by considering pairs of tags (augmented by extracted entities) at least one
of which is a popular, i.e. frequent, tag.
Twitter provides its own proprietary trending topics service, but others have
sought to provide similar functionality. Petrovic´, Osborne, and Lavrenko, (2010)
have investigated first story detection in Twitter micro-blog feeds; Mathioudakis and
Koudas, (2010) describe a system that detects and groups bursting keywords before
determining a description of the emergent trend; Cataldi, Di Caro, and Schifanella,
(2010) note that Twitter acts as a low level news flash portal where new topics in-
volve emerging terms. They consider a term to be emerging if it frequently occurs
in the interval being considered whilst relatively infrequently in a defined prior pe-
riod, and generate emerging topics from co-occurrence vectors for the considered
interval. Benhardus, (2010) has compared different term weighting methods when
applied to detecting trends in Twitter data.
Research has also looked at how trends evolve through social media and how
content spreads: Cha et al., (2009) studied the structure of the Blogosphere social
network and how media content is propagated therein; Lerman and Ghosh, (2010)
have studied how news spreads through the Digg and Twitter social networks.
Asur et al., (2011) have examined how trends persist and decay through social
media. They found that the majority of trends follow news stories in Twitter, and
that social networks and resonance are significant factors in how long a topic trend
lasts, it being correlated with the number of authors re-tweeting contributing tweets.
Looking at originating sources for re-tweeted items, they found that a large number
could be classified as traditional news media providers such as CNN and Reuters.
Simmons, Adamic, and Adar, (2011) have examined how quoted text changes as it
is communicated through social media networks, finding personal bloggers to be
more likely than mainstream news organisations to simply copy exact quotes. This
suggests that it should be feasible to filter out mentions of established news from
personal blogs to some reasonable degree.
Evidence that social media content could pre-empt publication in the mainstream
first began to emerge in 2006. Lloyd, Kaulgud, and Skiena, (2006) found a small
percentage of topics discussed in blogs existed before corresponding news-stories
were published. Comparing the most popular named entities in news and blogs
on a mentions-per-day basis they found that spikes in numbers of entity mentions
could be present in one medium before the other. Examples they reported included
“Hurricane Ophelia”, which was mentioned in blogs much more than in news in the
days before the storm hit.
2Raised to 280 characters in 2017
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Leskovec, Backstrom, and Kleinberg, (2009) in looking at the concept of “memes”,
short phrases, and how they evolved in news websites and blog publication, found
the majority of quotations arose in blogs, typically lagging by 2.5 hours, but some
3.5% of “meme” transfer was from blog entries and quoted in news media.
Many trend analysis approaches analyse simple lexical features, before using
other techniques to improve the semantic richness. Techniques such as clustering,
and feature co-occurrence analysis, may be employed to determine the topic that is
trending, e.g. Mathioudakis and Koudas, (2010), Cataldi, Di Caro, and Schifanella,
(2010), Alvanaki et al., (2011). One may observe that trending topics are often about
tangible (named) entities. Azzam, Humphreys, and Gaizauskas, (1999) suggested
that a document be about something – its topic – and that something would revolve
about a central entity, though that entity may not be directly mentioned by full name
more than once or twice. Evidence has been found that names can be effective in in-
formation retrieval tasks, (Thompson and Dozier, 1997), and searching for names
has been shown to be a useful concept in searching archives of news stories (Sag-
gion et al., 2005), which provides the motivation for the focus on named entities and
nominal references in the studies reported in this chapter.
Whereas work described above has investigated news story detection and track-
ing in news streams or through social media, the work presented in the sections
below focusses on bursts of interest in topics that first arise in social media. It also
focusses on use of trending feature co-occurrence as a basis for document selection.
The next section describes the application setting for the studies conducted.
6.4 Experimental setting
The setting for the experiments reported in this chapter envisages an application
where two streams of textual information are available. One is the output from the
mainstream news media outlets. The information from this stream represents stories
that have already “broken”. The other stream is the mass of social media weblogs
where information that could be pertinent to stories of interest may emerge. This
is broadly the document input setting as that used by Lloyd, Kaulgud, and Skiena,
(2006), but here there is no interest in social media interest in stories that have already
appeared in the news media. The downstream process to select the documents is
also different in that the system proposed here uses trending feature co-occurrence
rather than single trends.
The task of the system is to find new topics in the social media stream that are
not already seen in the news stream within some arbitrary timeframe. To do this
the system needs to detect bursts of topically related documents in each stream and
subtract topics in the mainstream news stream from those in the social media stream,
leaving only bursts of documents that are topically new. The system is illustrated in
Figure 6.1.
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FIGURE 6.1: Illustration of filtering Blogs by occurrence of bursting features
other than those bursting in news stories
6.5 Data and modelling
This section describes the data used to simulate the application system described
above, the model used to detect topic bursts, the filtering conditions applied, and
the features used for the temporal models.
6.5.1 The ICWSM corpus
For the 3rd International AAAI Conference on Weblogs and Social Media (2009), the
organisers made a dataset, referred to as the ICWSM 2009 corpus, available to re-
searchers Burton, Java, and Soboroff, (2009). The dataset, provided by Spinn3r.com,
is a set of 44 million blog posts and news stories made between August 1st and Oc-
tober 1st, 2008. The records include for each blog post the text and metadata such
as the blog’s homepage. Each record is timestamped with the time the article was
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published. Postings are not filtered for language as many posting do not have a lan-
guage tag applied and some posts contain words from more than one language. It
is possible that a topic related word in one language may be referred to in a post
written in another for example, and this may influence the detection of a burst in a
topic.
6.5.2 Features and their extraction
The hypotheses explored in this chapter focus on the presence of explicit references
to concepts and named entities. Although one may conjure many types and sub-
types in a taxonomy of entities, people, places and organisations are often the most
commonly occurring classes of entities one might expect to find in news stories.
Other types may be grouped as “miscellaneous”. (A system working purely at the
lexical level might use the words appearing in documents, but maintaining a history
of words unlikely to be associated with content, or the topic of a document, would
seem only to add unnecessarily to the model size. Motivated by the observation that
Church’s double Poisson word occurrence model (Church, 2000) found the most
significant words were often nouns, simple words other then nouns were therefore
discounted.)
Although the features are typically present, documents do not usually mark them
out explicitly. Presence needs to be detected and the features then extracted prior to
analysis using the model described below. Tagging and extraction tools may be em-
ployed for this purpose. Chapter 5 detailed the selected features and the extraction
tools selected. Pre-processing for the analysis presented in this chapter made use of
the Stanford CoreNLP framework Toutanova et al., (2003b); Finkel, Grenager, and
Manning, (2005), using the pre-trained models contained therein. English part-of-
speech tagging and named entity recognition was applied to each posting, yielding
the features, and the number of their occurrences, associated with the document they
occurred in and the time the document appeared on the internet. The MESME tool
(Dewdney, 2017a) was used to extract multiword expressions. This was mainly to
obtain compound nouns although verb particle and light verb constructs were also
identified.
Features were extracted from each blog post and news article in the ICWSM cor-
pus. They were then capitalised to ensure feature frequency calculations were case
insensitive.
6.5.3 Temporal modelling of content streams
For simplicity a traditional Poisson model (Haight, 1967) is employed for each fea-
ture frequency: This assumes that features occur at random and independently, the
intervals between occurrences being Poisson distributed. The reciprocal of the ex-
pected interval gives the expected frequency. If a random variable X has a Poisson
distribution with expectation E[X] = λ then
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P(X = k|λ) = λ
ke−λ
k!
, k ≥ 0 (6.1)
The mean frequency is simply the inverse of the expected gap between occur-
rences for the feature k, 1/λ. The variance of the Poisson distribution is also λ so the
significance of a trend can be measured as the number of standard deviations the
associated gap reduction is from the mean. For feature k with expected frequency 1λk
and observed frequency 1λ′k
, the strength of a trend in k is given by:
T (k) =
λk − λ′k√
λk
(6.2)
The daily trend in feature occurrence is measured in standard deviations given by
T (k) from the expected frequency which is calculated as average observed frequency
over preceding days. This does require a certain amount of “burn-in” time to estab-
lish a reasonable estimate of the average frequency 1/λX for each feature X = 1, 2, ....
Counts are calculated for each feature in each media category and Laplacian smooth-
ing applied to account for unseen (new) features.
A trend in feature occurrence, then, can be measured in terms of the deviation
from its mean frequency within an interval as determined from averaging preced-
ing intervals. Feature frequencies are calculated on a daily basis with average fre-
quencies being calculated on an accumulative basis, i.e. no “window “ is applied. In
a larger study a rolling interval may be more appropriate to account for long term
drifts in language use.
For each experiment a bedding-in time of seven days was arbitrarily chosen.
Thereafter, each day’s feature counts were calculated and compared to the average,
reporting at the start of the next day. So feature counts for 8th August are compared
to the average calculated over the period from 1st August to 7th August and reported
as at midnight, 00:00hrs, 9th August. On any one day in the experimental period the
top trending features by deviation from the average shown by that feature to date
are selected subject to a minimum of one standard deviation above the average. Any
feature trending in the news is tagged and is not considered further.
Small changes in occurrences may be expected to be more significant for features
that do not occur very often than for high frequency features. The use of Poisson
models parameterised by feature counts for each stream affords relative trend mea-
surements, so that deviations in feature frequencies that have different means in each
media stream can be compared. Similarly, deviations in the frequencies of different
features can be compared.
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FIGURE 6.2: Total of nouns in blogs and news per day in ICWSM 2009 corpus
6.6 Experiments and Analysis
6.6.1 Initial Analysis
Over the two full months of data in the corpus, August and September 2008, there
are 1,593,868 posts from mainstream news sources, while there are 36,740,061 blog
postings. Of these, 1,428,482 (89.6%) news stories and 27,074,356 (73.7%) blogs con-
tain at least one named entity (as identified by the Stanford NER tool), and all bar
157 blog postings contain English nouns (although there is no guarantee the post is
actually in English).
The amount of material produced each day is not consistent however as can be
seen from the graphs shown in figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4, although News postings
show a periodic nature as one might expect. There is a notable increase in noun
output in blogs but not in news towards the end of the period, although this increase
is not seen in named entity output. The number of postings made per day shows no
significant change suggesting that the rise in noun output is due to a relatively small
number of long blog postings that do not mention a correspondingly higher number
of named entities.
If News is taken to be representative of what is widely known, then for potential
new information, one may focus attention on features that demonstrated a rising
trend in occurrence either exclusively or prior to a trend in news articles. In the
analysis performed here, a minimum criterion for feature selection was imposed: a
minimum of over five occurrences, and a positive deviation of over five standard
deviations from their average daily occurrence (calculated over all previous days
available), on the day of their maximum positive trend during the two months of the
corpus. Trends for features that have trended in news articles within the previous
seven days were not considered.
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FIGURE 6.3: Total of named entities in blogs and news per day in ICWSM
2009 corpus
Type No. Trending No. in News Vocabulary %
Nouns 7382 6260 84.8%
Misc 11260 5303 47.1%
Location 9809 5331 54.3%
Person 9365 5993 64.0%
Organisation 9823 5889 60.0%
Com. Noun 9780 9751 99.7%
VPC 3648 3574 98.0%
LVC 5736 5709 99.5 %
Totals 66803 47810 71.6%
TABLE 6.1: Number of unique features that have trended on at least one day
in social media & amount in news use within ICWSM corpus
No trend analysis was carried out for the first seven days to allow a fair estimate
of average daily occurrence to be established, so occurrences on the 8th August were
the first to be considered, being reported therefore on the 9th.
This selection process yielded a total of 66,803 features that showed a positive
trend originating in social media from the 8th August 2008 to 30th September 2008.
An average of 71.6% of these trending features are also to be seen in news articles,
though not necessarily trending there. The break-down across feature types is given
in table 6.1.
A high proportion of nouns that show trending behaviour originating in blogs,
about 85%, were found within the vocabulary of news articles. The lack of edito-
rial control in social media, together with tagger inaccuracies, account for much of
the remainder. A much lower proportion of named entities that originally trend
within blogs are also seen in news at all. One may conclude that while some peo-
ple, organisations, and places etc. may be of topical interest in the social media,
only about half of them (between 47% and 64%) are also in the sphere of interest of
the mainstream media organisations. Blog trending multiword expressions are pre-
dominantly found within the vocabulary of news. This is not surprising given their
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FIGURE 6.4: Total of multiword Expressions in blogs and news per day in
ICWSM 2009 corpus
conventional form.
As trend strength is measured relative to the average occurrence of a feature rather
than in absolute occurrence numbers, the most popular nouns and entities are not
necessarily the same as those that show the strongest trend. Table 6.2 notes the top
ten most frequent nouns and the top ten strongest trending nouns with their average
frequency and trend strengths at the time of they showed their strongest trend. There
are two observations to make: Firstly that a significant number of these “nouns”
are not correctly identified by the part-of-speech identifier and named entity tagger,
being either broken mark-up or proper nouns; secondly the strongest trends contain
unidentified proper nouns.
Top Occurring Top Trending
Noun Avg per Day Max Trend Noun Avg per Day Max Trend
QUE 67072.4 958.9 WON 184.2 92152.5
% 60444.3 1002.7 − − − − − − − − − − ...− 14.8 83949.8
THINGS 52755.2 410.4 3A 36.1 76574.3
COM 51408.7 5322.4 BEHAR 59.4 75912.3
SOMETHING 48963.0 547.2 PEARCE 87.6 69001.3
DA 46427.7 4269.0 PROP 163.2 68665.7
GIRL 44684.9 1255.9 <BR?/> 810.1 51689.2
MUSIC 44454.6 740.1 PIVEN 705.3 50291.6
DVD 44327.5 4001.1 ANTOFAGASTA 16.2 48510.5
EL 41919.9 666.7 JEUDI 142.1 46578.9
TABLE 6.2: Top ten ‘nouns’ by average daily occurrence and by trend strength
in blogs
Tables 6.3 through 6.9 show the top ten by average occurrence and by maximum
trend strength for Named Entity types and multiword expression types. The most
frequent named entities are mentioned several thousand times a day (about an order
of magnitude less than the most frequent nouns). Trend strengths shown by these
named entities range from a few 10’s of std. deviations from their average daily oc-
currence to a few thousand, similar in strength to the top occurring trending nouns.
The trend strengths are typically well under those shown by the top ten entities
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selected by maximum trend strength, which are in the region of several thousand
standard deviations. These too are an order of magnitude less than trend strengths
shown by the maximally trending nouns. Overall, mentions of people tend to appear
in trends more strongly than those of organisations and places, as well as showing
higher average daily occurrences.
Top Occurring Top Trending
Organisation Avg per Day Max Trend Organisation Avg per Day Max Trend
GOOGLE 10443.0 303.9 ILWU 0.8 5929.3
APPLE 3138.6 577.7 ADM 24.4 5459.2
UA 3083.5 2359.9 OHIO STATE 211.1 5452.2
YAHOO 2279.1 2409.3 STATE FARM 15.4 5147.4
VMWARE 2142.2 1494.6 SOA 243.7 4935.9
HOUSE 2009.3 146.9 IBM 1944.4 4341.8
IDF 1945.2 1663.6 HEALTH MINISTRY 52.9 4122.3
IBM 1944.4 4341.8 BUCS 82.4 4000.3
MCKINSEY 1726.6 1059.5 ACORN 109.3 3967.0
HET 1641.5 1610.4 USAF 115.4 3965.7
TABLE 6.3: Top ten Organisations by average daily occurrence and by trend
strength in blogs
Top Occurring Top Trending
Person Avg per Day Max Trend Person Avg per Day Max Trend
OBAMA 34008.6 64.1 BEHAR 16.4 7119.4
MCCAIN 14677.7 53.3 KWAME KILPATRICK 517.2 6698.0
JOHN MCCAIN 12280.5 68.7 ALICE COOPER 63.2 6345.6
JACK 5415.7 3098.2 FREEMAN 111.9 6155.8
JESUS 3924.7 1994.1 CORSI 166.0 5619.6
JENSEN 2661.4 1675.2 MRS. CLINTON 71.3 5575.4
RYAN 2163.1 2375.9 OLMERT 134.1 5238.0
DAVID 2156.5 1503.5 SANTANA 72.1 5127.6
PETER 1703.3 2613.4 BUFFETT 93.4 5101.8
GOD 1688.5 2767.8 CARL ICAHN 37.0 5028.9
TABLE 6.4: Top ten Persons by average daily occurrence and by trend
strength in blogs
Top Occurring Top Trending
Location Avg per Day Max Trend Location Avg per Day Max Trend
NEW YORK 6267.8 67.2 GOLD COAST 10.6 4005.6
INDIA 6188.3 70.4 BISHKEK 103.6 3912.0
UK 4146.9 293.8 LIMA 358.6 3683.3
FRANCE 3269.7 56.4 WELLS 18.6 3674.3
FLORIDA 3207.1 69.3 WIRED.COM 91.3 3632.4
DELHI 3171.2 1805.5 HAMPTON 30.4 3630.7
IRAN 2755.7 269.6 CALCUTTA 54.8 3613.2
ISRAEL 2750.3 371.8 HULU 167.2 3491.8
LOS ANGELES 2320.7 74.1 YUNNAN 64.9 3463.6
PARIS 2110.3 183.4 TRIPOLI 180.4 3421.1
TABLE 6.5: Top ten Locations by average daily occurrence and by trend
strength in blogs
Top Occurring Top Trending
Misc Avg per Day Max Trend Misc Avg per Day Max Trend
INTERNET 6428.6 85.4 ALPS 42.8 2523.1
WINDOWS 1882.7 1416.4 GENESIS 76.9 2430.3
DEMOCRAT 1669.7 78.0 LITTLE LEAGUE WORLD SERIES 49.4 2263.7
GMT 1479.2 1183.7 SUMMER OLYMPIC 11.0 2050.8
ALS 1267.9 865.3 TEAM 21.3 2029.0
FACEBOOK 1217.0 1385.2 VIETNAM WAR 76.5 1928.7
TWITTER 791.6 1029.4 BOLIVARIAN ALTERNATIVE 3.9 1927.5
CHRISTMAS 786.4 1174.1 BRITONS 71.9 1772.3
JAVA 745.7 923.8 SERIE A 18.3 1765.6
MUSLIMS 703.2 665.0 CHINA OPEN 62.6 1696.2
TABLE 6.6: Top Ten Miscellaneous by average daily occurrence and by trend
strength in blogs
To get a sense of any linkage between average daily occurrence and maximum
trends strengths in social media originated trends, the two can be plotted against
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Top Occurring Top Trending
Com. Noun Avg per Day Max Trend Com. Noun Avg per Day Max Trend
FIRST TIME 5112.2 23.7 OPENING CEREMONY 24.8 729.2
LONG TIME 3033.3 45.7 PAST WEEKEND 104.0 282.6
FEW DAYS 2911.8 47.5 GAS PRICES 210.7 249.3
MANY PEOPLE 2904.4 47.6 NEXT WEEKEND 227.7 239.4
LAST WEEK 2817.5 29.9 OIL PRICES 247.7 229.1
LAST TIME 2325.5 57.9 BIRTHDAY PARTY 249.9 228.0
NEXT YEAR 1955.9 66.5 YOUNG WOMAN 294.8 209.0
NEXT WEEK 1682.4 82.4 OWN WAY 305.6 205.0
OTHER HAND 1636.5 75.8 CELL PHONES 309.8 203.5
ONLY THING 1411.1 83.9 BLUE EYES 311.9 202.8
TABLE 6.7: Top Ten Compound Nouns by average daily occurrence and by
trend strength in blogs
Top Occurring Top Trending
VPC Avg per Day Max Trend VPC Avg per Day Max Trend
POINTS OUT 501.9 34.9 CHANGED FREQUENTLY 0.0 816.3
CLICK FOR 477.0 35.9 HOLD FIRMLY 0.2 797.4
WORK TOGETHER 475.4 35.9 WOOT OFF 0.0 783.0
GOING DOWN 380.5 40.4 WRITTEN BY 42.4 122.9
COMMENT HERE 347.9 49.6 ROLL OUT 85.0 87.0
SOLD OUT 341.8 42.8 CLIPPED BY 135.6 77.3
FOLLOW UP 328.0 43.7 REFER TO 110.4 76.3
TOOK OVER 296.5 46.1 STOOD OUT 126.7 71.2
RUNNING BACK 290.0 46.6 LEARN FROM 129.3 70.5
POSTED BY 290.0 46.6 ALLOWED ME 130.1 70.2
TABLE 6.8: Top Ten VPCs by average daily occurrence and by trend strength
in blogs
Top Occurring Top Trending
LVC Avg per Day Max Trend LVC Avg per Day Max Trend
SEND TO A FRIEND 2933.7 18.7 ’S GOOD 0.0 1540.9
MAKES SENSE 372.9 60.0 MOVIES/OPENSOURCE _ MOVIES 0.0 1537.5
ANNOUNCED TODAY 287.5 68.7 ’S FUNNY 0.0 1537.3
HAVE A CHANCE 268.1 71.1 ’M SCARED 0.0 1535.9
LOOK GOOD 220.0 78.7 DEL. ICIO 0.0 1535.8
HAVE A LOOK 189.4 84.9 PROVIDES A DETAILED ANALYSIS 0.0 1356.5
FEELS GOOD 156.7 93.4 PAYING OPTIONS 0.0 1262.0
SITTING NEXT 147.8 96.2 INCLUDING MARKET SHARES 0.0 1202.2
CHECK OUT THIS VIDEO 145.2 97.1 PUBLISHED AT DAVEANDSABRINA.COM 0.0 1159.6
ADDED SUPPORT 138.8 85.1 LOVE BLOCK COLORS 0.0 1157.4
TABLE 6.9: Top Ten LVCs by average daily occurrence and by trend strength
in blogs
one another. Distributions can be further divided into those features that are unique
to language seen in social media, those that are also seen in news articles and those
that also trend in news articles after a trend is seen originating from blogs. (Ideally
one would wish for these subtype distributions to have a clear separation for easy
feature selection based on trend strength alone.) Plots for nouns and each entity
type are shown in Figure 6.5 and for multiword expressions in Figure 6.6. For each
feature that trends in social media, a point is plotted for its maximum trend strength
against its prior average daily occurrence (an indication of how rare, or common, the
feature was prior to the trend). A different plot is given for each feature type. The
different subtypes (unique, also in news, also trending in news) are shown by colour
and mark. From this the distributions of each subtype can be visually compared
within a graph, and of types across graphs. Also given in the figures are the mean
and standard deviation of the log distributions in occurrences and maximum trend
strength.
Trending features that are unique to blogs were found to be fewer and weaker
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FIGURE 6.5: Distributions of occurrence per day and trend strengths for
Noun and Named Entity trends originating in blogs
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FIGURE 6.6: Distributions of occurrence per day and trend strengths for Mul-
tiword Expression trends originating in blogs
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than those that also appear in news vocabulary, although the separation is greatest
for nouns. However, the presence of unique noun trends may be for the reasons of
noise and tagger errors described above. Many trending named entities occurring
uniquely in blogs showed average daily occurrence of less than ten per day. This
was also found to be the case for multiword expressions.
Features that showed trends in news after the original trend in social media tended
to be the most frequently occurring ones. Within these features, named entities also
tended to show higher trend strengths and, while some nouns showed high trend
strengths, nouns overall had a similar spread in trend strength to those not trending
subsequently in the news: a separation in distributions of trend strength for features
later trending in news and those not, is not present. Overall, distributions of features
showing subsequent trends in news, given the feature type, have significant overlap
with the distribution of features of the same type appearing in news articles without
subsequent trends therein. The vast majority of those features showing subsequent
trends in news articles had an average occurrence of at least one mention per day in
blog posts prior to the day of the trend.
Multiword expression blog trends, in contrast to Named Entity and individual
nouns, did not show any corresponding later News trend. More common expres-
sions were more likely to be found in the News vocabulary, but otherwise the distri-
butions in trends with vocabulary unique to blogs were within those with vocabu-
lary in mainstream media.
These distributions suggest that entities being written about by bloggers that may
be of wider interest at any particular time, tend to show trend strengths of a few hun-
dred standard deviations from their average daily occurrence, although this could
be less for very common entities (those with daily occurrence in excess of 1,000).
Strengths for nouns in topics of potential wider interest tended to be an order of
magnitude higher (average daily occurrence also being about an order of magni-
tude higher). However, this magnitude difference in trend strength was also true for
nouns not subsequently trending in news articles. This suggests that comparisons
between feature types would be better made having normalised by the average trend
strength within a feature type.
The lack of any multiword expression News trends occurring after trending in
blogs suggests that MWEs are unlikely to be useful features in isolation. This is
perhaps not surprising for verb phrases as these in themselves do not constitute un-
ambiguous reference. However, the finding for compound nouns seems at first to
be at odds with that for singular nouns. The number of compound nouns is natu-
rally less than the number of individual nouns. They also could be considered to be
more specific in reference as in, for example, “guide dog” compared with just “dog”.
References by singular nouns may be more likely to be unrelated than references by
compound nouns. This in turn suggests that, in general, nouns could be very noisy
features in new information discovery.
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FIGURE 6.7: (a) Minimum trend strength of top n trending features (b) Mini-
mum of top n ranked normalised trend strengths
Different feature types may be more or less prevalent to changes in use. To account
for this when comparing trending behaviour across feature types one may calculate
a normalised trend strength by dividing the trend strength shown by a feature by
the average shown by all features of its type. The normalising factor for each type
was calculated here by taking the average of the maximum trend strength shown by
each feature, given feature type, over all the days covered in the corpus.
A comparison of maximum trend strengths in feature types given the top n trend-
ing features is shown in Figure 6.7: Graph (a) shows the raw trend strengths while
Graph (b) shows the normalised trend strengths. Note that normalisation of trend
strength by feature type average de-emphasises the dominance of nouns, while the
relative difference between entity types shows little change, although Locations have
slightly more prominence.
In a monitoring application, it is likely one would wish to select only the most
significant trending features. This suggests applying a threshold to observed trend
strength, raising the question of how well high blog trending features would pre-
dict subsequent trends in News. Graph (a) in Figure 6.8 shows the number of fea-
tures trending later in News that would be selected from this corpus given a nor-
malised feature trend strength threshold. Each feature type is plotted separately as
well as for combined named entities. Note here that although the total number of
trending entities outnumbers that for nouns, the spread of entity trend strengths is
narrower. Multiword expressions are not plotted as no trends that appear in blogs
subsequently trend in the news.
Figure 6.8 Graph (b) shows the trend strength (un-normalised for clarity) for fea-
tures that also show a later trend in mainstream news articles, against that subse-
quent news trend strength. This plot shows that there is some correlation between
the strength shown in the news trend and that shown in the original social media
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FIGURE 6.8: (a) Number of features selected for given normalised trend
strength threshold (b) Relative trend strengths for those seen first in blogs
and subsequently in news
trend. If trending in news stories is indicative of wider interest then this suggests
that trending features originating in social media are quite likely to be of topical ap-
peal. Furthermore, as shown above, many of these features are likely to be named
entities.
6.6.2 Filtering News Trends from Social Media
Having shown that referring features show trends in their usage, and these may
originate in social media prior to similar trends in mainstream news, the analysis
turned to the potential of these trends for information discovery. Could filtering
current news from social media by means of the trending key features could be used
as a basis for discovering potential new information of interest? This subsection de-
scribes a simple method for doing this and an analysis of the resulting trends found
in the ICWSM corpus. The following experiments only used nouns and named en-
tities because no multiword expression trends had been observed to occur in blog
posts prior to corresponding trends in news media.
Recall that on any one day in the experimental period trending features are found
by positive deviation from their average daily frequency to date. The set of such fea-
tures can then be ranked according to strength of their deviation from daily average.
Further filtering criteria may be applied to reduce noise from very rare features and
relatively low deviation. In this analysis trending features are selected subject to a
minimum of ten standard deviations above the average, and having more than five
occurrences on the day. These thresholds were chosen somewhat arbitrarily having
observed the distributions of values for features. The aim was to ensure that fea-
tures are not selected as trending due to movement caused by natural variation and
to have some resilience to poor frequency estimation for those that are very rare.
To filter news from blog trends, any feature trending in the news was tagged and
not considered for blogs appearing in the following seven days. If a news-trended
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feature did not trend in the news for a period of seven days it was then re-established
as potentially blog-trending.
Features examined for trends and compared were, as before, Nouns, Person
names, Place names, Organisation names and Miscellaneous entities (others of un-
determined type). The numbers of trending features in the period, together with the
numbers that subsequently trended in the mainstream news media are shown in Ta-
ble 6.10. (Features may have trended more than once during the period but are only
counted once in these results.) Note that the total number of trends for each feature,
excepting nouns, is less than that given in Table 6.1 due to the the more stringent
thresholds applied. More nouns are selected because once a feature has not trended
in the news for 7 days it is re-qualified as a potential trend.
Type Trenders News post trend %
Nouns 9450 1741 18.4%
Misc 4350 221 5.1%
Location 4650 571 12.3%
Person 5450 740 13.6%
Organisation 5250 589 11.2%
Totals 29150 3862 13.2%
TABLE 6.10: Social media originating trending feature totals & amount sub-
sequently trending in news
Blog trending features may not necessarily trend subsequently in the news, or
even appear at all. Since the application in question here is finding features that are
likely to trend in the news, some ranking of trending features is required. Trend
strength would seem to be a natural choice, but having separated all the trending
features into classes of those that subsequently trend in news, those that appear
but do not trend in the news, and those that appear uniquely in blog vocabulary,
one finds that the rank ordering favours unique vocabulary. Ranking by feature
frequency on the day of the trend, however, favours vocabulary that is in the news,
including that which trends. The proportions are shown in Figure 6.9 graphs (a) and
(b) for nouns, graphs (c) and (d) for named entities. Note that ranking by frequency
does not yield a proportion of subsequently trending features that is proportional to
the number of ranked features. This is more marked for nouns than named entities.
Graphs (e) and (f) in Figure 6.9 show the proportions of subsequently trending
features and unique features respectively broken out by feature type. Miscellaneous
entities are most likely to be unique to blogs, whereas Locations are the most likely
to trend subsequently in news for the highest ranking features. However, overall,
subsequently news-trending nouns are more likely to be selected than any particular
entity type while being least likely to be a feature unique to blogs.
It may be that a more sophisticated ranking metric could be employed to improve
selection of predictive features. However, feature frequency on the the day it trends
is used here for the rest of this study.
For each feature type the top fifty blogs trends, having not trended in the previous
seven days of news stories, were further examined. Note that this represents only a
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FIGURE 6.9: Proportions of blog trends that are unique to blogs, appear in the
news, and subsequently trend in the news, when ranked: (a) Nouns by trend
strength, (b) Nouns by frequency, (c) Entities by trend strength, (d) Entities
by frequency. (e) Precision in frequency ranked feature types. (f) Unique
features in frequency ranked feature types.
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minority of all the trends found in the social media, but the most significant for the
purposes here. Although only the most significant trends originating in social media
are examined, one should not expect all trends to be reflected in subsequent news
stories; they may simply not reflect news-worthy material, or have been overlooked
by media organisations. This is indeed the case with on average 38% of blog trending
features (46% of top fifty by type) seen subsequently trending in news.
Table 6.11 shows the strongest trending features of each type that pre-empt corre-
sponding trends in the news media by occurrence on the day of the maximum trend.
Trending features may trend more than once and, during the time they are valid as
trends, they may yield different trend strengths. The date of the maximal trend is
taken (being the most likely point at which the trend would rank highly). If there is
a subsequent news trend for a feature then the difference in date of the news trend
and the social media trend gives the time lag in days.
Of the top 50 noun trends originating in blogs, 19 subsequently trended in news
stories. However, on inspection one may observe that some of these are not generic
nouns at all. (This may also be observed through lower ranks as well.) Part-
of-speech tagging errors, e.g. “DIE”, and named entity recognition errors, e.g.
“OBAMA” suggest that the true number of trending generic nouns is actually less
than that measured. Looking at the time difference between when a blog trending
noun showed its strongest trend and when the subsequent news trend first occurs,
one may observe a spread ranging from 2 to 35 days. Average lag for the top ten
nouns is 11 days (9 days for all 19 trending nouns in the top 50). Long lag times
are likely to have arisen from unrelated (or at least separate) news events having the
featuring the same noun.
For named entities, typing appears sound with only the odd questionable tag type.
Person names do not appear to be very specific suggesting that co-reference resolu-
tion could be beneficial. Varying counts in different mentions can result in trends
being split over periods. This was observed, for example, with “National Conven-
tion” and “Republican National Convention” which trended on Aug. 15th and Aug.
16th respectively, with the corresponding news trends occurring on the following
two days. As with nouns, there is a wide spread of lag times for named entity men-
tions (1 to 30 days). Again, features showing long lags times are likely indicative of
different underlying events or stories.
Average time lag between maximal trending in blogs and first subsequent news
trend for the top ten entities are 9 days for persons, 12 days for organisations, 3
days for locations, and 12 days for miscellaneous. Overall the average lag for all
entities is 6 days. If one supposes that news articles containing trending features that
originally trended in social media a relatively short time before are more likely than
those that trended some time previously to be topically linked, this suggests that
named entities are more likely than nouns to be predictive for news topics. Topical
linkage is examined below in subsection 6.6.3.
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Feature 1st Blog Avg. Frq. Trend Max Blog Max Posts News Avg. Frq. Trend News Lag
Trend in Blogs dev. Trend dev. Trend in News dev. Posts
Nouns
DESIGN 09/08 396.4 26.3 09/08 26.3 5719 11/08 143.9 30.6 128 2
MOVIE 16/08 540.4 21.5 16/08 21.5 5628 30/08 604.5 10.2 167 14
VIEW 09/08 776.6 17.87 09/08 17.9 5302 18/08 269.9 11.5 147 9
FRIEND 06/09 679.3 17.7 06/09 17.7 21016 08/09 235.2 12.7 158 2
OBAMA 23/08 859.9 16.7 23/08 16.7 1567 27/09 2381.2 12.5 471 35
Persons
OLLIE 09/08 102.5 13.5 17/09 145.5 53 28/09 9.5 138.6 7 11
RILEY 10/08 185.7 59.2 10/08 59.2 63 13/08 18.5 122.2 2 3
WENDY 10/08 210.7 45.6 10/08 45.6 104 12/08 17.2 114.1 6 2
RODNEY 12/08 300.9 38.2 13/09 44.2 41 19/09 16.5 126.2 1 6
DEXTER 10/08 125.9 23.5 20/09 41.8 54 26/09 14.9 148.8 5 6
Locations
PUNE 10/08 139.6 79.6 10/08 79.6 60 11/08 112.5 48.0 3 1
CHENNAI 10/08 265.9 54.8 10/08 54.8 75 11/08 153.6 37.6 10 1
MASS. 12/08 199.9 39.8 12/08 39.8 185 14/08 499.2 15.2 17 2
PORTSMOUTH 09/08 213.9 23.5 25/08 33.9 339 08/09 1549.1 17.3 65 14
DELHI 10/08 675.6 29.2 10/08 29.2 157 11/08 198.2 39.4 4 1
Organisations
STD 10/08 77.2 69.2 13/08 86.6 59 12/09 0.1 157.4 8 30
FANNIE 10/08 187.4 24.7 05/09 72.1 102 06/09 37.3 112.2 8 1
AG 11/08 1.2 71.3 11/08 71.3 543 08/09 10.8 99.7 13 28
MAC 09/08 290.6 44.3 09/08 44.3 450 13/08 109.2 28.0 7 4
NASCAR 09/08 499.9 16.5 01/09 35.7 289 27/09 2496.5 10.7 115 26
Micellaneous
MISS 09/08 10.0 151.7 16/08 188.8 4 29/08 4.5 75.6 6 13
CONGENIALITY
NATIONAL DAY 09/08 716.5 24.0 16/09 119.3 48 29/09 11.2 58.7 11 13
PGA 09/08 363.7 21.5 20/08 64.1 22 21/08 170.4 39.1 6 1
CHAMPIONSHIP
TIBETAN 11/08 454.5 11.8 20/09 37.5 23 25/09 158.8 43.1 9 5
TURKS 10/08 357.6 12.2 23/08 29.9 85 31/08 101.4 47.7 5 8
TABLE 6.11: Top 5 trends for each feature type occurring in weblogs prior to
mainstream news, showing time and trend strength in standard deviations
from average daily occurrences for first trend occurrence, the maximum trend
occurrence, and subsequent trend occurrence in news
One may note that the number of mentions of selected terms in blogs per day
is greater than that in news stories. However, as the counts have not been nor-
malised for number of posts, this should not be surprising as the number of blog
posts is much higher than mainstream media articles (by about 20:1 for this corpus).
Blog posts mentioning top trending nouns are particularly higher in number than
the number of corresponding news articles. This factor is generally less for named
entities and in one case, “MISS CONGENIALITY”, there are more news stories at
the point of subsequent trend than posts in the original trend. One explanation for
this could be the higher number in average use of nouns compared with particular
named entity mentions indicating a large background use of the nouns in question.
This would suggest that trending named entities are more topically specific than
trending nouns.
Figure 6.10 shows the evolution of the top two trends for each of the feature
classes. In these graphs, only positive trending behaviour is shown. The trend
strength is measured in number of standard deviations from the expected value.
Trend activity in news is plotted on the negative y-axis (trend strength x -1). A solid
line on the plot indicates when the trend behaviour in the blog is valid, i.e. not fil-
tered from a previous or current news trend. Note that with even within the top
selections illustrated one can observe a range in feature trend patterns. It may be
possible to identify some patterns for features that would allow elimination or pro-
motion (e.g. periodic trending). This is left for future work.
Just because a feature may trend in social media and then in the news does not
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FIGURE 6.10: Trend history, shown as positive deviation from average count,
for top two features of each feature type, trending in weblogs prior to news.
Weblog on positive y-axis; News on negative y-axis.
mean that they are topically linked. It is well known that some features, be they
generic nouns or named entities, are more specific in what they refer to than others.
Blog posts, and news articles, that give rise to the trends may have a range of topics
themselves, and one may observe this in posts giving rise to the trending features
selected here. Unsurprisingly many topics can be found in posts giving rise to trends
in generic nouns seen here. For example posts featuring “design” on 9th August
include such diverse topics as the Olympics, a design conference, website design,
guild badges, and peta-scale computing to name just a few. Subsequent news stories
for “design” are similarly diverse, covering jobs, product reviews, etc. Even more
specific nouns such as “Movie” arise from multiple topics, with reviews, discussion
and even postage of amateur footage amongst blog postings on 16th August, while
the mainstream media reports in the trend 14 days later cover unrelated reviews,
overall summer box-office success and a Star-Trek convention!
Named entities fare little better. For example, trending location entities often re-
sult from a higher than average number of posts that refer to different events from
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those places. “Chennai” arises from posts about events in the region as well as travel
plans. Similarly “Mass.” arises from many posts about activities from multiple lo-
cations within Massachusetts. Subsequent news stories also have a wide spread of
topics. However, some topics referring to a location are related to later news stories:
“Pune” trends from posts of multiple topics including rain storms, Indian celebri-
ties, and personal travel, but also commentary on a gang rape and murder that had
occurred there. The subsequent news story is about lack of progress in the case.
Some named entities are more specific, though, and therefore topically more pre-
dictive. “Fannie” refers to the U.S. mortgage company Fannie Mae. The economic
crash of 2008 had just got underway when ICWSM 2009 corpus was collected, and
there was much speculation about whether Fannie Mae (and its counterpart Freddie
Mac) would need a U.S. government bailout. The news story trend occurred as vari-
ous U.S. political figures reacted to market concerns, calling for appropriate aid, the
following headline from the Chicago tribune being typical:
“U.S. plans mortgage bailout”
- http://chicagotribune.com/business/
Another example where an entity name was sufficiently specific to a topic is “PGA
Championship” which referred to the 90th PGA golf championship. Blogs centred on
discussion surrounding players ahead of the playoffs as in:
“Jack Nicklaus Isn’t Sure if Sergio Garcia Will Ever Win a Major, Colin
Montgomerie Stoked”
- http://golf.fanhouse.com/2008/08/20/
while the news articles the next day reported the opening session of the playoffs:
“Mahan fires 62 to open PGA playoffs”
- http://sportsnet.ca/golf/2008/08/21/
“Mahan leads by 4 shots at The Barclays”
- http://cbs.sportsline.com/golf/story/10942213/rss
Topic specificity would seem to be important to find meaningful and potentially
predictive information. Employing methods to refine trending features into the top-
ics that gave rise to them is likely to be beneficial therefore. The analysis presented
next employs a relatively simple method for doing this.
6.6.3 Trend topics
One may argue that to impart information about something one must express some
relation between it and some other concept. The collection of relationships between
the key concepts, such as entities, expressed in a document could be said, then, to be
the document’s topic.
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The idea of discovering information through co-occurrence of key concepts is one
that has seen some notable success, particularly in the medical research domain (e.g.
see Swanson and Smalheiser, (1999), Srinivasan, (2004)). Here a similar technique
to Alvanaki et al., (2011) is employed. Taking pairs of trending features (a trend
bi-gram) to be the key concepts, their co-occurrence in source blog postings is ex-
amined. The idea is that frequently co-occurring nouns and named entities would
indicate some trending topical information regarding them in connection. But are
the documents that have given rise to a trend bi-gram topically connected? The final
step is evaluate this for each resultant set of documents given a trend bi-gram, but
doing so is difficult because, as discussed in Chapter 2.1, the notion of topic is not
well defined. However, techniques have been proposed since document clustering
based topic modelling approaches, such as LDA (Blei, Ng, and Jordan, 2003), have
been adopted, and the need to evaluate their effectiveness has arisen.
Various approaches to automatically assessing topic coherence – how related docu-
ments in a cluster are – have been proposed. Wallach et al., (2009) used model per-
plexity as a basis, while Newman et al., (2010), noting lack of qualitative understand-
ing in this approach, examined various potential measures for topic coherence over
several document collections and compared their results with human assessment.
They found notable inter-annotator agreement and that a metric using point-wise
mutual information (PMI) based scores derived from Wikipedia provided near per-
fect agreement with humans. Mimno et al., (2011) found that this technique could be
improved by using conditioned document frequencies for terms, and co-occurrence
thereof, rather than term frequencies derived from reference corpora. These two
coherence measures are referred to as the UCI metric and the UMass metric respec-
tively. In evaluating three topic modelling approaches, Stevens et al., (2012) found
that the two topic coherence measures often agreed but that the UCI PMI metric in-
duced more separation. Although the techniques were developed for assessing the
results of topic models, they may provide the basis for assessing how well particular
trend bi-grams select related documents.
Counts of trend co-occurrences are calculated on a by-blog-post basis for the day
the individual trends occur. Named entity types are not examined separately here
so that the analysis includes finding information across different feature types (e.g.
a Person and a Location). If one assumes that a topically related collection of docu-
ments would contain more than one feature in common, and that for trending stories
this would include more than one trending feature, one can examine topical consis-
tency in posts selected by a single trending feature and those selected by a trend
bi-gram 3 (i.e. those posts containing two particular trending features, one of which
is the originally selected single trending feature). Correspondingly, this will give an
indication of how topically specific any single trend feature is: the greater the num-
ber of sub-groups of documents the trend bi-grams split a trend uni-gram set into,
3Not to be confused with a traditional word bi-gram which is made up of two sequentially appear-
ing words.
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FIGURE 6.11: Distribution in a one week sample of top trend bi-gram cover-
age of posts selected by constituent unigram: (a) Noun; (b) Entity
the less topically coherent the unigram set is likely to be.
For each trending feature (trend uni-gram) all posts containing it on the day of the
trend are retrieved. Trend bi-gram totals are calculated by counting the number of
these posts that also contain another trend-unigram. The potential number of trend
bi-grams is naturally much higher, being O(n2) where n is the number of individual
trending features. Here, then, only the most likely bi-gram to characterise the col-
lection of posts containing the given uni-gram i.e. that with the highest number of
posts (or those with the highest in the case of a tie), are considered. The graphs in
figure 6.11 show plots of the number of posts for the bi-gram against the number of
posts for the given uni-gram where there are a minimum of ten posts: The graph in
(a) shows the distribution for bi-gram types given a noun type uni-gram taken over
one week; the graph in (b) similarly shows that for types given an entity type uni-
gram. One may observe that there is a spread in all cases indicating that in general
selected posts are not topically consistent although some collections are more con-
sistent than others. It seems that bi-gram types containing entities appear further
to the top left in each plot suggesting that post collections that are more likely to be
topically consistent are more likely to be characterised by entities than nouns.
One may consider whether or not trend bi-grams containing entities are more top-
ically specific further by comparing the number of posts different bi-gram types se-
lect, not just those which select the most posts given the unigram. This may be
done by rank ordering the proportion of the uni-gram selected posts each bi-gram
appears in and comparing the proportion of bi-gram types at varying bi-gram/uni-
gram post proportion thresholds; the assumption being that the higher the propor-
tion of bi-grams, the more likely that the sub-set of posts are to be topically linked.
For example, if the trend bi-gram ‘Fannie Mae | Obama’ appeared in 5 of a set of
100 documents the uni-gram trend ’Obama’ selected then its score would be 0.05. If
the trend bi-gram ‘Freddie Mac | Obama’ scored 0.10 given the same documents,
it would be ranked higher and therefore considered a better characterisation of the
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FIGURE 6.12: Bi-gram type densities: (a) when selected as proportion of uni-
gram selected blog posts; (b) when ranked by ratio of observed blog post
frequency to expected frequency given independent constituent uni-grams
document set. If a threshold on the rank can is applied, only those documents con-
taining the bi-grams with a higher rank would be considered topically linked. So if
a threshold of 0.07 is applied in this example, ’Fannie Mae | Obama’ would not be
considered a characterising bi-gram.
The proportions of trend bi-gram types present in a unigram selected document
set following the application of the score threshold were examined to see which
types most characterise the more topically linked sets of documents (i.e. those with
a higher proportion of at least one common trend bi-gram). To adjust for the fact
that there are a different number of trending entities than nouns, the the results
are weighted accordingly. Graph (a) in Figure 6.12 shows that when bi-grams are
present in more than 90% of the posts containing a given uni-gram trend, there is a
better than 55% likelihood that both the trending features will be entities, while there
is less than 31% likelihood that both trend features in the bi-gram will be nouns.
Rather than comparing bi-gram selected posts to those selected by one of the con-
stituent uni-grams, one may rank order all the bi-grams of trends by the number of
posts they appear in. However, although individually a trend feature is more likely
to be an entity than a noun, nouns appear in more posts than entities. Ranking by
number of posts would unduly favour bi-grams that contain nouns. A correction for
this is to weight the number of posts a bi-gram is observed in by the number one
would expect to see by chance co-occurrence of the constituent uni-gram features.
This gives a ranking score based on the point-wise mutual information (PMI) met-
ric that is similar to the topic coherence metric proposed by Newman et al., (2010),
which sums PMI in term frequency, but is calculated intrinsically using document
frequency. (Note that this is the Mimno et al., (2011) UMass metric, but modified
slightly to condition on either feature in the co-occurrence pair.)
Denoting by S t(a) the number of posts containing feature a on day t, in other words
the feature’s document frequency if considering a post to be a document, the PMI
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for a bi-gram feature {a, b} is given by:
R(a, b) =
S t(a, b)
S t(a)S t(b)
Pt (6.3)
where Pt is the number of posts containing at least one trending feature on day t.
Returning to the example above, if ’Fannie Mae’ appeared in 50 documents, and
’Obama’ appeared in 100 documents, the bi-gram of the two appearing in 5 docu-
ments, then R(′FannieMae′,′Obama′) = (5/50 ∗ 100)Pt = 0.001Pt.
Once again, the proportion of each bi-gram type may be examined given a bi-
gram trend score minimum threshold, to obtain an indication of which are more
selective of more topically coherent document sets. Graph (b) in Figure 6.12 shows
the proportion of each bi-gram type in an averaged rank ordering of the daily bi-
gram trends. Bi-grams consisting of two entities are found predominantly at the
top of the ranking, followed by those with including one entity. Assuming from the
analysis above that bi-grams consisting of entities are more topically specific, this
suggests that trending topics can be found by selecting posts containing bi-grams of
trending entities scored by how unlikely they are to co-occur at random.
But to what extent are features in co-occurrences independent of each of other?
This is explored in the next section.
6.6.4 Feature co-occurrence
The point-wise mutual information metric (PMI) compares the frequency of co-
occurrence of two random variables with that expected if the probability of each
is independent of the other. The metric can be normalised (NPMI) to give a scale
of -1 to 1 where 0 indicates independence. From information theory, the amount of
information given by the occurrence of random variable B given the occurrence of
variable A is zero if P(B|A) = 1 or (P(B|A) = −1, i.e. occurrences of A and B are com-
pletely correlated, or anti-correlated. Maximal NMPI values, given sufficient sam-
ples for reasonable estimation, would therefore indicate no information is given by
the co-occurrence. However, it does not follow that maximal information is yielded
when NPMI equals 0, as information theory relates to information capacity. At zero
NPMI, feature occurrence is totally independent. While it is possible that two inde-
pendent features could co-occur due to some relationship, it is not possible to infer
this statistically. However, if information is being conveyed relating two things, one
might reasonably expect features indicating those things to co-occur more often than
expected (as has been found in measuring topic coherence through PMI by Newman
et al., (2010)). If new information is given relating two things then, assuming an in-
crease in co-mentions of those two things, there will be an increase in the measured
NMPI.
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At higher values of NPMI there is less capacity to be informative, but the co-
occurrence is more likely to be indicative that information is being conveyed. (It
is worth noting that the basis of discovering new information as explored in this
chapter is through divergence from expected co-occurrence; there is more capacity
for features that more rarely co-occur to convey information than those often seen
together.) Across a corpus of text that is presumably comprised of documents in-
tended, in least at part, to convey information, one would expect co-occurring fea-
tures associated with information being imparted, then, to yield higher NMPI values
than those co-occurring through chance.
Whether information is new, or not, is not the key to the analysis here. It is as-
sumed that information has been imparted in the corpus documents. The question
is: which co-occurring feature types are more associated with imparting informa-
tion, i.e. have higher NPMI on average?
Figure 6.13 shows the distributions of NPMI for the most common Nouns and
Named Entity mentions in the mainstream news and blog posts in the ICWSM cor-
pus. Sampling the most frequent occurrences of each feature type in each document
class resulted in approximately 1 million co-occurrences (excluding co-occurrence
with the same feature) for each distribution. As has been shown, the mainstream
news contains a smaller vocabulary than found in blogs, and contains a smaller
number of focussed topics (reports). Correspondingly the NPMI distributions have
higher values in news than the corresponding ones found in blogs. In both cases,
though, the distributions found for Named Entity co-occurrences are higher in
NPMI value than those found for co-occurrences of Nouns.
As it has been found that PMI, and hence NPMI, can be used to measure topic co-
hesion across a set of documents, one may expect that topically more cohesive docu-
ments to have higher average NPMI for co-occurring features therein. One may also
assume that news contains informative text. These distributions therefore provide
supporting evidence for hypothesis H4 in showing Named Entity co-occurrence is
less independent than Noun co-occurrence. The evidence from Blog posts is weaker,
however one might expect that only a proportion of these will be informative, and
also that a wider range of topics will be covered therein.
6.7 Summary
This chapter has considered whether there is evidence to support the idea that social
media content could be used to predict or inform news stories. Analysis was per-
formed using the ICWSM 2009 dataset which comprises categorised postings from
the internet. Those categorised as either mainstream news or blogs were used in the
study.
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FIGURE 6.13: Distributions in NPMI for Noun and Named Entity Co-
occurrences in News and Blogs
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The data was prepared by extracting nouns, named entities, and multiword ex-
pressions from each blog post and news article in the corpus. These were then capi-
talised to ensure feature frequency calculations were case insensitive.
An initial study into the type of language in trends originating in social media
has shown that although much that is discussed by bloggers is whatever is currently
topical in mainstream media, there is a significant amount of material of wider in-
terest that originates in blogs. Furthermore it suggested that a significant proportion
of this material may be linked to that which is later topical in news articles. The
amount of material produced by bloggers was found to be approximately 20 times
greater in number of articles than professional news organisations, and the amount
of individual nouns and named entities suggests their postings are also longer. Size
of vocabulary is also much greater amongst social bloggers than within the main-
stream media (although some of this one would consider to be erroneous or “noisy”
text). This established that there is potential, then, for finding material in social me-
dia that is of wider interest.
A Poisson based model for tracking feature frequency was used as the basis for
trend detection. The features analysed were nouns, four classes of named enti-
ties (Persons, Locations, Organisations, and other Miscellaneous) and three types of
multiword expressions (compound nous, verb particles and light verb constructs).
Trend analysis was carried out for each stream with trending features originating in
the news stream being filtered out.
Although maximum trend strengths shown for nouns were found to be consid-
erably greater than those shown in named entities, named entities were marginally
more frequent in social media originated trends. Higher trend strengths were ob-
served for those features that were seen, and particularly later trended, in news arti-
cles, although this was in strengths measured relative to the distribution seen for the
feature type. Noun trends that also trended later in news articles were not separable
by trend strength alone.
Compound nouns and multiword expressions in general, were found to give rise
to some trends but those originating in blogs were not found in subsequent news
trends. Assuming compound nouns generally make more specific references than
singular nouns, this seems to be at odds with the finding for the latter, suggesting
that unrelated nominal references may be giving rise to false or noisy trends.
Selecting trends purely by highest trend strength was found to be unlikely to be
optimal, because many trending entity mentions of potential interest may be missed.
A better strategy for selecting trends, likely to be indicative of topics of wider inter-
est, would be to select the strongest trends within classes of nouns and named enti-
ties, possibly applying appropriate thresholds. Normalisation of trend strength by
average class type trend strength may be another possibility, as this seems to make
trend scores for feature types more comparable. Normalised trend scores showed
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a narrower distribution around the mean score for entities that subsequently trend
in news stories than nouns. This suggested that a threshold could be effectively
applied in deciding what should be considered a genuinely trending feature.
An observation of the trending noun features is that many are either untagged
entities, or non-English. This suggests that improved entity tagging and filtering
by language could be beneficial. Other noun features typically display a high de-
gree of variance with some periodic behaviour suggesting correlation with blogging
behaviour rather than specific content. Identification of periodic behaviour could
be used to filter these features out. These issues were not observed for compound
nouns and may therefore explain why no subsequent trends for these in news were
found following blog trends, but were for some singular nouns. From these obser-
vation it would seem that trending entity mentions are predictively stronger than
simple lexical features.
The results suggest it is more likely that a trending feature in social media, also
trending in subsequent news articles, is a named entity than a noun. (Even though
the very strongest trend strengths in this analysis were displayed by nouns.) The
identification and analysis of named entities as separate features to detect trends in
is, therefore, potentially of great benefit when seeking to find emerging topics of
interest.
The Named Entity Recogniser was not trained or tuned for social media, but rather
well prepared newswire text. One would expect errors to occur both in recognition
of named entities and in mis-typing of detected entities, and some errors were ob-
served. However, a sufficiently high accuracy for differences in trends to be detected
was observed. The extent to which named entity detection and recognition perfor-
mance may impact results remains to be determined.
Given that there are a significant number of trends originating from social media,
the natural next step was to consider whether one can predict which will go on
to be subjects in the news, and what the delay between social media interest and
mainstream media interest is.
By filtering out trends originating in news, the study went on to focus on the small
percentage (3˜%) of topics that previous studies, Lloyd, Kaulgud, and Skiena, (2006),
Leskovec, Backstrom, and Kleinberg, (2009), have found not to have originated in
mainstream news articles. It has also examined whether named entities could be
more useful than common nouns as a feature for predictive trend analysis.
Thresholds were applied to the Poisson trend model and a rolling seven day fil-
tering window applied to potential feature selection. Analysis of the results showed
that named entities, and nouns in general, can be found trending in blog postings
that have not previously trended in the mainstream media. On average approxi-
mately 12% of these features (18.4% of tagged nouns, 11.1% of tagged entities) sub-
sequently trended in news stories (although the total number of trending entities
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exceeded that of nouns). Inspection of the top 50 trends has shown that about 30%
of the corresponding trends arise from topically connected postings. This suggests
that uncorrelated social media trends have some predictive power of mainstream
news interest. Note that blog trends that did not subsequently trend in news stories
may have warranted interest but were either missed by the mainstream media or
not covered in the period of data capture.
Time lag between trending nouns and a subsequent news trend, for those in the
top 50 that show this behaviour, is 9 days while for named entities it is 6 days. While
being far from conclusive this suggests that if short time differences are indicative
of a greater likelihood of topical connection, named entities have better predictive
power than common nouns. Overall, only a small proportion of trends originated in
social media are reflected in subsequently related news stories.
Assuming 3% of news stories start in social media this suggests that either the
majority of significant social media originated trends are not sufficiently interesting
to professional news organisations, or are missed. However, pre-emptive trending
features do exist, and simple ranking of trending features by the number of occur-
rences on the day of trending gives reasonable performance in promoting those that
subsequently trend in news. One can conclude, then, that there is potential data in
blogs with which to investigate methods for prediction of news stories.
Trending mentions of entities may not be the subject of the topic(s) of interest, and
subsequent stories may be indirectly related, on developing events, or take a new
angle (a “meta-story” if you will). Examples of all these have been seen in the data
examined here. However, not all subsequent trending news stories are related in
any significant way to the preceding blog topics sharing the mention, and trends
may arise from from multiple topics having the feature in common. This seems to
be more likely the case with nouns than with named entities. However, it may be
prudent to apply some threshold on the number of contributing postings and further
characterise topics beyond identification of a trend.
Although there is little evidence that any trending topics originating in social me-
dia will be newsworthy, this does not entail that topics are not informative. Pre-
liminary investigation into refining topics from trending features has shown that
blog posts that are more likely to be related can be identified through co-occurring
trending features, and that such bi-grams are more likely to contain entities than
nouns. Selection of such bi-grams can be achieved through a rank ordering of how
unexpected the co-occurrence of features within the bi-gram is. Given the finding
that bursts, or rising trends, of mentions are correlated with potentially new infor-
mation, and under the assumption that topic coherence may be measured using PMI
and employed to cluster related documents together, evidence was found to support
H3: Documents imparting new information are more likely to contain unusual
combinations of named entity mentions than unusual combinations of nouns.
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Further exploration of selected feature co-occurrences under the assumption that
normalised point-wise mutual information (NMPI) can be used as a measure of topic
coherence was carried out. Comparison of co-occurrences by feature type revealed
that named entity co-mentions contribute more to topic coherence under the NMPI
metric than noun co-occurrence. The difference was found to be strongest in news
stories. These one would expect to be more topically focussed, and indeed NMPI
distributions for both nouns and named entities were found to have higher NPMI
values in news than in blogs. These findings provided evidence in support of
H4: Mentions of different named entities are less likely to co-occur independently
than mentions of different common nouns .
Overall it has been shown that trends in references, particularly named entities,
could be used as features in information discovery with co-occurrences thereof being
useful in refining topically related information.
The evidence that named entity mentions, and combinations thereof, are more
likely to be indicative of coherent topics than common nouns is one of the novel con-
tributions of this work. Another contribution made here is a method to filter social
media selected for bursting features by removing those features that have similarly
burst in recent mainstream news stories. Using this method evidence that newswor-
thy material may be found in social media prior to being published by mainstream
news organisations.
The techniques explored do not in themselves present a solution for discovery of
new interesting information from a text stream such as that found in Social Media.
Further work would be required to advance approaches towards this goal. It would
be possible to examine whether trend selection or ranking could be improved from
detection of characteristic feature behaviour over time. It could also be possible to
look further at trend co-occurrence as it seems like this may be a basis for refine-
ment of features into more informative topics. Clustering of posts with trending
features may also be a suitable method. These refinement methods could also assist
the observer in assessing the likely interest as a news story. Such topic specificity
refinement may also allow sufficient characterisation of trending topics originating
in social media to make predictions as to which are likely to be picked up by news
media.
The rise in popularity of microblogging services such as Twitter has increased
both the number of messages and the speed at which they are published. The Pois-
son burst detection method introduced in this chapter could be adapted to meet this
challenge by reducing the the window size, or by sampling more often with over-
lapping windows. A combination of these two adaptions could also be employed.
News agencies, and their journalists, typically have accounts on microblogging ser-
vices; separation of their accounts from public accounts could be used as a basis for
creating the news and social streams for comparison.
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However, a great deal of the text processed from social media does not give rise
to new information. Many features do not give rise to indicative trends, and co-
occurrence statistics are costly to compute. This raises the question of whether it is
possible to filter text for that which at least is intended to explicitly provide infor-
mation, thereby reducing noise in results and unnecessary computation. This idea
is explored in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Winnowing Twitter
7.1 Introduction
There are many reasons that people may have for writing online text. Imparting
some information about something is just one. A system to discover new interest-
ing information from Social Media would ideally process only that text which made
assertions. Filtering out text that was intended to perform other functions could re-
duce noise, and would reduce unnecessary processing. This chapter presents an ap-
proach to identifying short pieces of text that make explicitly informative assertions
which could be used as a basis for such a filter. This approach makes use of machine
learning techniques to create models of unwanted and wanted types of text, using
features associated with short messages from a Social Media platform. Because the
function here is a general filter, the features focussed on are based on the degree of
presence of types of selected word tokens and sequences thereof, such as number of
nouns, locations, user identifiers etc., rather than specific references (as proposed for
information discovery in Chapter 6).
The study presented in this chapter explored the potential of the approach in sort-
ing microblog messages sampled from a corpus of Twitter content into wanted and
unwanted classes. Two classification schemes are investigated. Given the use of
News as a proxy for known information of wide interest, the first of these is News
and Non-News. The second scheme seeks to more directly identify explicitly infor-
mative statements within a small set of Dialogue Acts. The acts include Opinion (or
comment), Question, and Advertisement, as well as the desired Informative. These
acts are described along with a report on an annotation exercise to create suitable
training and testing data. A third scheme intended to distinguish messages about
the author, those about the social contacts of the author, and those about anyone or
anything else – a message’s “subjective focus” – was also developed. However, this
was not further investigated owing to insufficient annotated examples.
The envisaged application of a filter for explicit statements is that of detecting
messages that may yield new information within streams of messages that contain
various dialogue acts with multiple intended audiences. As described in Chapter 4,
it was decided that a supervised machine learning approach would be appropriate
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for constructing classification models that could differentiate desired text from that
which did not explicitly provide information.
The chapter reports on the experiments carried out for the study. These experi-
ments compared the performance of the selected features in models compared with
that of traditional “bag-of-words”, and that of using a combination, in allocating
Tweets by the classification schemes. An experiment to compare the utility of the
two classification schemes is also reported with a qualitative examination of errors
made. Overall, the study aimed to examine evidence for the second hypothesis pre-
sented in Chapter 1:
H2: Sentences asserting information may be distinguished from those intended to
perform other functions using non-lexical features.
H2null: Non-lexical characteristics of a message carry no information on whether
or not that message conveys an explicit statement.
In supporting this study, the following hypothesis was also investigated:
H5: There are more direct references to concepts and named entities in explicitly
informative statements than in utterances performing other dialogue acts.
H5null: Multiple direct mentions of concepts and named entities are no more com-
mon in explicit informative statements than in messages conveying other dialogue
acts.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: Section 7.2 describes the data anno-
tation schemes used to characterise and differentiate potentially desirable messages
from unwanted material; Section 7.3 describes the data used in the classification and
filtering experiments; this includes an analysis of the application of the designed
annotation schemes on a sample of the sourced data in the creation of a suitable
sub-corpus for the experiments. Section 7.4 describes the approach used in the ex-
periments, covering the features used in the experiments, their extraction, and the
machine learning methods used to create models. Three sets of experiments were
carried out in the investigation: classification of News bearing messages is explored
in Section 7.5; Dialogue Act classification in Section 7.6; and comparative experi-
ments using the two approaches are described in Section 7.7. Section 7.8 notes recent
related work before Section 7.9 concludes the chapter, providing a summary and a
discussion of the results.
7.2 Classification tasks for short messages
The ultimate goal of the envisaged system is to find new interesting information
from Social Media text intended to impart that information. The purpose of the filter-
ing stage in the envisaged system is to select only those utterances that are intended
to convey information about the world to the recipients. However, identification of
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text doing so is a non-trivial task because there are many ways in which information
can be conveyed.
In experiments exploring a potential approach to discovering new information,
described in Chapter 6, mainstream news was used as a proxy for widely known
information. Could new messages be identified as imparting news or not? The task
is to separate News from Non-News, and corresponds to that of filtering News from
Social media, one which has been increasingly popular with researchers. For exam-
ple, see Bandari, Asur, and Huberman, (2012), Petrovic et al., (2013), and Madhawa
and Atukorale, (2015).
Identifying explicitly informative text, i.e. text from which the expressed infor-
mation may be understood in isolation, could also be a useful step. The intended
purpose for an utterance, often a single sentence or phrase, may be one of many
Dialogue Acts, as described in 2.2. For the filtering purposes here, a short message
performing a single Dialogue Act is taken to be a reasonable approximation of an
utterance.
Social Media microblogging platforms, such as Twitter, facilitate social communi-
cation by means of short messages (limited to 140 characters in the case of Twitter
at the time of the study). People may communicate (or ‘Tweet’ in the case of Twit-
ter) for many purposes, and correspondingly their messages perform many different
Dialogue Acts. For example, they may wish to ask advice or questions of their fol-
lowers and contacts, they may wish to express their opinions, or they may simply
wish to announce to the world what they are doing or thinking at that moment!
Sharing of information amongst groups of contacts is another common purpose for
users of Social Media. It is an expression of information that is potentially of interest
in a discovery system such as the one envisaged in this thesis.
Twitter is also used by some to disseminate News. Twitter messages therefore
provide an opportunity to test both the News / Non-News and the Dialogue Act
classification approaches. Efficacy of these approaches for the filtering stage in the
overall envisaged system was explored in a set of tasks.
The first task explored the question of whether or not Tweets could be reliably
identified as containing News or Non-News content. Experiments in this News /
Non-News classification task, are described in Section 7.5. If messages containing
News could be reliably identified, would such a classification suffice as a proxy for
identifying explicitly informative text in the envisaged system? An answer to this
second question requires a comparison between a message’s news bearing quality
with its intended purpose, or Dialogue Act This requires a Dialogue Act classifica-
tion.
The second task is to identify a message’s Dialogue Act. This may be a better indi-
cator of its potential value than whether it is newsworthy or not, because, as found
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in Chapter 6, potentially interesting emerging information might not be widely con-
sidered as news. The task was explored using five simple Dialogue Acts for Twitter
messages, including one to capture explicitly informative text, as described in 4.2.
Experiments exploring classification of Tweets by Dialogue Act are described in Sec-
tion 7.6.
It was intended to explore a third task, designed to further characterise potentially
interesting messages. This task is to to distinguish a message’s subjective focus, i.e.
what the message is about, as one about the author, one about the social contacts of
the author, or one about anyone or anything else. However, the task was not fully
investigated owing to insufficient annotated examples.
The two classification approaches, outlined above, were compared in experiments
described in Section 7.7. These experiments highlighted potential for different inter-
pretations of whether or not information on particular topics constituted News. An
annotation scheme for three potentially contentious topics was defined for explo-
ration of this. All of the classification annotation schemes for the tasks described
above are described below.
7.2.1 News and Non-News Tweets
Information such as one might expect to see in mainstream news articles has been as-
sumed to be of wide interest for the purposes of this thesis. While it could be argued
that new information regarding any event, such as a birth one’s family for example,
might be considered news, it is not likely that such information would be of wide
interest. Defining a boundary that distinguishes what makes something of wide in-
terest is therefore difficult if not impossible. Lack of a formal definition of News by
which it could be recognised might seem to preclude classification. However, peo-
ple are familiar with the topics discussed in mainstream media and have an intuitive
sense of what constitutes News. An informal definition of News is therefore used
here.
• News: A message that conveys information on a topic likely to be found in
mainstream news reports.
• Non-News: Any messages that do not convey on a topic likely to be found in
mainstream news reports.
Examples of News messages may include “The prime minister spoke at the party
conference today”, “Chancellor: Everyone will have a tax increase next year”, and
“Manchester United have signed Rooney for 2 more years”. However, messages
such as “I sang at the party today”, “ everyone should pay more tax!” and “Rooney is
no good at Manchester”, are not News. Intuitively one can recognise, in the absence
of any contrary contextual information, the difference.
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7.2.2 Dialogue Acts in Tweets
Many fine grained Dialogue Acts have been proposed. However, a comprehensive
classification scheme is not required for the filter here because many of these acts are
not of interest. It was decided to use a simple five act scheme along similar lines to
Zhang, Gao, and Li, (2012), as discussed in 4.2.
The Dialogue Acts chosen for the classification scheme used here are:
• Informative Statement: A message that, in isolation, unambiguously asserts
factual, non opinionated, information about something.
• Opinion or Comment: A message that expresses an opinion on, is passing com-
ment on, something.
• Advertising: A message that is clearly intended to advertise a product or ser-
vice. (‘Spam’ etc.)
• Question: A message that is posing a question or request to the reader(s).
• Other: Any message not falling into the categories above.
An example of an Informative Statement would be “The prime minister met with
the Chinese president for trade talks”, whereas “The prime minister should not be
talking with the Chinese president” would be classed as an Opinion. One may ob-
serve that both these examples explicitly assert information. As discussed in 4.2.1
separation of opinion from fact may be difficult to assess automatically. The choice
to distinguish expression of opinion in the dialogue act scheme was made to enable
some investigation into any detectable differences expressions of opinion and fac-
tual information. Some expression of opinion may be in the form of a comment. An
example of this would be “This story is bunkum”. A comment may also be a simple
description, or caption for media posted alongside, such as “Players celebrating win
in 1985 cup final”.
Spam, unsolicited messages advertising goods and services, are prevalent in social
media. The advertising often funds the running of the social media service. Detect-
ing and filtering out of content such as “Earn up to $1000 per hour in your spare
time. Click here to find out how!” is generally desirable to remove noise. Advertis-
ing was therefore included in the scheme.
Questions are those messages seeking information or action. Examples such as
“Can anyone recommend a good vet in the Springfield area please?”, or ”What was
Cameron thinking?!”, one would hope to be often distinct and readily identifiable.
Questions were therefore included as a separate class in the Dialogue Act scheme.
Any message intended to perform a function other than those described above is
not considered of interest. Such messages are simply classed as Other in this Di-
alogue Act scheme. However, one may observe other dimensions in social media
messaging.
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7.2.3 Characterising the subject of a Tweet
Social Media platforms are, by design, social, allowing authors to address a wide
audience as well as individuals therein. Messages in Social Media, therefore, may be
broadcasts or part of a dialogue. Authors could be focussing on themselves, other
individuals or the world in general when publishing a message. To facilitate analysis
into whether or not different focal subject areas could have a bearing on whether
a message was interesting to a wider audience (in the sense described in 1.1), an
additional annotation scheme for ‘Subjective Focus’ was defined:
• World: Messages that are about, or are referencing, things other than the author
or specified contacts.
• Contact: Messages to, or referencing, specified contacts in the Social Media plat-
form.
• Self: Messages that are about the author of the message.
• Unknown: Any message where the addressed subject is not clearly a specified
user of the platform or externally identifiable.
World focussed messages are those one would typically think of when considering
reports such as statements of News. “The PM is meeting with the President right
now” would be categorised as World focussed because it is about entities other than
the message’s author or a specific user in social contact with the author.
One can consider a contact focussed message as one specific to, or about, a particu-
lar known user. Examples would include ”@TwitterUser, you would appreciate this:
http://link”, and “@TwitterUser will not like that!”. Both of these examples would
also be categorised as Opinion/Comment. Note that public figures may (and often
do) have accounts on Social Media. Their identifiers are widely known. There is a
judgement to be made, then, as to whether or not the presence of user ID of a public
figure indicates that the individual is a genuine contact of the message’s author. In
general one would expect is that he or she is not, and the message is therefore not
Contact focussed.
Self focussed messages are those such as “I’m going to Paris!”. Note this example
is also informative, whereas “to me!” would be categorised as Self, but Not Infor-
mative.
The chosen Dialogue Acts, and the potential for Subjective Focus, were investi-
gated in experiments described in Section 7.6.
7.2.4 Topics potentially associated with News
Applying the Dialogue Act annotation scheme to a sample of data, as described in
7.3.2, permitted comparison of News classification with Informative Dialogue Act
classification. This comparison is described in 7.7. An analysis of the errors made
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by classification models suggested that there might be some difference in whether
or not certain topics had been considered News or not. To investigate this, an an-
notation scheme for those topics was devised, and used to re-analyse results of the
experiments. The topics chosen for inspection were:
• Sport: Messages that are related to sporting events, including results, players,
and teams in relation to the sport.
• Weather: Messages giving weather reports and forecasts.
• Travel: Messages reporting on travel conditions and incidents affecting public
and private transport.
These categories should be fairly self-explanatory. Sport related messages include
those such as “Man U. go 1-0 up against Man C after 20mins” and ”Tokyo to host
rugby world cup!”. “5cm Snow expected expected overnight” and “Heavy rainfall in
N.Virginia” are both Weather related messages. Examples of Travel related messages
are “Traffic slow moving on I95 north from 495” and “Flights from Gatwick delayed
3hrs due to high winds”.
7.3 Microblog corpora for experiments
A sample of Social Media text messages, suitable for annotation, was required for
the experiments. Microblogging services such as Twitter provide a stream of short
messages. The purpose the author has in publishing a message on such a platform
may be one of many, including providing new information to the world at large (i.e.
anyone reading the author’s messages). The Twitter API has facilitated the creation
of sample corpora. It was therefore decided to use Twitter data to learn models to
classify short sections of text using the defined schemes.
The experiments described in this chapter made use of data kindly provided by
Miles Osborne from the Redites project. The Redites project Osborne et al., (2014)
created a corpus of 1.4 million Tweets by applying a high recall, low precision,
“event” detector on 37.5 million Tweets from a Twitter feed. An event, here, is a
cluster of related Tweets that has grown rapidly during a short time perdiod. The
detector, described by Petrovic´, Osborne, and Lavrenko, (2010), works by using a
locality sensitivity hashing based method (Charikar, 2002) to assign Tweets to a doc-
ument space divided into ‘buckets’. Each new Tweet is compared to Tweets that
collide in the hash space and the nearest neighbour found. If the nearest neighbour
is further than a threshold, and the 2,000 previous Tweets, as measured by the cosine
between the two associated vectors, then the Tweet is declared a new topic. Other-
wise, providing the cosine distance between the Tweet and its nearest neighbour is
less than a user specified threshold, the Tweet is paired up with its nearest neigh-
bour. This process results in threads of related Tweets. The fastest growing thread at
any one time step is output as a burst event.
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A sample of Tweets from burst events in this collection was then hand annotated,
each event Tweet classified as either a News event or a Non-News event. This re-
sulted in a data set of about 489,000 events. 2,286 Tweets were positively identified
as yielding information connected to a news event, leaving approximately 1.03 mil-
lion Tweets connected to either Non-News events or un-assessed events (outside of
the sample period). Although the annotations were made available, no results on
any approaches to automatically classifying these Tweets, or the events, as News or
Non-News had been published at the time of writing. The selected Tweets covered
a time period of 09:58 2/9/13 to 11:16 30/9/13.
Sub-corpora for the tasks described in Section 7.2 were created from this data, as
described below.
7.3.1 News/Non-News Tweet sub-corpora
Sub-corpora were selected for the machine learning based experiments described
in Section 7.5. A balanced sub-corpus was created by selecting 2,000 News-event
Tweets and 2,000 Non-News-events, thereby removing the prior distribution on
news and non-news which otherwise be a dominant factor in model optimisation.
A further 572 Tweets with later timestamps, 286 of each class, were selected as a bal-
anced evaluation set. Adding all non-news-event Tweets from the same time-period
as the 572 resulted in a collection of 173,514 Tweets.
In summary the data selection process resulted in the following sub-corpora:
• BAL-4000: 4,000 Tweet balanced training and test sub-corpus
• LBAL-572: 572 Tweet balanced evaluation sub-corpus
• EventStream: 173,514 unbalanced, representative, evaluation sub-corpus
The corpus was processed to extract the features, particularly Named Entity men-
tions, using the tools described in Chapter 5. The total number of Named Entity
mentions and Noun phrases extracted are summarised in Table 7.1.
Full Corpus All-Events Non-News Events News-Events
Persons 7344447 287783 286592 1191
Locations 2780899 120951 119191 1760
Organsations 2134051 85796 84931 865
Noun Phrases 70196373 2172404 2165038 7366
TABLE 7.1: Numbers of Named Entities and Noun Phrases extracted from
Redites corpus
Ideally one would hope for some feature(s) to be significantly more present in one
class of messages than in others. This would make identification of that class easy
based on measurement of the feature(s). In challenging classification tasks classes
typically have overlapping feature distributions and potentially sparsely occurring
features. As has already been described and shown in previous chapters, combina-
tions of features may correlate with desired classes, and machine learning may be
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FIGURE 7.1: Non-lexical feature distributions in Redites News/Non-News
Event corpus
employed to model these combinations. An indication of how separable the Red-
ites corpus of Tweets could be, using the features described in section 7.4.1, may be
gleaned from their distributions over the Tweets annotated as examples of the News
and Non-News classes. Comparative box-plots of the non-lexical feature distribu-
tions are shown in Figure 7.1.
There are few differences in feature distributions, with some, such as sums of
money, rarely present in either class. News items tend to be longer than Non-News
items, and mentions of Named Entities, particularly Locations and Organisations,
are more frequently found in News Tweets. Personal pronouns, perhaps unsurpris-
ingly, are less frequently found in News Tweets.
7.3.2 Annotating Tweets for Dialogue Acts and Subjective Focus
While it is plausible that Tweets imparting news make explicitly informative state-
ments, it does not follow that an explicitly informative statement is news. Although
Tweets containing news may often also be explicitly informative messages, identifi-
cation of News stories will only capture a limited set of such. The goal in the overall
system envisaged in this thesis is to discover new interesting explicit information.
News is taken to be that which is already known (and therefore not interesting).
Rather than modelling Tweets containing news to represent informative utterances,
would it be possible to model explicitly informative utterances more directly? With-
out the context of a dialogue, how easy is it for people to identify Tweets that make
explicit statements, those that reference other Tweets, and those that are examples
of other dialogue acts? Are people able to identify the focus of a message without
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the context of that message? If it is assumed that statements about the world are
potentially newsworthy, then if people can reliably separate Tweets containing such
utterances from others it may be reasonable to get a machine to do so. This section
explores these notions, giving an analysis of human annotation of Tweets.
To provide data with which to analyse both human and systematic performance at
identifying explicit statements about the world, and other dialogue acts with foci, a
new corpus was created by sampling previously unclassified Tweets from the Red-
ites corpus. News-event classifiers were built by training models using the same
four classifier technologies with the unigram and non-lexical feature sets described
in 7.4.1 on all of the 4,572 annotated Tweets described in 7.3. These models were
run over the unannotated data. Sampling of the unannotated data was carried out
such that a uniform distribution of likeliness of messages to be news-event related
Tweets as measured by classifier agreement would be obtained. This ensued a rea-
sonable degree of confidence a coverage of both news-event related and non-news
event related Tweets in the corpus.
The Tweets resulting from the sampling were given to assessors via a web-based
mark-up tool. The assessors were volunteers from the author’s research group. They
were asked to tag Tweets with two class labels, one for the pragmatic intent of the
message, and one for the focal subject of the message, here referred to as ’Subjective
Focus’ (’Focus’ for short), if determinable as a party to the act of the message, i.e.
whether the message was about its author, another Twitter user, or about the world,
or anything in it, in general.
• Message Intent: Informative Statement, Opinion or Comment, Question, Ad-
vertising, Other/Non-informative
• Focus: World, Contact, Self, Unknown
Annotation guidelines were kept simple, presenting in the mark-up tool the de-
scriptions of the classes, as given in Section 7.2.2 and Section 7.2.3, with examples
of each class. Users were told that the task was assess whether each message fell
into one of the message intent categories or gave no information to base a decision
on. They were also told to assess who or what the message was focused on “relative
to it’s author” in making a decision on whether a message fell into one of the focus
categories or had no discernible focus. A number of simple examples were made up
to illustrate how to apply the categorisations. These were presented in the mark-up
tool interface along with each message to be tagged. Illustrative examples included:
The PM has just left to visit China Informative + World
@ANON Are you going to the pub tonight? Question + Contact
We are the best bloggers ever! Opinion/Comment + Self
Our CEO has announced the company intends to buy Apple Informative + Self
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Each Tweet was presented to five assessors. Once it had received five tags for each
class label it was added to the new sub-corpus and not presented to another assessor.
A little over 1,700 Tweets were classified by five assessors. Inter-annotator agree-
ment where at least four annotators agreed was 68% and 70% for Dialogue Act and
focus respectively. It is possible for assessors to agree by chance. Fleiss’s kappa
does calculate the level of agreement over that which which would be expected by
chance, although there is no natural interpretation for significance. A score κ = 1
is perfect agreement. Overall, Fleiss’s kappa analysis for Dialogue Act annotation
gave κ = 0.67 and for focus gave κ = 0.64. Details are given in Table 7.2.
Informative Question Comment Ad. Other All IAA Fleiss’ κ
5-way 439 12 141 92 2 686 40%
4-way 673 24 298 166 7 1368 68% 0.67
(+234) (+12) (+157) (+74) (+5) (+482)
3-way 783 35 396 226 17 1657 85%
(+110) (+11) (+98) (+60) (+10) (+289)
World Contacts Self Unknown
5-way 615 25 0 2 642 37%
4-way 1087 61 41 7 1196 70% 0.64
(+472) (+36) (+41) (+5) (+554)
3-way 1315 139 88 21 923 84%
(+228) (+78) (+47) (+16) (+369)
TABLE 7.2: Inter-annotator agreement (IAA) for Dialogue Act and focus la-
bels for Tweets. (3-way agreement assumed if alternative annotations dif-
fered from each other.)
Table 7.3 gives the number of Tweets for each label combination where at least 3
judges agreed (and 2 did not give a consistent alternative) for both labels. This shows
that not only is there a very uneven distribution but also, observing the total number
of Tweets is less than that obtained for either label independently, the ease by which
a Tweet may be judged for a Dialogue Act is not correlated with the ease of judging
its focus.
To create a sub-corpus suitable for further machine learning experiments, those
Tweets that had had no clear decision on a class amongst annotators (by a margin
of two or more) were discarded. This left a collection of 1285 Dialogue Act anno-
tated Tweets, the DAAT-1285 sub-corpus. (1574 Tweets had at least 3 annotators
in agreement). There were relatively few examples marked as questions or being
other/non-informative, and the majority were considered to have a ‘world’ or in-
determinate focus. There were few clear examples of messages referring to their
author or aimed at specific contacts. Creating and evaluating a model through ma-
chine learning specifically for the identification of messages with an interlocutor
Focus \Act Informative Question Comment Advert Other
World 605 9 200 89 0
Contacts 14 12 26 11 0
Self 5 0 18 4 0
Unknown 0 0 3 0 6
TABLE 7.3: Combinations of Dialogue Act and focus where at least 3 annota-
tors agreed for both labels
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focus would therefore be impractical without the addition of further annotated ex-
amples. However as this sub-corpus is marked for informative statements and other
speech-acts rather than news and non-news events, it would be possible to compare
models built by machine learning on this data with those built on the previously de-
scribed news-event annotated sub-corpus. A comparison should give some insight
into any interdependence between the classes of “news-events” and “explicitly in-
formative statements”.
7.4 Classification methodology in experiments
As described in Chapter 4, supervised machine learning was chosen as an appro-
priate method for developing filtering models. This requires that the classes, into
which data should be sorted, be defined, with class-annotated examples from which
to learn a model.
The approach reported here uses selected machine learning techniques to build fil-
ter classification models. Binary classification models are learnt from example data
sampled from Twitter, hand annotated by one of the schemes described in Section
7.2. Data for each example are represented as a vector of feature values correspond-
ing to the message content. These feature values may correspond to the words used
in the content, a set of non-lexical aspects of the message (described in Section 7.4.1),
or a combination thereof. Feature values are determined using feature extractions
tools discussed in Chapter 5. Feature vectors determined from previously unseen
messages are compared to the corresponding models to determine the most likely
class label. This approach is illustrated in Figure 7.2.
Evaluation of the approach was carried out through a set of experiments, de-
scribed in Sections 7.5 – 7.7. Various machine learning techniques and feature set
combinations were evaluated in the experiments. Data was split into fixed separate
training and test sets for each experiment. Evaluation of the models was carried out
using annotated examples that were not used in model construction, comparing the
predictions of the models with the annotation.
7.4.1 Features
The filtering goal here is to identify particular types of text rather than, say, what
the text is about. As described in previously in Section 5.1, features were chosen
that hopefully would characterise and discriminate the classes defined in Section 7.2
more strongly than just lexical tokens. These features are those that are characteristic
of a message’s content beyond the lexical level, and break down into four categories:
• GRP: Graphically identified features - Emoticons, Hashtags, URLs, and User-
name Identifiers
• NE: Named Entities - Persons, Locations, Organisations, Dates, Sums of Money
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FIGURE 7.2: Creating a classifier model φ, optimising over feature vectors in
set t, the probability that model predicts the message class given its associ-
ated feature vector. Testing the model’s prediction of class label C for unseen
set s messages operating on their feature vectors. Messages in corpus M are
allocated to either training set t or test set s.
• SYN: Syntactically determined features - noun-phrases, verb-phrases and pro-
nouns
• FRQ: Frequency based features - total word IDF, total phrase IDF, average word
IDF and average phrase IDF
The graphically determined features are those token types that are particular to
the medium, in this case microblogs. Their use was motivated by the expectation
that statements and non-statements would either be more or less likely to contain
such features. For example, one might expect a Tweet expressing an author’s opin-
ion to be more likely to contain an emoticon than a factual statement about some-
thing in the world. An explicitly informative message will state information about
something, and this will often be referred to by name. This motivates the inclusion
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of Named Entity count features. However, sometimes things are conceptual or refer-
enced pronominally, and the syntactically determined features are designed to cap-
ture some of these references. The expectation was that personal pronouns would
be more prevalent in conversational messages that in news items. Lastly, inclusion
of the frequency based features were motivated by the idea that they might indi-
cate how informative a message is through estimation of word and phrase weight in
conveying information.
Traditionally machine learning is applied to the tokenised content of the texts,
possibly with the addition of the associated meta-data. As the interest here is in the
content of a message alone, a baseline feature set of lexical tokens (unigram) was
also employed.
7.4.2 Feature extraction
The graphically indicated features were readily detected by simple pattern match-
ing. A gazetteer look-up is sufficient to identify an emoticon. Hashtags and user
identifiers are identified by leading ‘#’ and ‘@’ symbols, and URLs are identified by
leading hypertext protocol designator.
Numbers of GRP and NE features in messages were calculated by running the
TwitIE extractor Bontcheva et al., (2013) and counting the number of instances of
each type of feature. The extractor was also used to detect the presence of pronouns.
The other syntactically determined features, counts of noun and verb phrases, were
determined using the simple part-of-speech sequence parser, developed for multi-
word expression extraction, described in Chapter 5. This was used to capture all
nominal references, whether compound or not. Similarly verb phrases included all
detected verb expressions including both verb-particle expressions and light verb
constructs.
The FRQ features include the total and average inverse document frequency (IDF)
for words occurring, and extracted phrases, in the message. These were motivated
by the idea that the rarer the content of a message, the greater the likelihood that
the message is topically specific. IDF for each word (or detected phrase) was calcu-
lated across all of the Twitter messages available (see 7.3), approximately 37.5 million
Tweets, treating each Tweet as a document.
For unigram model features, tokenisation was carried out by segmentation on
white-space and punctuation other than ’#’ and ’@’ which have specific meaning in
microblog messages.
7.4.3 Machine learning tools employed
The experiments compared four popular machine learning techniques. Naive Bayes
and Maximum Entropy classifiers build models based on the the frequency of the
features in the training set. Decision trees (Quinlan’s C4.5), seek to create segment
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classes by separating by each feature in turn. Support Vector Machines optimise a
decision boundary margin between class features in a vector space. The LibSVM
(Chang and Lin, 2011) implementation is used to create the SVM models while the
other classifiers are provided by the Mallet toolkit (McCallum, 2002).
7.5 Detecting news-event Tweets
The task explored in the experiments described in this section is to separate News
from Non-News given Tweets selected and clustered into related groups referred to
as as ‘events’. It is assumed that an initial coarse selection filter, such as proposed by
Cui et al., (2012), or Osborne et al., (2014) is used to select event Tweets. The initial
experiment compared the classifiers with each of the feature sets using the class-
balanced BAL-4000 sub-corpus of 2,000 News-event Tweets and 2,000 Non-News
event Tweets. Feature vectors for each feature set under investigation were created
for each Tweet. These features were also combined into composite feature vectors.
Tweet vectors were grouped by event and split into ten folds such that any one
event was represented in just one fold, minimising potential skew in testing from
the small number of duplicates in the form of ReTweets. This was intended to give
some control for any event-specific vocabulary when training and testing models
using cross-validation methodology. Standard 10-fold cross validation was used to
obtain average performance figures for each of the features sets, and combinations
thereof, using each of the example classifier technologies. For a given combination
of features, each of the ten folds of the feature vectors corresponding to the balanced
sub-corpus were held-out in turn and the corresponding nine folds used to train
classification models using Maximum Entropy, Naive Bayes, C4.5, and Linear Sup-
port Vector Machine methods. The resulting models were then tested on the held out
folds giving ten sets of results for each classifier technology. These ten-fold results
were then combined to give mean performance figures. Default hyper-parameters
were used for classifiers as optimisation of the learning was not the object of the
experiment.
Given the balanced sub-corpus, the evaluation metric selected for this experiment
was simple accuracy, i.e. percentage of correct answers, and averaged results from
across the folds. Also measured was the variance in results to give an indication of
how reliable the observed accuracy figures were. Results are shown in Table 7.4. An
error margin of 1 standard deviation is shown in parenthesis.
One may observe a strong baseline performance using only unigrams, albeit with
a high degree of variance. Only C4.5 unigram model did not achieve an average
accuracy over 76%. One reason for the high variance across folds could be a lack of
vocabulary coverage to form reliable models for explicit news statements. Another
reason could be correlation between particular topics and news dissemination. (One
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Max. Entropy Naive Bayes C4.5 Linear SVM
Unigrams 77.6% (26.0%) 76.9% (34.0%) 70.1% (31.0%) 76.9% (23.8%)
GRP 68.3% (1.7%) 68.4% (0.9%) 64.8% (6.3%) 72.6% (6.0%)
NE 70.3% (4.2%) 61.8% (4.2%) 61.8% (13.3%) 77.1% (4.0%)
SYN 50.0% (0.2%) 50.0% (0.0%) 60.2% (6.0%) 72.8% (2.4%)
FRQ 54.2% (1.2%) 61.1% (2.1%) 63.2% (14.6%) 78.6% (2.1%)
GRP+NE+SYN+FRQ 82.7% (3.5%) 73.0% (3.0%) 82.4% (3.8%) 85.0% (2.3%)
All-Features 86.9% (3.8%) 92.1% (4.7%) 85.2% (7.6%) 90.3% (8.9%)
TABLE 7.4: Accuracy of News/Non-News models in BAL-4000 sub-corpus
10-fold classification using feature set combinations
might expect an overlap given news tends to be about particular topics.) Folds were
controlled for events, although independence of events could not be assured.
Individual non-lexical feature sets mostly produced lower than baseline perfor-
mance but with significantly less variance across the folds. The one exception was
an SVM based model using the FRQ feature set, which yielded an average accuracy
of 78.6%, an increase of 1.0% over the best unigram models, achieved with Maximum
Entropy. The features derived syntactically performed the worst although they did
provide some classification power when used with C4.5 or linear SVM. This could
be a result of the relative sparsity in the features given to the difficulty of phrase de-
tection in informal texts. The combination of all the non-lexical features gave rise to
performance above baseline for three of the classifier technologies, but Naive Bayes
(which assumes feature independence) failed to achieve any improvement.
Lexical and non-lexical features capture different contributory information. This
can be seen in the performance achieved by using the combination of all the features,
including the Naive Bayes classifier. An average 18% relative improvement in accu-
racy over the baseline is achieved using all features, although with a higher variance
shown in results than those for non-lexical feature models. Naive Bayes and SVM
models yielded the highest overall accuracies of 92.1 and 90.3% respectively.
The results of this experiment showed some promise that non-lexical, vocabulary
independent, features could significantly help in identifying news-bearing Tweets.
We next sought to further examine the contribution of our features in the classifica-
tion task and model performance given new later occurring data.
7.5.1 Feature set contribution
The next set of experiments looked to give an indication of the portability of models
and the contribution of each of the non-lexical feature types in classification models
using the “hold-out” methodology. All the feature set values were combined into
a vector for each Tweet. Each classifier is trained using the vectors for the training
data and evaluated on the vectors calculated for the evaluation sub-corpus. Then
one set of features was removed to give a set of vectors without that particular set of
features, and the train and evaluate procedure carried out again. This process was
repeated for each set of features. The contribution of each set of features can then be
assessed by any decline in performance resulting from their absence from the model.
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The models were built with each type of classifier using each set of feature vec-
tors corresponding to the BAL-4000 sub-corpus. Each model was evaluated on the
LBAL-572 Tweet balanced sub-corpus using feature set vectors corresponding to the
model being evaluated. A unigram model was also built from the BAL-4000 training
corpus and evaluated to give a baseline performance, and to give an indication of
how temporally portable a unigram model might be. The results are shown in table
7.5 along with the average performance of each of the classifier types.
Max. Entropy Naive Bayes C4.5 Linear SVM
Unigrams 52.8% 59.3% 59.8% 51.6%
NE+SYN+FRQ 72.7% 70.5% 68.4% 80.4%
GRP+SYN+FRQ 65.2% 68.0% 66.3% 82.4%
GRP+NE+FRQ 72.9% 69.8% 67.1% 83.0%
GRP+NE+SYN 56.3% 67.8% 68.9% 77.6%
GRP+NE+SYN+FRQ 71.3% 69.4% 67.3% 82.7%
Average perf. 65.2% 67.5% 66.3% 76.3%
TABLE 7.5: Feature contribution to classifier model accuracy on held out
LBAL-572 sub-corpus data
The first notable observation is that the baseline performance is significantly lower
than that observed in the initial closed set experiment. Average classifier accuracy
with unigrams is approximately 20% less. The use of non-lexical features on this test
set in comparison shows an 8% drop in average classifier accuracy. The difference
in the two relative reductions in performance lends support to the idea that appar-
ently good results from lexical models are in some measure due to learnt vocabulary
covering current news topics.
How uncommon words in a Tweet are - the informativeness as measured by their
frequency in messages - though, is correlated with news-event statements. This can
been seen from the 5% drop in accuracy when omitted. The presence of Named
Entity features are also a factor given an average 3% drop in accuracy when omitted.
Orthographically and syntactically determined features do not seem to provide any
significant additional information in this particular experiment.
The results of this experiment suggest that classification models for identifying
statements of news in Tweets learnt using non-lexical features are more temporally
stable than those learnt using unigrams. The aim of the next experiment was to eval-
uate example models on a representative set of data from a Twitter event detection
stream.
7.5.2 Refining news-event Tweet detection
In the experiments above it was sought to control for the prior expectation of in-
formative event Tweets by training and testing using the same number of positive
examples as negative ones. In a stream of arriving Tweets one would expect to re-
ceive many more uninformative Tweets than informative ones. Classifier confidence
could be used as a means to adjust precision in results allowing the user to control
the volume of Tweets received.
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The balanced evaluation sub-corpus Tweets were observed to occur over a specific
period of time. All the Tweets marked as non-news event Tweets during this time
were added to the balanced evaluation sub-corpus to produce the unbalanced eval-
uation EventStream sub-corpus, a resulting collection of 173,514 Tweets. The results
of a classifier on the evaluation Tweets were rank-ordered by classifier confidence
that the corresponding Tweet should be tagged as giving news-event content. At
each level of classifier confidence the number of Tweets correctly classified and the
number incorrectly classified were calculated. The ratio of these values to the total
number of Tweets yielding classifier scores at or above the confidence thresh gives
the expected true and false positive rates for that threshold. Taking the resulting
values for each threshold allows a true/false positive receiver operator characteris-
tic (ROC) to be constructed. The ROC curves for the classifiers using unigram and
the non-lexical features under investigation are shown in Figure 7.3.
Absolute performance figures calculated at the Tweet level are naturally low. The
286 news-event Tweets in the held out data covered 187 news-events. By contrast
non-news Tweets made up 84,171 non news-events. The ratio of correctly selected
Tweets to incorrectly selected gives the precision in selection up to the given thresh-
old. The area under the ROC curve gives an overall performance metric for the
associated model. The true positive rate averaged over false positive rates (AUC)
for the best performing models with unigram features and the non-lexical features,
both using SVM, were 86.1% and 90.9% respectively. A maximum entropy model
performs the best with a combination of all the features, despite having poor false
positive rates for either feature set alone, with an AUC of 94.5%.
7.5.3 Classification error analysis
While unigram performance within a corpus appears to be very good, comparing the
results on the later occurring evaluation sub-corpus to those found in the balanced
training and test sub-corpus, one may observe that it drops when the classifiers are
run on later data. This does not seem to be as much as a problem for classifiers
using non-lexical features. As lexical features are strongly correlated to topic (the
basis for most information retrieval methods), this suggests a higher precision than
should be expected was achieved in the closed-set corpus through classification of
informative topics. Tweets with previously unseen topics are less likely to be classed
as informative because their vocabulary will not be that of the training topics. (This
may be alleviated by larger training sets and regular retraining but would entail the
additional associated cost.)
Furthermore, it may be that stated information is not necessarily considered news-
worthy; Tweets that have been classified as news-events may, therefore, be a sub-set
of those that are explicitly informative. It may be that models based on non-lexical
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FIGURE 7.3: ROC curves for classifiers on unseen twitter data using unigram
and non-lexical features
features, in not capturing topic, more closely correspond to this more general char-
acteristic. The false positive classification results made most confidently by the SVM
classifier trained on the non-lexical features are shown below:
• 76 Regime Troops killed by #Syria free army, death toll 4,565, #Bahrain #UAE
#Turkey #Iran #Russia #USA #UN cont http://t co/Pt6MbzJ2PS
• RT @——–: Obama, Hollande to face off with Putin over Syria http://t
co/YDbLDEX7cx #Syria #USA #UK #Iraq #Lebanon #Oman #Qatar #KSA #Y
• Allies against #Syria: US, Australia, Canada, France, Italy, Japan, South Korea,
Saudi Arabia, Spain, Turkey and the United Kingdom
• RT @——–: PR pros are needed for peace building project #Japan, #Thailand,
#India, #Germany, #France, #UK, #USA, #Canada, #Chili
• US urges #Syria to unveil chemical weapons stockpile http://t co/2ri0165iNo
#Belgium #egypt #Iraq #news #ABC #Woman #BBC #world #AP #sydney
At least three of these, the first two and last of the Tweets in the list above, seem to
be informative (and arguably newsworthy). The third and fourth Tweets above have
a high number of locations or hashtags that have fooled the classifier. This observa-
tion motivates a closer analysis of intent behind Tweet content and any correlation
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with news-event relevancy.
Inspection may also give possible explanations for false negative classifications,
i.e. those Tweets that should have been selected as news-bearing but were not. The
least confidently predicted news-bearing examples were:
• Papers: United to bid for Coentrao http://t co/trcWis4Mlb
• #Nestl tells us it won’t comment on market rumors about the sale of Powerbar
gt http://t co/qEx5bHf8QK
• Kumi Naidoo on Greenpeace Activists Detained in Russia http://t
co/q0LFrjDRlP
• RT @Polygon: Valve announces Steam Controller http://t co/OwOtt3p2x2
• US braces for possible shutdown http://t co/Uxp4hSQThL
It is not clear on first inspection why these examples were harder for the models
to spot. URLs are present but this alone seems unlikely to be the cause. Closer
inspection of the associated feature vectors show that the Named Entity tagger did
not recognise the entity mentions. Total IDF is also relatively low compared with
those messages confidently predicted as news-bearing statements. This suggests
that improved performance could be achieved with better Named Entity detection
and token specificity estimates.
7.6 Dialogue Act classification
The main filtering goal is to identify text, here Tweets, that explicitly providing in-
formation. Could classification by the Dialogue Act scheme described in Section
7.2.2, using models based on message features achieve this? Of particular interest is
whether or not information related to the pragmatic intent of a message is carried at
a deeper level than its surface lexical form.
While a message’s topic may be strongly indicated by information at the lexical
level, how informative it is semantically, though, may be better captured by non-
lexical features, i.e. features about the words rather than the words themselves. Dif-
ferent dialogue acts may use the same words but in different constructs. For exam-
ple, “He has found the cat” and “ Has he found the cat?” contain the same words but
one is a statement whereas the other is a question. The first experiment described
in this section sought to compare the use of lexical features, in the form of unigram
tokens, with the non-lexical features described in Section 7.4.1 in classifying the di-
alogue acts annotated in the DAAT-1285 collection of Tweets described in Section
7.3.2.
The distributions of the selected non-lexical features in each of the annotated di-
alogue acts, shown in Figure 7.4, suggest that the task is non-trivial without further
information.
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FIGURE 7.4: Non-lexical feature distributions across Dialogue Acts in DAAT-
1285 Tweet sub-corpus
Differences in feature distributions across the selected dialogue acts are small.
This suggests that before considering any feature interaction, H5null is true. Named
Entity mentions, particularly locations, are slightly more frequent in explicitly in-
formative Tweets. Perhaps not surprisingly, URLs and dates are most frequent in
advertisements. However, interaction between features may help make class distinc-
tions. For example, as summarised in Table 7.6, the total number of entity mentions,
and the variation of their type in any Tweet, do show some differences between the
classes.
A multiple binary classifier approach was taken for dialogue act detection, train-
ing for one class against all the others. Models were not built for identifying ques-
tions or those Tweets with no identifiable form of information because there were
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Class Named Entity Mentions Named Entity Types
Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Dev.
Informative 1.77 1.31 1.26 0.78
Advert 1.10 1.08 0.86 0.74
Opinion/Comment 1.17 1.23 0.87 0.82
Other 0.89 1.31 0.65 0.80
TABLE 7.6: Number of Named Entity mentions and types per Tweet in se-
lected Dialogue Acts
insufficient examples of these classes.
Classifier Lexical Unigram Non-Lexical Combined
Recall Prec. F1 Recall Prec. F1 Recall Prec. F1
Informative
Maxim Entropy 0.93 0.64 0.75 0.72 0.65 0.67 0.86 0.62 0.67
Naive Bayes 0.80 0.72 0.75 0.73 0.63 0.67 0.80 0.68 0.73
C4.5 0.69 0.64 0.56 0.98 0.58 0.72 0.87 0.69 0.76
Linear SVM 0.63 0.71 0.63 0.74 0.68 0.71 0.74 0.69 0.70
Average 0.76 0.68 0.67 0.79 0.64 0.69 0.82 0.67 0.72
Opinion/Comment
Maxim Entropy 0.36 0.70 0.43 0.13 0.64 0.18 0.26 0.54 0.33
Naive Bayes 0.44 0.66 0.49 0.46 0.42 0.44 0.25 0.66 0.34
C4.5 0.19 0.48 0.26 0.33 0.54 0.38 0.20 0.66 0.28
Linear SVM 0.03 0.65 0.06 0.32 0.65 0.39 0.36 0.79 0.43
Average 0.26 0.62 0.31 0.31 0.56 0.35 0.27 0.66 0.34
Advert
Maxim Entropy 0.85 0.36 0.50 0.05 0.13 0.07 0.24 0.68 0.35
Naive Bayes 0.31 0.73 0.41 0.44 0.24 0.31 0.35 0.43 0.36
C4.5 0.24 0.65 0.34 0.01 0.15 0.02 0.02 0.30 0.03
Linear SVM 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.56 0.15 0.13 0.51 0.20
Average 0.35 0.44 0.31 0.15 0.27 0.14 0.18 0.48 0.24
TABLE 7.7: Classifier performance in detecting 3 pragmatic intent classes av-
eraged over 10-fold classification using unigram and non-lexical features
Binary classifier performance varied across the Informative, Advert, and Com-
ment classes, in 10-fold cross-validation experiments as summarised in Table 7.7.
Since the class representation is not balanced in the sub-corpus, Precision and Recall
are used as evaluation metrics:
Recall =
tp
np
(7.1)
Precision =
tp
tp + f p
(7.2)
F1 =
2 · Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall
(7.3)
where tp is the number of true positive class identifications, f p is the number of
false positive class identifications, and np is the number of class examples in the
corpus.
Unigrams performed reasonably well for identifying the Informative class when
using Naive Bayes or Maximum entropy models, achieving an F1 score of 0.75 with
either. However C4.5 and SVM models did not perform so well with unigram fea-
tures, resulting in an average F1 score of 0.67 across the four classifier technologies.
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The difference in classifier performance is also to be observed for the Comment and
Advert identification tasks. This is to be expected though given the limited vocab-
ulary and small number of examples resulting from a relatively small corpus. The
entropy in feature space would rise significantly when model using unigrams are
scaled up to meet the scale and variety in vocabulary seen in practice.
Explicitly informative statements are the most readily determined class examined
here, with little performance difference evident between classifiers or feature sets.
Performance of non-lexical models is marginally more consistent across classifiers
than unigram model, and achieve an average F1 score of 0.69 versus the lexical
model average F1 score of 0.67. The combination of features yields an average clas-
sifier F1 score of 0.72. These results support hypothesis H2, showing evidence that
non-lexical characteristics of a message do carry some information on whether or
not that message conveys an explicit statement, falsifying H2null. The results for the
other two classes are less promising though. F1 scores for all models are no more
than 0.5 and much more inconsistent across classifiers. Models for adverts appear to
be especially hard to learn.
These results suggest that while words and other lexical features are good gen-
eral purpose features, the non-lexical features more specifically capture information
correlating expression of factual information. Neither the vocabulary learnt, nor the
non-lexical features examined are sufficient to model expressions of comment or ad-
vertisements. The amount of training data for these classes is very small; improved
performance might be achieved with more coverage. The small corpus size may also
help explain the relatively high performance of unigrams across each class, yielding
a small vocabulary and a correspondingly low entropy. One would expect the en-
tropy in unigram feature space to rise significantly when scaling up. Also, as vocab-
ulary and corpus sizes increase, one might expect words to become less specific to
particular Dialogue Acts. The entropy of the non-lexical feature space used in this
work would not rise with increased corpus size. Given the independence of the non-
lexical features from the size of the vocabulary one should expect the performance
of the corresponding models to remain at a similar level when scaling up.
The combination of three binary classifiers to give a four way classification model
using a winner-takes all approach – based on classifier confidence – was also tried.
This set-up always resulted in a classification of either Informative or Other (i.e. Ad-
verts, and Opinion/Comment were mis-classified). This may be a result of having
relatively small amounts of example labelled data. However, this is not a significant
issue here because the key class of interest is Informative.
In principle the identification of Tweets advertising, passing comments or giv-
ing opinions (and indeed asking questions) could be further pursued. However,
it would require further annotated data and the interest here is the identification of
Tweets explicitly providing information; these particular classes do not do so. There-
fore the investigation focussed on the Informative vs. all other classes classification
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task.
7.7 News vs. Explicitly Informative Statements
The experiment described in Section 7.6 showed that non-lexical features can help
discriminate explicitly informative Tweets from those performing other dialogue
acts. The starting assumption was that Tweets providing News are explicitly in-
formative. However, inspection of errors in News classification given in 7.5.3 sug-
gested that not all Tweets containing explicit statements are newsworthy, which has
the consequence that if one is wishes to build a model to discriminate utterances that
make explicitly informative statements from those that do not, then using News as
a proxy for explicitly informative will result in reduced discriminatory power. To
what extent does using News and Non-News to represent the desired and unde-
sired utterances, instead of data annotated specifically for the desired task, affect
discriminatory models? Can news-bearing Tweets be used to represent informative
Tweets? The newly annotated Informative Tweet sub-corpus allowed for further
investigation of these questions.
An annotation comparison experiment to test models based on one annotation
scheme on data tagged with the other annotation scheme was designed. In this
experiment models were built on the original ‘news-event’ annotated sub-corpus,
and also on the Informative Tweet sub-corpus. Each sub-corpus model was tested
on the other sub-corpus. The news models were created from the combination of the
BAL-4000 and LBAL-572 Tweet sub-corpora using the unigram feature vectors and
the non-lexical feature vectors, and the four selected classifier technologies, as used
in 7.3.2 above.
The Informative Tweet model was created from 710 Tweets marked as Informa-
tive by at least four judges and 570 marked as either Question, Opinion/Comment,
Advertising or Other, in the DAAT-1285 sub-corpus. (5 Tweets were dropped for bal-
ance in 10-fold cross-validation.) Again, all four classification methods previously
used were tested with each feature set. Results are shown in Table 7.8.
Classifier Train: News. Test: Informative Train: Informative. Test: News
Recall Precision F1 Accuracy Recall Precision F1 Accuracy
Unigram
Max.Entropy 0.82 0.64 0.72 0.66 0.66 0.83 0.73 0.76
Naive Bayes 0.92 0.65 0.76 0.69 0.77 0.75 0.76 0.76
C4.5 0.49 0.67 0.57 0.60 0.20 0.82 0.32 0.58
Linear SVM 0.72 0.65 0.69 0.64 0.18 0.76 0.29 0.56
Average 0.74 0.65 0.51 0.65 0.45 0.79 0.54 0.67
Non-Lexical
Max.Entropy 0.93 0.62 0.74 0.65 0.57 0.86 0.69 0.74
Naive Bayes 0.84 0.59 0.69 0.60 0.57 0.84 0.68 0.73
C4.5 0.92 0.60 0.72 0.63 0.91 0.68 0.78 0.74
Linear SVM 0.95 0.61 0.74 0.64 0.63 0.88 0.73 0.77
Average 0.91 0.61 0.72 0.63 0.67 0.82 0.72 0.75
TABLE 7.8: News event model prediction of Informativeness and Informa-
tiveness model prediction of News
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Variable results are observed using unigram models for News-event Tweets, test-
ing for explicitly informative statements. Unsurprisingly, this is below the perfor-
mance expected for selecting news bearing Tweets, as seen in Table 7.4. However
Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy unigram models built on explicitly informa-
tive Tweets gave more accurate classification of news bearing Tweets (0.76 accurate
versus 0.66 and 0.69 respectively) demonstrating preference for correct selection as
reflected in greater precision (0.83 and 0.75 versus 0.64 and 0.65 respectively). C4.5
and SVM models were even more cautious resulting in much lower overall F1 and
accuracy scores. Average classifier accuracy, taken across the classifier types, were
65% for prediction of Informative Tweet by unigram News model, and 67% for pre-
diction of News Tweet by unigram Informative model. Factors in this difference may
be vocabulary being selective for topics not in the corresponding set, some vocabu-
lary correlated with the act of informing being captured, or a combination thereof.
The non-lexical features yield a more consistent performance across the classi-
fier techniques when tested on informative Tweets having trained models from the
News-event Tweets, although none of the models performs as as well as the Naive
Bayes unigram model. Average classifier accuracy for non-lexical features trained
on News-event Tweets and tested on informative Tweets was 64%. Training with
non-lexical features for informative Tweets and testing on News-event Tweets gave
an average classifier accuracy of 75%.
Overall, the Informative Tweet models are better at predicting news bearing
Tweets than News Tweet models are at predicting explicitly informative Tweets. The
best model, whether predicting Informative from News-event training, or predict-
ing News from Informative Tweet training, was a Naive Bayes unigram model with
an F1 scores of 0.76 for each. (C4.5 and SVM with non-lexical features were close
in predicting News, C4.5 slightly less accurate but with F1 score of 0.78, and SVM
slightly more accurate but with an F1 score of 0.73) These results support the idea
that news-bearing Tweets are informative but that informative Tweets do not neces-
sarily bear news and, secondly, that our non-lexical feature set is better at capturing
whether messages are explicitly informative or not than unigrams.
It is possible to increase detection rates at the cost of precision in the results by
applying a threshold to the score or probability a classifier gives that an example
belongs to the target class. This allows users to accept or reject according to the cost
and type of errors they are willing to accept. A Receiver Operator Characteristic
curve shows the cost in false detection errors for a given correct detection rate as the
acceptance threshold is reduced. ROC performance curves for the best four classifier
models, using the two feature sets, for the two cross-corpus experiments are shown
in Figure 7.5, with AUC figures for all classifiers shown in Table 7.9.
It is noteworthy that for a given true positive rate (Recall) below approximately
90% the false positive detection rate is lower in the detection of news bearing Tweets
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FIGURE 7.5: ROC results for best classifiers across News-Event and Informa-
tive Tweet sub-corpora
Classifier Train: News. Test: Informative Train: Informative. Test: News
Unigram Non-Lexical Unigram Non-Lexical
MaxEnt 0.71 0.71 0.80 0.80
N.Bayes 0.80 0.60 0.86 0.84
C4.5 0.59 0.65 0.60 0.83
SVM 0.66 0.72 0.41 0.89
TABLE 7.9: AUC figures for ROC results for classifiers across News-Event
and Informative Tweet sub-corpora
using the informative statement model than for informative statement detection us-
ing the news-event model. This supports the idea that it is easier to distinguish
Tweets that make statements, with some of those statements being news, than to
distinguish statements of news.
The top News Tweets classified as not informative using non-lexical feature and
unigram models were:
By unigram
• RT @TransferNewsCen: Reports in Spain say Hererra has agreed a 5 year deal
with Manchester United ahead of his move-Nik
• RT @SportsCenter: SOUTH CAROLINA ANSWER BACK! Connor Shaw finds
Nick Jones for a 18-yard TD pass as South Carolina ties Georgia, 17-17. #SC
• RT @GrantWahl: Jozy Altidore cleared to resume full training ahead of Costa
Rica-USA WCQ. Has scored in his last 5 internationals, a US rec
By non-lexical features
• RT @realmadriden: .@GarethBale11: "It’s a dream come true for me to be here.
I would like to thank the club for making it happen." #Welcome
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• Wind 0,0 km/h —. Barometer 1014,4 hPa, Rising slowly. Temperature 8,1 C.
Rain today 5,1 mm. Humidity 99%
• Microsoft-Nokia Deal Proves Apple Was Right All Along
http://t.co/iiZNlJ1n3a
The first of these are Sport related. Sport related terms may occur in more Di-
alogue Act classes than Explicitly Informative. Misclassifications using a unigram
model are presumably due to the words being associated more with uninformative
messages. The News Tweets classed as Non-Informative using non-lexical features
include a quote containing personal pronouns - a likely indicator of an Opinion or
Comment. Arguably this is a reported opinion rather than a News statement. The
third non-lexical model example was misclassified due to Name Entity extraction
having failed to identify Microsoft, Nokia and Apple as Organisations, illustrating
the non-lexical model dependence on accurate feature extraction.
Non-Informative Tweets most strongly classified as News by the News model
were:
By unigram
• RT @messileftfoot: Passarella (ex-ARG) Without winning a World Cup, Messi
has shown to be on track to surpass Maradona, at least on a club
• RT @footballitalia: Cesare Prandelli was pleased with the win over Bulgaria, as
#Italy are one step away from the World Cup. http://t.co/
• World Cup focus: Mexico: Chicharito’s team have a battle on their hands to
reach Brazil 2014. http://t.co/4mabEGahNN #MUFC
By non-lexical features
• RT @KumbhMelaTravel: Experience of a lifetime. Be a part of Kumbh. Once in
12 years. Largest spiritual gathering on earth. India; http://t.
• RT @Aghorii2: Delhi Fake Media will twists and create stories to blame #UPriots
on BJP, the local newspaper media is having correct ground
• RT @UKISS_Venezuela: @HeawenKisses Please support the leader of KISSme
Venezuela to go to the Kpop World Festival, vote here->; http://t.co/
The top Non-Informative Tweets selected by the unigram News model are Sport
related and were annotated as Opinion. The top false positive Tweets selected by
the non-lexical feature model include Adverts and Opinion. Organisations and Lo-
cations feature in all of these, features that are often found in News bearing Tweets.
These results lead to questions about the actual news content of the Informative
Tweet sub-corpus. To help gain further insight into how news-event related mes-
sages and explicitly informative statements differ, the sub-corpus was further anno-
tated for whether items were news or not. In addition to this, annotation was also
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added as to whether messages were related to Sport, Travel, or Weather. This was
carried out independently of whether the Tweets were deemed to be News or not.
This allowed for finer grain distinction or interpretation of what topical domains
constitute News. Whether or not all Sport related Tweets had been, or should be,
considered News for example was of particular interest given their prevalence in
classification errors.
This annotation exercise was carried out by the author on the Tweets in the In-
formative Tweet sub-corpus and all Tweets that had 3-way agreement for Dialogue
Act annotations, a total of 1570 Tweets. The guidelines adopted for annotation were
that messages giving facts in regard to evolving events likely to be of interest to an
unspecified audience should be tagged as news, but not those expressing opinion
with regard to the news, nor those where the facts are intended as advertisements.
Commentary on sport events were also deemed not to be news although final results
were.
Of the 1570 Tweets, 470 were tagged as News given the above guidelines, 458 of
which had been assessed as explicitly informative, leaving just 12 (2.6%) ‘uninfor-
mative’ News Tweets. Inspection of these Tweets suggests that these contain reports
of expressed opinion or comment that are themselves the news. All were annotated
as “opinion or comment”. Where news agencies are expressing comment or spec-
ulation on evolving events, are they reporting news? This is perhaps a grey area
for making assessments. The Tweets in question are given in Table 7.10 along with
the predicted classes given by the two SVM models created from the original News
annotated sub-corpus.
364 Tweets that had been annotated as Explicitly Informative were not considered
to be News, i.e. 44% of the Informative Tweets.
News Event Tweet Annotation Unigram Non-lexical
SVM Model SVM Model
@——– Somerville officials order review after alleged sexual assaults Opinion Other News
that took place ?yards, if not feet away? from ... @bieberrkfc
RT @FootyRelated: "@SkySportsNews: Arsene Wenger will do ’all he can’ Opinion Other News
to sign Mesut Ozil and Angel di Maria from Real Madrid: " Also known
RT @CFCtransferlive: BREAKING: Sky Sports understands that Chelsea are Opinion Other News
looking to bring in a big-name striker in the next few hours. #cfc #
RT @————_: Had a chat with Mourinho yesterday. He claims Opinion News Other
Mata’s body is "Astonishingly tired" and it could take up to a month until
RT @timesofindia: #Gujarat encounter cops followed #NaMo and Amit Opinion News News
Shah s policy, says jailed DIG Vanzara http://t.co/ABd4zsOUO1 http://t.co
RT @CNBC_Pakistan: Intelligence agencies solution to #Karachi problem: Opinion Other News
#Karachi problem: decentralize Police on community level
RT @loudobbsnews: Republican Party establishment has again aligned Opinion News News
itself against rank and file, and with Pres. Obama on attacking Syria. T
RT @DailyMtnEagle: Cullman Superintendent offers no apology in her Opinion News Other
statement about AHSAA sanctions. Still thinks her team is classy. http:/
RT @NewStatesman: The Trussell Trust hits out at Cameron: the coalition Opinion News News
has broken its agreement with foodbanks, from @RowennaDavis http://
RT @—————: Government’s attempt to stifle #BarrettBrown’s Opinion News News
free speech rights may hint at their misconduct, mistakes: http://t.co/
US Secretary of State John Kerry: "There is no military solution... but to Opinion News News
enforce the standard with respect to the use of chemical weapons"
RT @DamonBruce: Terrible news on what was a great day there. @RicSal80: Opinion News News
@cnnbrk: Fan falls to his death at Candlestick Park. http://t.co
TABLE 7.10: News event Tweets not annotated as explicitly informative
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7.7.1 Prediction of News Tweets in new Informative Tweet sub-corpus
How well did the News models, described in Section 7.5, predict News Tweets in
the News annotated Informative Tweet sub-corpus (NAIT-1570)? The predictions
made by the news models created on News-event sub-corpus Tweets were compared
against the news/non-news annotations in the NAIT-1570 sub-corpus. The full sub-
corpus, i.e. those Tweets where at least three annotators agreed on the Dialogue Act
class, was tested. The results are shown in Table 7.11.
Recall Precision F1 Accuracy
Random 50.0% 29.9% 37.5% 50.0%
Unigram
Max.Entropy 81.0% 35.4% 49.3% 50.3%
Naive Bayes 95.1% 37.5% 53.7% 51.2%
C4.5 52.1% 42.1% 46.6% 64.3%
Linear SVM 72.9% 36.4% 48.6% 54.0%
Non-Lexical
Max.Entropy 96.2% 35.5% 51.8% 46.8%
Naive Bayes 83.1% 32.0% 46.3% 42.4%
C4.5 95.1% 33.8% 49.9% 43.1%
Linear SVM 97.0% 34.9% 51.4% 45.2%
Combined
Max.Entropy 95.1% 35.7% 51.9% 47.4%
Naive Bayes 98.1% 35.1% 51.7% 45.5%
C4.5 88.9% 35.0% 50.2% 47.5%
Linear SVM 92.7% 35.4% 51.2% 47.3%
TABLE 7.11: News event Tweet prediction results for News Tweets in the
News Annotated Informative Tweet sub-corpus
There are several outcomes may be observed in these results: firstly that perfor-
mance at filtering out using unigram features scores only about 0.50 in F1, about
0.06 less than the results for the earlier data shown in Table 7.5. These are figures
for the 1570 Tweets that received at least 3-way agreement in annotation. Using just
those with a top annotation choice receiving at least two more votes than any sec-
ond choice (1280 Tweets) results in an average 5 point increase in performance across
classifiers. Similarly, there is a slightly higher performance increase when testing on
the Tweets that achieved 4-way agreement. Full figures are given in Appendix B.
Unlike the previous experiments in detecting news, though, neither the non-lexical
features nor the combination of the feature sets performed any better (although C4.5
and SVM models using unigrams were weaker at identifying News Tweets than
Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy, as measured by Recall). This may be due to
the sampling method used to get representation of the dialogue acts of interest vice
the previous sampling focus of news and non-news. The accuracy of classifiers mak-
ing use of non-lexical features appears to be worse than random. There is a slight
bias towards classifying Tweets as News which may have resulted from non-lexical
feature differences being over represented in the (relatively small amount of) train-
ing data. Although classifier accuracies are not high, tending to over-classify Tweets
as News, they do all filter better than random choice, reflected in higher F1 scores.
No classifier performs well at filtering out Non-News Tweets, despite having been
trained on balanced News and Non-News classes.
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A possible factor in the low performance could arise from any inconsistency in
annotation of what constitutes News. The training data and the test data were anno-
tated independently. As described above, sub-corpus used for testing was also an-
notated for relatedness to the categories of Sport, Weather and Travel. Any selection
correlation with these categories may reveal some difference in whether annotators
felt these topics were generally news or not.
Of the 470 News Tweets in the sub-corpus, 168 were annotated as being Sport
related (36%), 14 as Travel related (3%) and 7 as Weather related (1%). In the 1100
Non-News set there were 219 Sport related (20%), and no Travel or Weather related
Tweets. Table 7.12 summarises. How did the models classify these Tweets? To fo-
cus on those that posed consistent problems for the models, those that at least three
models mis-classified given a feature set were selected and their proportions of the
sub-corpus calculated. These are shown in Table 7.13. As well as the number of con-
sistently misclassified Tweets, the proportion of the Tweets with the corresponding
annotations is also given. For example, the number of Tweets annotated as both
Sport and News, that were consistently mis-classified as Non-News by unigram
models, was 7. This represents 3.2% of the 219 Sport News Tweets. A high pro-
portion may indicate that Tweets falling into those classes may pose an issue for the
News models, possibly owing to some difference in annotation guidelines followed
for News training data.
Class Sport Travel Weather Other
News 168 14 7 281
Non-News 219 0 0 881
TABLE 7.12: Number of Sport, Weather and Travel related Tweets annotated
as News and Non-News in Informative Tweet sub-corpus
Weather and Travel were not often (i.e. consistently across models) misclassi-
fied as Non-News by the models, although the number of examples is relatively
very low. Sport related Tweets, on the other hand, were predominantly classified as
News. Few of the News Sports related Tweets were consistently mis-classified, but
a significant proportion of the Non-News Sports related Tweets were consistently
misclassified, more so using non-lexical features. A fifth of the Non-News examples
in the sub-corpus are Sports-related. Typically a quarter of the Tweets misclassified
as News were sports related. The sports related Non-News Tweets, therefore, were
a little harder to identify as such. Overall, this suggests that Sports related Tweets in
the training data were predominantly annotated as being News.
Arguably Tweets expressing opinion on sports news are related to the events being
reported in the news, but equally it is arguable that the expressed opinions do not
constitute News in themselves. The latter position was assumed for the annotation
of the test set.
To see what effect tagging Sports News Tweets as News in the test set had, the
classification results were re-calculated with all sport related Tweets re-annotated as
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Error Type Total Errors Sport Sport=News Weather Travel Other
Unigram
False Pos. 433 119 (70.8%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 314 (35.6%)
False Neg. 11 7 (3.2%) 14 (3.6%) - - 4 (1.6%)
Non-Lexical
False Pos. 674 161 (95.8%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 513 (56.6%)
False Neg. 8 6 (2.7%) 11 (2.8%) - - 2 (0.8%)
Combined
False Pos. 653 160 (93.5%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) (0.0%) 496 (54.7%)
False Neg. 2 2 (0.9%) 8 (2.1%) - - 0 (0.0%)
TABLE 7.13: Number of News/Non-News Tweets consistently misclassified
across classifier types. Proportion in topic category in error given in paren-
thesis.
News (totalling 387 Tweets), and all Travel and Weather re-annotated as Non-News.
No false positive Sports News are then possible in this case, but false negatives are.
(Also shown in Table 7.13) Similarly false negative Travel and Weather Tweets are
not possible with this rule. All the re-annotated Weather and Travel Tweets were
misclassified by at least one model, but only Travel Tweets showed consistent mis-
classification. This suggests that travel related news Tweets in the training data were
indeed considered News by the annotators, but that generally weather information
was not. A reason for this could be that travel information may often relate to an inci-
dent or event affecting travel, whereas weather, barring extreme out-of-the-ordinary
conditions, is not considered eventful. Overall, the distinction between News and
Non-News Sport related Tweets in the evaluation accounts for about 10 – 13 points in
the F1 metric. The Naive Bayes unigram model achieved an F1 score of 0.65 (versus
0.54) where all Sports are considered News, for example.
Table 7.14 provides an examination of whether or not consistent News misclas-
sifications were Informative Tweets. Using a non-lexical model 23.8% of the false
positives were annotated as Informative. The proportion for unigram models was
51.0% and 43.4% for the combined feature models. The total number of false posi-
tives was highest when using non-lexical feature models, suggesting they produce
lower precision models for News identification. More than half of the Informative
Non-News Tweets were consistently misclassified if non-lexical features were used,
under half if unigram features alone were used. All bar one of the News Tweets con-
sistently given false negative classification had been annotated as Informative. (459
of the 470 Tweets annotated as News were also annotated as Informative). These re-
sults support the idea that Tweets bearing News are explicitly informative, but that
explicitly informative Tweets are not necessarily bearing News.
Error Type Unigram Non-Lexical Combined
Total Informative Total Informative Total Informative
False Pos. 433 221 (48.7%) 674 161 (61.2%) 653 284 (62.6%)
False Neg. 11 11 (3.0%) 8 7 (1.9%) 2 2 (0.5%)
TABLE 7.14: Number of consistently misclassified News/Non-News Tweets
annotated as Informative. Proportion of the class in error given in parenthe-
sis.
The analysis above was carried out on the full sub-corpus, i.e. those Tweets with
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at least 3-way agreement between annotators for the selected dialogue acts. The
same analysis was also carried out for those Tweets with the majority annotation
vote at least two more than the second most popular annotation, and also for those
with at least 4-way inter-annotator agreement. The findings for these divisions of
the sub-corpus yielded similar results (given in Appendix B). One observation from
the results obtained when constraining evaluation to Tweets with a higher inter-
annotator agreement, though, was that the proportion of Non-News Sport related
Tweets often falsely classified as News declined if non-lexical features were used.
This suggests that those Sports related Tweets that were harder for annotators to
decide a Dialogue class for (Informative or Opinion for these Tweets) were also hard
for the models to distinguish at non-News.
The final take-away from this analysis is that caution should be exercised with
regard to annotation standards for what constitutes an item of News. Not only are
there the issues of domain dependency and temporal effects, but also receiver in-
terpretation. All of these may adversely affect performance and evaluation when
moving from one setting, or corpus, to another.
7.7.2 Comparison of non-lexical feature distributions in Informative Tweet
sub-corpus
This section provides statistics of the non-lexical features in the classes annotated
in the sub-corpus created for Dialogue Act analysis. Box plots for each of the non-
lexical features extracted from the Tweets are shown for those that were considered
news-bearing and those not news bearing in Figure 7.6. Figures are also summarised
in Table 7.15. One may observe that there are few differences in feature distributions
between the two categories, and that the distributions are broadly similar to that
found for the complete Redites corpus (shown in Figure 7.1). Location and Organi-
sation names are found a little more often in News Tweets than non News Tweets.
Pronouns are less likely to be found in News Tweets.
There is a similar lack of difference between the feature distributions over the
Explicitly Informative and other Dialogue Act categories, although again, Location
and Organisation names are a little more likely to be found in Explicitly Informative
Tweets than in others, and pronouns are less frequently found. Box plots for these
distributions are shown in Figure 7.7. Again Figures are summarised in Table 7.15
(including IDF features not shown in the box-plots owing to the relative scale).
Explicitly informative Tweets are slightly longer on average than other classes,
and have slightly more selective terms as measured by IDF. This difference is also
seen between News and Non-News Tweets.
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FIGURE 7.6: Non-lexical feature distributions in Informative Tweet sub-
corpus divided by News v. Non-News
7.8 Contributions
The work presented in this chapter represents several novel contributions. In explor-
ing three potential classification schemes, by which social media could be filtered
prior to analysis for for information discovery, a simple Dialogue Act classification
scheme and a Subjective Focus classification scheme were introduced, complement-
ing a standard News / Non-News scheme. A data set annotated for Dialogue Act
and News, along with topic relevance to Travel, Weather and Sport, has also been
contributed.
One of the main contributions of this work has been the set of results of classifi-
cation experiments in which a control for topic was applied. Often, such a control
has not been considered for text classification tasks other than topic. This may be an
important factor because content words are known to be useful in determining topic
and bias in data towards topic could mask underlying effectiveness for the task in
hand.
Evidence has been shown that the presence of named entity mentions is a useful
feature in determining whether or not a microblog message contains explicit infor-
mation. Similar evidence has also been found recently by Edouard et al., (2017) in
examining whether or not external knowledge bases could be leveraged in identi-
fying messages containing news material. They replaced Named Entities by their
types as specified in DBpedia (Bizer et al., 2009) or the YAGO (Suchanek, Kasneci,
and Weikum, 2008) taxonomies. However, they also discard features such as those
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FIGURE 7.7: Non-lexical feature distributions in Informative Tweet sub-
corpus divided by Informative v. Other/Non-Informative
in the GRP feature set described in Section 7.4.1, also shown to be useful in the ex-
periments described in this chapter.
7.9 Summary
In a knowledge discovery system that seeks new information from Social Media, it
would be useful to process only that text which makes assertions. This chapter has
described research examining an approach for filtering streams of short messages,
as exemplified by Twitter, for those that make explicitly informative statements.
Two classification tasks were investigated. The first was to separate messages into
News and Non-News related posts. The second task was to separate messages into
one of a set of five Dialogue Acts: Informative, Opinion or Comment, Question,
Advert, and Non-Informative. The classification schemes were described in Section
7.2 along with a scheme to separate messages by what is termed here as a message’s
subjective ‘focus’: that is the relationship of a message’s subject with the author. The
idea of subjective focus is separation of messages that are about the author from
those that refer to personal contacts of the author, and from those that referred to
neither.
Data for the studies, described in Section 7.3 was obtained from the Redites project
(Osborne et al., 2014). This provided a sample of 1.4 million Tweets from 37.5mil-
lion English language Tweets produced between 09:58 2/9/13 and 11:16 30/9/13.
Within this corpus, bursts of temporally related Tweets had been identified and
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Non News News Other Dialogue Inform
Feature Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Dev.
Person 0.51 0.79 0.56 0.72 0.47 0.76 0.57 0.77
Location 0.51 0.52 0.99 0.65 0.43 0.51 0.86 0.61
Organization 0.24 0.81 0.39 1.07 0.22 0.73 0.34 1.03
UserID 1.05 0.89 1.07 0.67 1.04 0.93 1.08 0.73
Hashtags 0.53 1.04 0.47 0.84 0.51 1.02 0.50 0.96
Dates 0.24 0.54 0.19 0.49 0.21 0.51 0.24 0.55
Money 0.02 0.16 0.03 0.18 0.02 0.17 0.02 0.16
N-Phrases 3.26 1.71 3.35 1.55 3.15 1.73 3.41 1.59
V-Phrases 2.13 1.35 2.14 1.16 2.20 1.39 2.06 1.20
Pronouns 0.54 0.96 0.19 0.46 0.63 1.06 0.26 0.56
Emoticons 0.02 0.14 0.01 0.09 0.02 0.15 0.01 0.11
URLs 0.45 0.56 0.46 0.56 0.46 0.58 0.44 0.54
Tokens 23.57 6.96 24.49 5.52 22.81 7.37 24.79 5.59
AVG-IDF 146.97 40.00 158.00 28.03 140.92 42.15 158.80 29.49
AVG-AVG-IDF 7.89 1.39 8.15 1.05 7.85 1.48 8.09 1.11
AVG-NP-IDF 35.42 19.87 37.01 17.97 34.02 19.96 37.60 18.58
AVG-VP-IDF 16.50 21.88 18.99 21.01 16.64 20.59 17.80 22.63
TABLE 7.15: Summary of non-lexical feature distributions in Informative
Tweet sub-corpus
grouped into ‘events’ using a streaming clustering algorithm (Petrovic´, Osborne,
and Lavrenko, 2010) to detect related Tweets. Tweets in a sample of the events had
been further hand-annotated by the Redites team as News related events or Non-
News related events. Examples were drawn from this data to create sub-corpora
appropriately balanced for training and testing classifier models. Although the data
contained messages that contained News or Non-News, it was not annotated for Di-
alogue Act. A new sub-corpus was created by applying the Informative Dialogue
Act scheme defined in Section 7.2, annotating a sample of 1,700 Tweets. The annota-
tion process, described and analysed in Section 7.3.2 resulted in a sub-corpus of 1,285
Tweets, annotated for Dialogue Act, where the majority agreed class received at least
2 more votes than the second most popular choice amongst 5 judges. Fleiss’s κ was
measured at 0.67 which has a recommended interpretation of “substantial agree-
ment”. The Tweets were also annotated for focus (Fleiss’s κ = 0.64), however this
showed that the significant majority of the messages were deemed to have a World
focus. Too few Tweets were identified as Self or Contact focussed to investigate their
systematic identification.
The approach, outlined in Section 7.4, uses supervised machine learning to create
discriminative models based upon features of example messages from desirable and
undesirable classes. Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy, Decision Tress, and Linear
Support Vector Machines were selected as exemplar machine learning techniques
for use in exploring the approach.
Traditional text classification models often use “bag-of-words” features. The ex-
periments reported here used this approach as a baseline for comparison, but sought
to examine the efficacy of features that are characteristic of a message’s content be-
yond the lexical level. To this end four categories of non-lexical features were se-
lected and described. The GRP set of features included counts of features that could
be determined from the characters used to denote them. They included Emoticons,
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Hashtags, URLs and User Identifiers. The NE set of features included counts of Per-
son names, Location names, Organisation names, Dates, and sums of Money. The
SYN set of features included counts of noun phrases, verb phrases, and pronouns
determined from part-of-speech tag sequences. Finally the FRQ set of features in-
cluded total and average Inverse Document Frequency scores for words and phrases
appearing in a message. The IDF scores used were determined from the 35.7 million
Tweets of the Redites corpus, treating each Tweet as a document.
Having described the class schemes, data and the feature set used, the chapter
then described the experiments carried out in investigating the proposed filtering
approach.
Section 7.5 described experiments to explore the efficacy of the proposed approach
to identify News event Tweets from Non-News event Tweets, and compare the use
of the non lexical features described in Section 7.4.1 with more traditional lexical un-
igrams. The initial experiment compared the classifiers with each of the feature sets
using the class-balanced News/Non-News BAL-4000 sub-corpus described in Sec-
tion 7.3. Tweet vectors were grouped by event and split for 10-fold cross-validation,
such that any one event was represented in just one fold, giving some control for
any event specific vocabulary.
Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy, C4.5, and SVM classifiers were trained with un-
igram words, the non-lexical feature sets, and a combination thereof. Results of
the 10-fold cross-validation experiment, shown in Table 7.4, indicated that Lexical
and non-lexical features capture different contributory information. Unigram fea-
ture models achieved average fold accuracies of between 70.1% (C4.5) and 77.6%
(Maximum Entropy), albeit with high variance. Non-lexical feature set based mod-
els did not perform as well generally, average fold accuracies ranging between 50.0%
(Maximum Entropy with SYN features) and 78.6% (SVM with FRQ features). How-
ever, use of all of the non-lexical features resulted in classifiers that out-performed
corresponding unigram models, except for Naive Bayes. The SVM model achieved
the highest accuracy, with all non-lexical features, at 85.0%. The combination of lex-
ical and non-lexical features yielded the most accurate models overall, ranging from
85.2% (C4.5) to 92.1% (Naive Bayes), an average 18% relative improvement over un-
igram models.
The next experiment, described in Section 7.5.1, used a ‘leave-one-out’ methodol-
ogy to examine feature set contribution to overall classification performance. Model
portability was also examined by training on the 4,000 Tweets used in the cross val-
idation experiment, and testing on 572 Tweets from later occurring News and Non-
News events. Average classifier accuracy using unigram models was shown to drop
by 20% from the closed setting described above, while an an average 8% accuracy
drop was observed for non-lexical feature based models. The difference in the two
relative reductions in performance suggest that News Tweet identification models
using non-lexical features are more temporally stable than using unigrams.
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Features making use of message token frequency, and the presence of various
types of Named Entity were found to be the most useful. Although simple ortho-
graphically determined features, such as hashtags, had some discriminatory power
they were not always effective. Compound phrase features which were detected us-
ing the MESME simple part-of-speech parser described in Chapter 5, were not found
to be useful, although this may have been as the result of feature sparsity and low
detection rates from the parser.
Section 7.5.2 provided an analysis of classifiers, and features sets, in a more real-
istic, unbalanced, filtering setting. 173,514 Tweets were tested, having added all the
Tweets marked as Non-News event to the News event Tweets within the annotation
time.
Classifier confidence was used to rank order the predictions made by the models,
trained on the balanced sub-corpus, for these Tweets. ROC curves, shown in Figure
7.3, were produced for each model by applying a threshold to classifier confidence.
AUC analysis showed the best performing unigram and non-lexical feature models
were achieved using SVM, at 86.1% and 90.9%, and the best model overall was a
Maximum Entropy model using all the features, at 94.5%. This provided further
evidence that non-lexical features carry useful information for identifying Tweets
imparting News.
An analysis of mis-classifications, in Section 7.5.3, showed that some Tweets
falsely classified as News were explicitly asserting information, and that informa-
tion might actually be considered newsworthy. Less than perfect feature extraction,
particularly of Named Entities, was one possible explanation for false negatives for
News Tweet identification when using non-lexical feature based models.
Section 7.6 described experiments carried out to examine how well trained mod-
els could distinguish the Dialogue Acts annotated for the Informative Tweet sub-
corpus. Classification performance in identifying three of the Dialogue Acts, using
lexical and non lexical features, was tested in a 10-fold cross validation experiment.
Too few Tweets were annotated as Question or Non-Informative for training, leaving
Informative, Advert and Opinion/Comment Tweets to be used. A multiple binary
classifier approach, using 1,280 3-way+ agreed Tweets, was employed.
Explicitly Informative Tweets were the most readily identified class, with little dif-
ference in performance evident between classifier types and feature set used. Non-
lexical models performed marginally better than lexical models, achieving an aver-
age F1 score of 0.69 across classifiers, versus the lexical model average F1 score of
0.67. The combination of features gave an average classifier F1 score of 0.72. These
results provided support for the second of the principle hypotheses in this thesis:
H2: Sentences asserting information may be distinguished from those intended to
perform other functions using non-lexical features.
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Performance for Advert and Opinion/Comment was shown to be less promis-
ing with inconsistent F1 scores of no more than 0.5 across classifiers. This could be
a result of the relatively small amounts of training data used. The combination of
three binary classifiers to give a four way classification model using a winner-takes
all approach – based on classifier confidence – was also tried. This set-up always
resulted in a classification of either Informative or Other (i.e. Adverts, and Opin-
ion/Comment were mis-classified).
Section 7.7 described experiments to compare the News models with the Infor-
mative Tweet models. The Informative Tweet sub-corpus was used for testing the
News/Non-News discriminative models developed in the work described in Sec-
tion 7.5. Results of this experiment showed that use of non-lexical features gave im-
proved performance over unigrams in discriminating explicitly informative state-
ments from Tweets performing other dialogue acts. Both feature sets gave worse
results than those achieved in experiments using just the original News-event cor-
pus, indicating that explicitly informative Tweets exist in both news and non-news
classes. New models were created by training with feature vectors derived from
Tweets in the Informative Tweet sub-corpus and tested on discrimination of Tweets,
in the original corpus, marked as related to News events from those marked as re-
lated to Non-News events. This showed Informative Tweet models were better able
to identify News Tweets from Non-News Tweets than News Tweet models were able
to identify Informative Tweets from others. Average classifier accuracy, taken across
the classifier types, was 65% for prediction of Informative Tweet by unigram News
model, and 64% for prediction by non-lexical Informative model. Average classi-
fier in predicting News event Tweets using unigram Informative Tweet models was
67%, but was 75% when using non-lexical feature models.
However, results observed in this experiment were variable across classifier and
feature set combinations. The best model, whether predicting Informative from
News-event training, or predicting News from Informative Tweet training, was a
Naive Bayes unigram model with an F1 scores of 0.76 for each. (C4.5 and SVM
with non-lexical features were close in predicting News, C4.5 slightly less accurate
but with F1 score of 0.78, and SVM slightly more accurate but with an F1 score of
0.73) However, the use of non-lexical feature based models, in general, marginally
out-performed unigram based models. Performance at detecting News-event re-
lated Tweets when trained on Informative Tweets, with non-lexical features, was
only marginally less than that achieved with models trained on News-event Tweets.
This result provides some further evidence in support of H2.
The Informative Tweet sub-corpus was further annotated for whether the con-
tent was disseminating news or not, and also for topics related to Sport, Travel and
Weather. Having established that the classes of News and Explicitly Informative are
not synonymous, this further annotation allowed for the original News classifica-
tion models to be further evaluated at News classification. Results of the evaluation
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showed weaker performance than the previous evaluation. Average F1 score was
about 0.05 less at 0.50 when using unigram models. However, better performance
was observed for those Tweets that were easier for annotators to agree were explic-
itly informative or not; these were easier to automatically classify as News or Non-
News. Non-lexical feature set News models did not perform any better. This drop
in performance may have resulted from the sampling for Dialogue Act rather than
News. For example, opinion is often expressed on News topics, especially Sport.
Analysis of Sport related Tweets in the sub-corpus found that the distinction be-
tween News and Non-News Sport related Tweets in the evaluation accounted for a
drop of about 10–13 points in the F1 metric.
All of the Tweets in the Informative Tweet sub-corpus that were consistently given
false positive classification as News bearing were annotated as Informative, and Be-
tween 40% and 49% of the Tweets consistently given false negative classifications
were annotated as Informative, indicating that Tweets bearing News are explicitly
informative, but that Explicitly Informative Tweets include Non-News items.
The analysis of annotation with respect to Sport in News and Non-News Tweets
showed that caution should be exercised with regard to annotation standards for
what constitutes an item of News. Not only are there the issues of domain de-
pendency and temporal affects, but also receiver interpretation. All of these may
adversely affect performance and evaluation when moving from one setting, or cor-
pus, to another.
Although this chapter has shown that information as to whether a message is
making an explicitly informative statement is carried at a deeper level than the mes-
sage’s lexical surface (falsifying H2null), the experiments reported found no evidence
to support similar hypotheses for other pragmatic classes. In particular, the number
of mentions of named entities and other concepts were not found to be significantly
different in Tweets classified as Informative or some other Dialogue Act, supporting:
H5null: Multiple direct mentions of concepts and named entities are no more com-
mon in explicitly informative statements than in messages conveying other Dialogue
Acts.
The Dialogue Act categories annotated were found to be unevenly represented in
the random sample of Twitter event burst messages. Further work would require
the annotation of more data to enable these classes to be modelled more effectively.
More annotated data from a longer collection window would also allow temporal
stability of models to be assessed.
The novel contributions the work presented in this Chapter include a simple Dia-
logue Act classification scheme and a corpus of Microblog messages annotated using
said scheme. The corpus is also annotated for wether or not messages contain News
along with identification of Sport, Weather, and Travel related topics. Results were
presented from experiments that were controlled for topic and provided evidence
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that the presence of named entity mentions, amongst other features, is a useful fea-
ture in determining whether or not a message makes an explicit statement.
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Conclusion
The work in this thesis has addressed how one may detect new interesting informa-
tion intentionally imparted by people by means of the written word via online Social
Media.
Chapter 1 set out the context and the motivations for the thesis, setting out two
objectives: These were to find out (1) whether or not documents containing new
interesting information could be found through an unexpected number of specific
references, and (2) whether or not sentences intended to assert information could be
distinguished from those intended to perform other functions using non-lexical fea-
tures. Chapter 2 described the relevant concepts and Chapter 3 provided a review of
relevant research carried out in these areas. Chapter 4 set out the approaches taken
to address the two principle objectives of the thesis. It introduced the idea of us-
ing a rolling time-slicing window for comparing “current” feature frequencies with
past frequencies as a basis for detecting significant changes in feature use. It also
introduced a simple Dialogue Act classification scheme for selecting text intended
to inform the reader from that intended for other purposes. Selected supervised ma-
chine learning techniques for building classification models were described. Chapter
5 provided details of the text features used in the methods explored, and the tools
used for their extraction. Consideration was given to the performance of extraction
tools, which included an evaluation of a multiword expression extraction tool de-
veloped for the work herein. Chapter 6 explored the first objective of the thesis in
detail. It described an analysis of nouns, named entities and multiword expressions
in a sample of blogs and news articles, and experiments to determine if frequency
variation thereof in Social Media could be used to predict later news stories. Chap-
ter 7 explored the second objective, the filtering of text to select messages intended
to inform the reader. It described experiments carried out in classifying microblog
messages for news content and explicitly informative statements.
This chapter first provides a recap of the thesis and its motivation in Section 8.1.
Section 8.2 summarises the background and the methods adopted for the investiga-
tion. Section 8.3 provides a summary of the experiments carried out and the con-
clusions drawn. The outcomes and contributions of this thesis are summarised in
Section 8.4. The chapter concludes in Section 8.5 with a discussion on the next steps
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to be taken toward building the information discovery system envisaged at the out-
set of this thesis.
8.1 Thesis motivations and objectives
This thesis began by introducing the problem of discovering new interesting infor-
mation from within an ever-increasing amount of online text. It described how cu-
rated reporting and informational articles now only form only a fraction of this mate-
rial as Social Media, including weblogs and microblogging, has become increasingly
popular. Some of this content may contain useful information. It was described how
that, whereas there are well established information retrieval methods for scenarios
where the topic is known, discovering new information with respect to any topic re-
mains a challenge. Could new interesting content be found in Social Media, as it is
published, when no associated keywords are known?
Journalistic research was introduced as an example where information discovery
can be useful. The chapter described how news stories could be considered as a
collation of connected pieces of relevant information, either on or about a related
aspect of the central topic. Examples were given that show that sometimes this in-
formation exists in online text prior to the creation of the news story. It was argued
that automated discovery of potentially significant information could be valuable
to journalists, but also in other scenarios involving intelligence gathering such as in
disaster response.
The detection of informative text, and discovery of new facts therein, was framed
as an automatic knowledge acquisition system. It was postulated that such a sys-
tem would have at its heart a graph representing things and their relationships – a
knowledge base. The knowledge base would be grown with new facts as they were
discovered from online media as it was produced. However, there are challenges
in obtaining asserted information from the sheer volume of online text, and in dis-
covering what therein is new and interesting. These challenges motivated the work
reported in this thesis.
Two main hypotheses were put forward. These were that documents contain-
ing new interesting information can be found through an unexpected number of
references to entities and concepts, and that sentences asserting information may
be distinguished from those intended to perform other functions, such as asking a
question and making a suggestion, using non-lexical features.
Formally the main hypotheses were stated thus:
H1: Some documents containing new information can be found through an unex-
pected number of references to named entities and concepts.
H1null: References to named entities and concepts are no more frequent when re-
lated new information emerges than the average rate of mentions.
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H2: Sentences asserting information may be distinguished from those intended to
perform other functions using non-lexical features.
H2null: Non-lexical characteristics of a message carry no information on whether
or not that message conveys an explicit statement.
A system to discover and acquire new information from textual communications
intended for humans must necessarily process natural language. Chapter 2 de-
scribed some of the central concepts and ideas pertinent to communication of infor-
mation by means of natural language written and presented online. It started with
the idea of a topic – what a document’s focus is about. It was argued that in writing
about a topic, references to concepts and entities pertinent to the topic are often nec-
essary, although such references could be polysemous or anaphoric, especially when
the author can assume the presumed reader has prior knowledge.
Informing the reader is not the sole purpose a document or message may have.
Speech Act theory and the idea of Dialogue Acts characterise the pragmatic intent
behind utterances. It was described how, under such a characterisation, one might
expect an author to make an assertion when seeking to impart information to a read-
ership. Such an act would be most pertinent to the task of information discovery.
One may assume that in seeking information, one is looking to extend one’s
knowledge. It was observed that knowledge representation has been a key goal
of Artificial Intelligence since its inception, and has been approached typically with
logical formalism, or, as computing power increased, with relational graphs. What-
ever the representation, though, the requirement is detection and discovery, and the
chapter went on to consider statistical models of novelty. It was explained that as
more data became available it became possible to better estimate background prob-
abilities of textual features and therefore significant deviations from those. Feature
selection and inter-feature dependency though present a challenge, owing to the
computation required for the number of model parameters resulting from increased
feature space dimensionality. A trade-off between computability and model sophis-
tication often has to be made. For example, it was explained how words have often
been treated as independent features even though it is known that they are not.
Machine learning techniques have been used to address the feature modelling
issue. It was described how supervised learning techniques have been successful
in creating classifiers and taggers, and unsupervised learning techniques have pro-
vided methods for corpora and document collection analysis. Various learning tech-
niques have been developed and become popular in NLP applications, including
Support Vector Machines and Latent Dirichlet Allocation.
Having considered the pertinent ideas, relevant text analysis and mining applica-
tions were considered. Sorting documents and messages into wanted and unwanted
classes was found to be a common requirement in text processing. Classification
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techniques baed on statistical models and/or machine learning have often been em-
ployed, not only for document level classes, but also at finer levels for messages,
phrases and words. These are key components in information extraction systems.
In turning to information extraction, the exploration of concepts in text analysis re-
turned to the theme of acquiring knowledge from its expression in natural language.
This processing is critical for automatic population of knowledge bases, but is a chal-
lenging task. There are many ways of referring to the entities and concepts that are
involved in the information given. References may be ambiguous or anaphoric, and
may rely upon the assumed reader’s prior knowledge. Resolving these references
may be necessary in order to find predicate-argument tuples in which the entities
and concepts are connected with the extracted relationship. Some systems focus on
a closed set of desired, canonical, relationships; others engage in Open Information
extraction, seeking to extract all relationship expressions (suspending any anchoring
of relationship types).
In concluding the exploration of relevant concepts in text analysis, the review re-
turned to the purposes authors may have for the text they write. Assertion of fact
is not the only Dialogue Act. A similar and increasingly important purpose is the
expression of opinion. It is similarly challenging and its expression may be difficult
to distinguish from factual assertion. Opinions could be expressed as if they were
facts. A further complication is that expressed fact may or may not be true. The issue
of “fake news” was noted although it was not addressed in this work.
8.2 Background to, and decisions made in adopted approaches
Chapter 2 provided a review of published research relevant to the tasks described in
this thesis.
It began with research into selecting and sorting documents by topic from contin-
uous feeds, an area known as Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT). The aims of this
area of study are to group together different texts from a stream, typically of news
reports, that belong to the same story, and also to detect when a new story starts.
The latter, however, has been found to be a significant challenge. Although some
TREC (Voorhees and Harman, 2005) tasks have tackled sentence level detection of
new information within a story, these tasks did not include detection of new stories.
The idea of measuring novelty has been explored, with various distance metrics
proposed. One metric, which was found to significantly outperform chronological
ordering, was the number of new Named Entities mentioned.
Review of more recent work showed how News dissemination is no longer con-
fined to mainstream news organisations as Social Media has become popular. Ap-
proaches to detecting emerging news in blogs have included examination of linking
behaviour, and content clustering. The ICWSM corpus (Burton, Java, and Soboroff,
2009), a collection of 44 million blog posts and online news stories, was used in much
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of the research undertaken for this thesis. Social Media platforms have developed
though, and research in first story detection has turned to examining micro-blogs, as
services such as Twitter have become more popular.
Many techniques for first story detection rely on detecting changes in vocabulary
use. The review therefore turned to research that has examined term occurrence and
evolution therein over time. Words one might consider to be ‘content’ have been
found to show a much higher likelihood of re-occurring in a document than ex-
pected from its overall frequency, although use of different words for the same thing
may mask this. Rarer terms in document collections are potentially more selective.
Weighting models such as t f ∗ id f have therefore been popular and successful in
Information Retrieval tasks.
Bursts in email topics, characterised by associated words, have been found to co-
incide with the development of people’s interest the topic, and evidence has been
found suggesting topic discussion in blogs can be pre-emptive of news-stories as
well as coincidental. Particular “memes” – short phrases associated with a topic –
have been found to be reused across media, and increases in the mentions of par-
ticular named entities have been observed in linked blog posts and stories. More
generally, some research has found that including named entities in information re-
trieval based models can be effective. This could be because documents such as
news stories may be about some central entity, the focus of the discourse. These
observations provided some of the motivation for approach taken in this thesis.
News has not been the sole focus for Knowledge Discovery research. Knowledge
is important in many other domains such as biomedical research, and many have
sought to formally represent such domain knowledge. It was argued that discovery
of new knowledge implies that one has old, established, knowledge. Therefore work
carried out in knowledge representation was reviewed.
A highly influential idea in AI has been been that of frames or templates, and
language understanding has been cast as the task of filling in these templates from
linguistic primitives. These ideas have lead to the development of “ontologies” -
structures representing concepts, objects, and relationships between them. General
purpose and task-based ontologies have been developed, and have been used suc-
cessfully, but domain ontologies have been built manually in the main. The scale
required for ontologies to be useful has been a driver for the development of semi-
automated and automated approaches to knowledge acquisition, but it was found
that this is needed for the underpinning ontology resources as much as for accumu-
lating new domain knowledge.
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Whether detection of new knowledge is carried out prior to, or post representa-
tion, though, novelty models are required. Given the assumption of no domain spe-
cific ontology, and therefore no resource with which to carry out inferencing, atten-
tion was turned towards investigations into knowledge discovery using the applica-
tion of statistical models. The biomedical domain has been a rich vein for research.
Following Swanson’s discovery of indirect links in MEDLINE reports, work has ex-
amined the potential of concept co-occurrence frequencies as a basis for discovery.
Other ideas have included examination of phrases and types of expressions. Moving
partially into formal representation, some have applied clustering techniques to ex-
tracted relationships, and some have used a domain ontology to create a background
knowledge base.
Accurate frequency estimation is an important factor in statistical models. Since
estimation in the open text domain necessarily involves sampling, accounting for
rare and as yet unseen features is required. Methods for smoothing with various
degrees of sophistication were reviewed, however it was found that performance
could be sensitive to model assumptions and the amount of data available for es-
timation, with overfitting a potential outcome for those smoothing models with a
large number of parameters.
The research review then moved on to consider what machine learning could con-
tribute towards the development of the envisaged system. Machine learning has
been successfully applied to many areas in natural language processing, so the main
approaches that have been taken were examined. These fall into two approaches
– unsupervised and supervised model training. (Some have also used a combina-
tion of the two to try to boost performance in supervised training scenarios). Many
unsupervised methods were found not to be naturally suited to filtering, although
some have proposed approaches for creating document clusters on the fly. Super-
vised methods have been widely used where defined classed are desired. It was
found that Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machines have been two popular and
successful approaches in text classification tasks.
Machine learning techniques have been traditionally applied to defined feature
sets. During the course of this work, research on Artificial Neural Networks has
developed to the point where features and classification models can be co-learnt,
given sufficient data, in an approach known as “Deep Learning”. The success in this
area, particularly with co-occurrence embedding through auto-encoding through al-
gorithms such as Word2Vec, has resulted in notable popularity in the development
of natural language processing tools using large neural models. However they typ-
ically require significant computation time and amounts of data to train, as well as
careful network design.
It was suggested that some classes of Dialogue Act would be most likely to ex-
press new information. Work applying text classification through machine learning
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to Speech and Dialogue Acts was therefore reviewed. Detection of various sets of Di-
alogue Act classes has been attempted in online settings including message boards,
discussion forums, and human computer dialogue systems. However, no universal
taxonomy has been agreed and those used or proposed have been mainly domain
or task specific. One particular act that has become important for researchers is the
expression of Opinion.
Work in Opinion and Sentiment analysis was found to have moved on from
simple detection of expressive verbs through dealing with nuance, negation, and
strength, and then to finding the objects and aspects thereof that the expressed opin-
ion was targeted at. Techniques including parsing, supervised and unsupervised
learning approaches have been used in such areas as product and service reviews as
well as in discussion forums, and political debate.
Whether fact or opinion, a final step in converting from bodies of text into a for-
mal representation, is the extraction of the proposition. A predicate-argument form
has often been used. While early relationship extraction focused on particular re-
lationships for predicate anchors, later Open Information Extraction has looked to
relax this restriction. Again tradeoffs have been found between shallow and deeper
processing techniques.
Following the review of previous work, Chapter 4 outlined the approaches chosen
for exploration as potential methods for the discovery and filtering stages in the
envisaged knowledge discovery system. Statistical modelling of document features
was selected as the most appropriate approach for information discovery. A rolling
time slicing approach was presented where feature frequencies across documents
appearing in a current window are compared with their expected frequencies as
calculated by averaging over previous time windows. A window duration of 1 day
was chosen.
The ICWSM 2009 dataset (Burton, Java, and Soboroff, 2009) was identified as a
suitable corpus for experiments, containing timestamped blog posts and news arti-
cles covering 2 months of online publishing.
The question of the approach to take for filtering was then addressed. It was
argued that an explicitly informative utterance would be classed as a Statement,
or equivalent, in many Dialogue Act schemas. A simple set of five Dialogue Acts
was defined, comprising Informative Statement, Comment, Advert, Question and
Unknown/Non-Informative, the first of these being “explicitly informative” text. A
potential limiting factor in the approach was observed in that opinions and beliefs
can be expressed in different ways; separation of fact from belief without external
knowledge may not be possible.
Supervised machine learning was identified as the most appropriate method to
use to build a Dialogue Act classification model with which to carry out filtering.
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Four popular methods – Maximum Entropy, Naive Bayes, Decision Trees and Sup-
port Vector Machines – were selected for use in experiments.
It was noted that it was necessary to create a new corpus of data annotated with
the selected Dialogue Acts. A sample of the Redites Twitter corpus (Osborne et al.,
2014) was chosen for this purpose, as it contained short, utterance-like messages
with assessments for News content.
The chapter went on to discuss the features selected for use in the approaches
explored. It was noted that information, and in particular new information, about
things, is the object of interest for the discovery system. Therefore, nouns, named
entities and multiword expressions, were selected as key features of interest. For the
filtering stage it was argued that a wider set of more generic feature types would be
required to capture Dialogue Acts. As well as simple counts of these feature types,
counts of other token types such as personal pronouns and monetary units, were
selected, along with features based on inverse document frequency.
Chapter 5 examined the features chosen to be used in the envisaged system, and
the tools selected for their extraction. These features, described previously in Chap-
ter 4, have a varying range of complexity for identification or computation. They
included: words, word (and phrase chunk) inverse document frequencies, nouns,
pronouns, four types of named entities, dates, sums of money, emoticons, URLs,
and User Identifiers.
The classification and discovery algorithms used in the investigation operate upon
the selected features extracted from text. Their performance therefore relies on the
efficacy of feature extraction. It was decided to use the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit,
together with a default model for the basic Named Entity types required, as it con-
tained much of the core desired feature identification. An extended model tailored
for microblog messages was also selected from Sheffield’s GATE NLP framework
for processing Twitter data for POS and micro-blog specific features.
No suitable tool for extracting multiword expressions (MWEs), required for nom-
inal compound features, was readily available at the time of the study. It was there-
fore decided to create one. Details of the design and development of the tool, called
MESME, are given in Appendix A.
Although simple features are readily identified, the systematic identification of
non-surface features may rely on models with parameters learnt through training
examples. The efficacy of such models relies upon the quality of the data used in
training, and therefore on how well humans identify and agree upon the features.
Given the focus of this work was on presence of non-lexical features as cues to au-
thors imparting information, the chapter gave some consideration to how well these
features were defined and detected by the selected extraction tools. For most fea-
tures it was clear that they were sufficiently recognised and extracted by the chosen
tools. This was less clear in the case of MWEs and the MESME tool. An analysis of
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MWEs identified by MESME, summarised in Section 8.3 below, was therefore per-
formed to complement this.
8.3 Experimental work
This section summarises the experiments carried out in support of this thesis, and
the findings thereof. It provides a recap of the work done on developing techniques
for discovering new information, and then on filtering text for explicitly informa-
tive statements. Before doing so, though, it reviews the evaluation carried out with
regard to the MWE features and their extraction.
MWE extraction was carried out using the tool MESME, developed specifically
for this purpose. MESME predominantly makes use of syntactic information in the
form of POS sequence. Unsurprisingly, testing of MESME showed that POS tagging
quality is a significant factor in the identification of MWEs. It was shown that longer
phrases and common constructions pose significant challenges. It was also found
that syntax alone is not sufficient to reliably detect MWEs (even with good quality
tagging). However, a reasonable proportion of compound nouns, the principal tar-
get MWE feature type, could be extracted from Social Media. Test data was success-
fully collected by sampling a corpus of Twitter message for known MWEs. MESME
showed useful performance in compound noun detection in Social Media, suffering
only a small degradation (3% in recall) when compared with that on a Wikipedia text
sample. However, obtaining high rates of identification for verb particle constructs
(VPCs) and particularly light verb constructs (LVCs) was found to be challenging.
Although alternative tools, subsequently developed in the field, have been
demonstrated to have better performance, MESME showed the capability to reli-
ably extract the majority of nominal compounds sampled in Twitter messages with
an acceptable level of false positives.
The chapter’s examination of features concluded with a study on the boundary
between what people consider to be MWE and non-MWE constructs. This study
used the spurious MESME extractions from Wikipedia text. A wide degree of inter-
pretation of what constitutes a MWE was found, a 0.24 Fleiss’s κ showing only slight
to fair agreement amongst annotator assessment of over 1,400 ‘spurious’ candidate
expressions. ‘Accurate’ identification of MWEs, at least for the application of knowl-
edge discovery, might not be a significant issue, therefore, because whether or not
a phrasal reference should be considered a MWE would be irrelevant providing the
phrase was indeed a reference to something.
Having established that features and tools for their extraction were sufficiently
reliable for use, investigations turned to examining their presence and distribution
in Social Media and News dissemination.
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Chapter 6 examined the proposed method for the envisaged system’s discovery
stage, in which features predictive of interesting new information, and posts con-
taining it, are sought. The idea here was that trends in feature occurrences might
be useable as predictors of newsworthy stories. Analysis was performed using the
ICWSM 2009 dataset which includes two months of internet postings categorised as
either mainstream news or blogs. Within this corpus, the volume of articles, size of
vocabulary, and range of topics covered in Social Media was found, unsurprisingly,
to be much greater than that found in News. The corpus was therefore ideal for
testing the proposed feature frequency-based discovery method.
A Poisson-based model for tracking feature frequency was adopted as the basis
for trend detection. The selected features, extracted from the corpus documents
using the tools described in Chapter 5, were: nouns, four classes of named enti-
ties (Persons, Locations, Organisations, and other Miscellaneous) and three types of
multiword expressions (compound nous, verb particles and light verb constructs).
Frequencies were calculated and updated on a daily basis using the rolling win-
dow time-slicing method described in Chapter 4. Those features demonstrating sig-
nificant positive deviation in daily occurrence from that expected were selected as
Trending. Trending features were found that appeared to be in common between
the two types of postings, suggesting there could be links.
Focus was turned to the trends originating in Social Media and an examination of
their relative strength. Although maximum trend strengths shown for nouns were
found to be considerably greater than those shown for named entities, the latter were
marginally more frequent in social media originated trends. Higher trend strengths
were observed in Social Media for those features that were also seen in, and particu-
larly later trended, in news articles. (Trend strengths were measured relative to the
distribution of trend strengths observed for the feature type.) Although some noun
and named entity mention trends originating in Social Media were found to subse-
quently trend in News, this was not found to be the case for multiword expressions.
Therefore multiword expressions were not considered any further for information
discovery. (The observation also cast doubt on whether subsequent noun trends in
News were related to the trends found in blogs because one might expect compound
nouns to be more specific than singular nouns in general.)
An examination of the distributions in trend strength and trending feature fre-
quency for those trending features unique to Social Media, those found to also oc-
cur in News, and those subsequently trending in News, was carried out in order to
determine potential trend selection strategies. Absolute trend strength was shown
to be poor for predicting features likely to trend later in News. Normalisation by
average trend strength across each feature type, or by application of feature type
thresholds, was found to be a strategy more likely to select features trending in both
classes. It was shown that these Social Media originating trend features were more
likely to be named entity mentions than common nouns.
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Having established feature types that seemingly displayed trends in both So-
cial Media and News, and a trend ranking/selection strategy, attention turned to
whether or not News articles could be predicted from Social Media; could one find
the small proportion of News stories that don’t originate in the mainstream media
before they appear there?
An experiment was described (Section 6.6.2) in which a 7-day rolling window to
filter out features trending in the News was used. In this experiment, arbitrary min-
imum feature frequency and minimum trend strength thresholds (5 occurrences and
10 std. deviations) were applied and Social Media originating trends were success-
fully selected. It was found that on average approximately 12% of trending features
(18.4% of tagged nouns, 11.1% of tagged entities) subsequently trended in news sto-
ries. Assuming 3% of news stories start in social media, as found by Lloyd, Kaulgud,
and Skiena, (2006), this suggests that either the majority of significant social me-
dia originated trends are not sufficiently interesting to professional news organisa-
tions, or are missed. However, inspection of the top 50 selected Social Media trends
showed that about 30% predicted subsequent topically connected news articles. This
suggests that trends originating in Social Media do have some predictive power.
A trending feature does not necessarily constitute the topic of the posts giving
rise to it. Given that topic models may be constructed from words that appear to-
gether in topically related documents, it was decided to examine the co-occurrence
of trending features in source documents as a basis of refining topics. Using an
implicit measure of topic coherence, based on normalised point-wise mutual infor-
mation (NPMI), it was shown that bigrams of trends were more likely to contain
named entity mentions than nouns, providing evidence in support of:
H3: Documents imparting new information are more likely to contain unusual
combinations of named entity mentions than unusual combinations of nouns.
Examining NPMI use further, through application to selected feature types irre-
spective of trend behaviours, it was found that co-mentions of different named enti-
ties yielded higher NPMI values than co-occurrences of different nouns. The differ-
ence was found to be strongest in news stories (which one might expect to be more
likely to be topically focussed than Social Media posts). These findings provided
evidence in support of:
H4: Mentions of different named entities are less likely to co-occur independently
than mentions of different common nouns .
Trends in references, particularly through named entity mentions, could be used
as features in information discovery with co-occurrences thereof being useful in re-
fining topically related information. However, only a small percentage of that origi-
nating in Social Media was found to constitute a subsequent News story (such stories
themselves a very small percentage of the News). Although the techniques explored
showed potential for refining possible source documents they did not constitute a
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complete approach for information discovery. Furthermore, much of the text pro-
cessed did not give rise to any new information and co-occurrence counts are costly
to compute. Identifying and removing text unlikely to carry information could help
reduce unnecessary processing. The question of whether or not uninformative text
could be removed in a filtering stage was addressed in the following chapter.
Chapter 7 presented the proposed approach for filtering in the envisaged infor-
mation discovery system. The method uses supervised machine learning to cre-
ate discriminative models with which to separate text that is explicitly informative
from that which is not. Two main classification schemes for this separation were
described. The first distinguished News and Non-News from one another. It was
selected because News messages were assumed to be predominantly explicitly infor-
mative. The second scheme was a set of five Dialogue Acts including Informative,
Opinion or Comment, Question, Advert, and Non-Informative. The Informative
class was defined to capture explicitly informative statements.
The studies presented used Twitter microblog posts, called Tweets, as a source
of short messages. The reasons for this were that each message could be assumed
to perform a single Dialogue Act, and that there existed corpora where whether or
not messages contained News had already been assessed. Section 5.3.1 described
one such corpus, known as Redites (Osborne et al., 2014). A sample of this corpus
was further annotated for five Dialogue Acts, using the simple scheme described
in Section 7.2. This exercise, described in Section 7.3.2, showed the scheme to be
sufficiently stable with substantial agreement between annotation judges, yielding a
Fleiss’s κ score of 0.67.
The machine learning techniques selected for the experiments described were
Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy, Decision Trees, and Linear Support Vector Ma-
chines. These operate on vectors of feature values derived from the data to be put
into classes. The features selected for the classification experiments included the tra-
ditional “bag-of-words” features often used in text classification applications, plus
a selection of non-lexical features. Non-lexical features included: Emoticons, Hash-
tags, URLs and User Identifiers, (designated GRP); noun phrase count, verb phrase
count, and pronoun count (designated SYN); person count, location count, organi-
sation count, (designated NE); and total and average Inverse Document Frequency
scores (designated FRQ).
Three main sets of experiments were carried out. The first of these aimed to ex-
amine the efficacy of the approach in discriminating News Tweets from Non-News
Tweets. The second set of experiments examined classification of Tweets by the cho-
sen Dialogue Act scheme, and the third set of experiments sought to compare the
two.
In separating News Tweets from Non-News Tweets, as reported in Section 7.5, it
was found that unigram word feature models achieved accuracies between 70.1%
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(C4.5) and 77.6% (Maximum Entropy) using 4,000 Tweets in a 10-fold validation
experiment. However the best non-lexical feature model, using SVM, achieved an
accuracy of 85.0%. The best combined feature models, showing similar accuracy
across folds, achieved 90.3% (SVM) and 92.1% (Naive Bayes). Model tests on later
posted 572 Tweets showed a reduction in accuracy however. The reduction was an
average 20% for unigram models, and 8% for non-lexical models, suggesting that
they are more stable than unigram models for News Tweet identification. An ex-
amination of the different non-lexical feature types, carried out using a “hold-out”
method, showed that message features based on inverse document frequency, and
Named Entity type counts were the most useful, while the SYN set of features had
little discriminatory power for the data used.
Placed into a representative filtering setting, where Non-News Tweets were signif-
icantly more common than News Tweets (at a ratio of 605:1 in the sample), analysis
of classifier confidence determined ROC curves showed AUC of 86.1% and 90.9%
for unigram and non-lexical feature models (both using SVM), and 94.5% for a com-
bined feature model (using Maximum Entropy). This provided further evidence
that non-lexical features carry useful information for identifying Tweets imparting
News.
The chapter then turned to systematic identification of Dialogue Acts in Section
7.6, using the Tweets annotated for this purpose. Too few Tweets were annotated
as Question or Non-Informative for training, leaving Informative, Advert and Opin-
ion/Comment Tweets. 1280 Tweets, where 5 judges had agreed the class by a least
two votes over the second choice, were used in a multi-classifier approach, again
using 10-fold cross validation. Explicitly Informative Tweets were the most read-
ily identified class, and non-lexical models performed marginally better than lexical
models, with F1 scores of 0.69 and 0.67 respectively. Combined features gave an
average classifier F1 score of 0.72. Performance for the other two classes was poor,
possible due to the relatively small amounts of example data.
Further experiments, comparing Dialogue Act classification with News classifi-
cation, considered only the Informative Dialogue Act class - the principal Act of
interest. Section 7.7 described these experiments, in which the Informative Tweet
sub-corpus was used for testing the News/Non-News discriminative models from
the first set of experiments described in the chapter. The goal here was to get a better
understanding of the limitations of using News classification for finding Informative
messages, and of using Informative message classification for finding statements of
News (a proxy for ‘interesting’ here).
New models were created by training with feature vectors derived from Tweets in
the Informative Tweet sub-corpus. These models were tested on discrimination of
News Tweets from Non-News Tweets in the original corpus. The analysis showed
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that Informative Tweet models were better able to identify News Tweets from Non-
News Tweets (i.e. selecting News Tweets as Informative) than News Tweet mod-
els were able to identify Informative Tweets from others (i.e. selecting Informative
Tweets as News). Average classifier accuracy, taken across the classifier types, were
65% for prediction of Informative Tweet by unigram News model, and 67% for pre-
diction of News Tweet by unigram Informative model. Average classifier accuracy
in predicting Informative Tweets using non-lexical feature models trained on news-
event Tweets was 64%, and 75% predicting News event Tweets from models trained
on Informative Tweets. However results were variable across classifier and feature
set combinations. The best model, whether predicting Informative from News-event
training, or predicting News from Informative Tweet training, was a Naive Bayes
unigram model with an F1 score of 0.76 for each. (C4.5 and SVM with non-lexical
features were close in predicting News, C4.5 slightly less accurate but with F1 score
of 0.78, and SVM slightly more accurate but with an F1 score of 0.73.)
The Informative Tweet sub-corpus was further annotated for News, as well as
topics related to Sport, Travel and Weather. (The latter was carried out for possible
insights into any differences in annotator interpretation of whether or not these top-
ics constituted News.) The performance of the News models created from the initial
sample of News and Non-News Tweets in the Redites corpus were tested again on
the Informative Tweet sub-corpus, but this time for News prediction. Results of the
evaluation showed weaker performance than the previous evaluation. Average F1
score was about 0.05 less at 0.50 when using unigram models. However, sampling
may have had an effect. The section then went on to consider whether or not there
might have been some discrepancy in interpretations of what constituted News be-
tween the original News/Non-News sub-corpus annotations and the later Informa-
tive Tweet sub-corpus annotations; in particular with respect to the topics of Sport,
Travel Information, and Weather Reports. Tweets annotated as one of the selected
topics were further analysed with respect to their News category. It was found that
Sport related Tweets in the sub-corpus annotated as Non-News accounted for a drop
of about 10–13 points in the F1 metric.
It was concluded that not only are there the issues of domain dependency and
temporal affects, but also receiver interpretation to consider in deciding whether or
not a message imparts news.
All of the Tweets in the Informative Tweet sub-corpus that were consistently given
false positive classification as News bearing were annotated as Informative, and be-
tween 40% and 49% of the Tweets consistently given false negative classifications
were annotated as Informative, indicating that Tweets bearing News are explicitly
informative, but that Explicitly Informative Tweets include Non-News items.
Section 7.8 concluded the investigations with a review of recent related work
which had found similar results with respect to the usefulness of Named Entity men-
tions as features in detection of Tweets related to News events.
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8.4 Thesis outcomes
Two principal objectives were set out in this thesis: firstly, to investigate whether or
not new interesting information could be found in Social Media through an unex-
pected number of references to entities and concepts; and secondly, to investigate
whether or not explicitly informative text could be distinguished text intended to
perform other functions using non-lexical features. Two corresponding hypotheses
were proposed:
H1: Some documents containing new information can be found through an unex-
pected number of references to named entities and concepts.
H1null: References to named entities and concepts are no more frequent when re-
lated new information emerges than the average rate of mentions.
H2: Sentences asserting information may be distinguished from those intended to
perform other functions using non-lexical features.
H2null: Non-lexical characteristics of a message carry no information on whether
or not that message conveys an explicit statement.
This thesis has demonstrated that surges in daily frequency – trends – of nominal
references, particularly mentions of Named Entities, occur in streams of online text.
It has proposed a two-stream time-slicing based approach to select trending features
originating in Social Media as a basis for information discovery, and provided evi-
dence that such features could predict a corresponding trend in future news stories.
It has therefore found contrary evidence to H1null, providing supporting evidence
for the first hypothesis.
The thesis has provided evidence for the utility of Named Entities in detecting
new informative text. It was shown that blogs detected as containing new infor-
mation, were more likely to be detected through co-occurrence of trending named
entity mentions than through co-occurrence of trending nouns. There was also ev-
idence shown suggesting co-occurrence of different named entity mentions to be
less independent than co-occurrence of different nouns, and therefore more topi-
cally informative. Further evidence for the utility of Named Entity mentions in de-
tecting informative text was found in a sample of Dialogue Act annotated Tweets. In
this sample, NEs were found to be slightly more frequent in explicitly informative
Tweets, than in non-informative ones, particularly with Location entities.
It has been shown that models to distinguish explicitly informative text messages
are possible through the application of machine learning techniques on example
Twitter messages. Through comparison of a News v. Non-News model and an In-
formative v. Non-Informative model, evidence was found that News Tweets were
also Informative, but Informative Tweets may also provide Non-News information.
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All the classification experiments were controlled for topic. It was shown that non-
lexical feature based models were generally more accurate and more robust than lex-
ical models for both classification schemes, particularly for identifying Informative
Tweets, while a combination of all the features examined gave the best performance.
It has therefore been shown that non-lexical characteristics of a message can carry
information as to whether or not that message is explicitly informative, contrary to
H2null, in support of the second principal hypothesis.
In addition to the studies reported herein, this work has also contributed a cor-
pus of Twitter data annotated for Dialogue Act, and for News content. It has also
proposed an annotation scheme for finer analysis, characterising the subject of a
message in relation to the message’s author.
In developing software for the experiments carried out, a multiword extraction
tool called MESME was developed and made publicly available. A corpus of Tweets
containing examples of compound nouns, verb particles, light verb constructs and
idioms has also been provided.
8.5 Potential Future Directions
The knowledge discovery system envisaged in this thesis is one that would be com-
prised of many elements. The work presented here has contributed to the develop-
ment of two separate stages within the system. Chapter 6 presented an investigation
into a proposed method for discovering text containing assertions of new interest-
ing information, and Chapter 7 presented an investigation into how Social Media
text might be filtered such that only text making explicitly informative statements is
presented to the discovery process. The natural next step would be to examine the
efficacy of using the two stages together.
It was shown that finding significant increases in daily mentions of things, partic-
ularly by name, in Social Media could predict a similar corresponding later increase
in mentions in news media (assumed here as a proxy for known interesting informa-
tion). However, there are many trends in Social Media that do not, and processing
is expensive. Would the application of the proposed explicitly informative message
classifier as a text filter prior to the calculation of feature occurrence for trend anal-
ysis significantly reduce the amount of processing, and what effect would it have
on the trends detected? Presuming the number of features seen trending would de-
crease, what would be the effect on the density of predictive features found? It was
not possible to answer these questions in this study because the time available did
not permit the necessary processing to be carried out. It would, however, be a logical
next step to combine the two approaches reported here in any further development
of the envisaged Social Media knowledge discovery system.
Two classification schemes were developed. One for five Dialogue Acts, and one
– “Subjective Focus” – for characterising the relationship between the subject of a
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message and its author. However, insufficient examples of some of the classes were
found in the data annotated for meaningful classification experiments to be carried
out. Further annotation would rectify this and permit an investigation into whether
these schemes could provide useful distinctions in text characterisation or not.
Disappointingly, little utility was found for multiword expressions as features in
the methods adopted for information discovery and informative statement filtering.
However, the tool developed for their extraction did not demonstrate a particularly
high rate of detection. The use of multiword expressions in text imparting informa-
tion could be further studied through use of better performing extraction tools. It
would also be possible to further develop the MESME tool.
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Appendix A
MESME: A Multiword Extraction
Tool
This appendix describes the design of the multiword extraction tool developed
in order to assist in extraction of the features required for experiments done to
investigate the theses herein. The tool, called MESME, is publicly available at
https://github.com/NDewdney/extraction and may be further developed.
A description of the main classes of multiword expressions as found in English,
and a review of work related to methods to identify and extract them, are given in
Sections A.1 and A.2. It was decided to take a two stage approach in MESME: the
first stage taking a rule-based shallow parsing approach encoded in state machines
to detect potential MWE token sequences; the second stage applying a filter model
developed through machine learning to filter out non MWEs. These two stages are
described in detail in Section A.3 Annotated data was required for training and eval-
uation. Section A.3.1 describes the corpora used.
A.1 The need for identification of Multi-word expressions
Languages such as English allow a vast range of ideas and concepts to be expressed.
However, the totality of concepts far exceeds the number of individual words. En-
glish does not have a name for everything in the world we may wish to reference or
talk about. Whether such concepts are of physical objects (concrete) or abstract ideas,
multiple words are required to make reference to them. For example, a “town hall”
is a compound noun for a physical object, i.e. a particular type of building used for
civic purposes. A “busman’s holiday” is an abstract example, being a metaphorical
description of a vacation that is strongly related to the profession of the individual(s)
partaking in it. As with mentions of Named Entities, the identification of multi-word
expressions within sentences is non-trivial. However, the capability to identify these
expressions, particularly compound noun phrases, would be helpful in systematic
analysis of references to different concepts made in a sentence. This section con-
siders multi-word expressions (MWE) and describes an approach to their extraction
from informal English sentences.
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Used to convey concepts that have some form of singular semantics or pragmatics
as a whole, MWEs often have a meaning that is different from that which might be
thought given the meanings of the constituent words. They may also be idiosyn-
cratic to the language. They can, therefore, pose problems for language learners (De
Cock et al., 2000) and can lead to mis-translation if not properly recognised. Sim-
ilarly they pose a challenge for natural language processing systems. As a result,
research into MWEs and their identification has seen an increasing amount of re-
search in recent years. There has also been an increasing interest in moving towards
processing at the conceptual level in language modelling as the limits of so called
“bag-of-words” models are being reached.
MWEs cover a wide range of syntactic constructions, from relatively simple con-
structs such as compound nouns (e.g. “tomato paste” and “conference paper”)
to more complex idiomatic and metaphoric phrases (e.g. “raining cats and dogs"
and “blowing in the wind”). The approach described here focuses on three types
of multi-word expressions: compound noun constructions, verb particle constructs
(VPCs), such as a “break up”, and light verb constructions (LVCs) where the noun
determines the meaning of the verb, as in “taking a photograph” 1. One of the chal-
lenges in multiword expression detection is that not every instance of the constituent
words will be instance of the expression. For example, “taking a photograph to the
editor” does not contain the example LVC, whereas “taking a photograph of the
editor” does.
Some expressions have metaphorical or idiomatic meanings that are quite distant
from the semantics of the composite words. For example, “barking up the wrong
tree" has the meaning of looking in the wrong place. Typically such phrases and
expressions are culturally dependent. Idiomatic MWEs are not sought as an explicit
class here but may be included when they also conform to the VPC, LVC, and com-
pound noun grammatical patterns.
With the rise of social media as a source for information, natural language pro-
cessing tools increasingly need to be more robust to grammatically inconsistent lan-
guage. Applications such as sentiment analysis have a need to identify aspects of
targets such as products coupled with expressions of sentiment. For example “The
power winder on this camera will take your breath away!” contains a sentiment ex-
pressed as a metaphor towards a compound noun object aspect.
Although methods and tools for MWE identification and extraction are now be-
ginning to emerge, they were not available at the time of the studies reported herein.
It was therefore necessary to create a suitable MWE extraction tool, with particular
emphasis on concepts expressed in noun phrases and verbal forms, to enable their
inclusion as features in the identification of explicit statements. This tool has been
designed for contiguous2 MWE extraction from Social Media in English (MESME)
1Note that some VPCs may also be classified as LVCs.
2Non contiguous expressions are typically those that can take some arbitrary argument within, such
as in “bringing [X] to a conclusion”.
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and other similarly informal discourse. The approaches taken towards achieving the
principal objectives in this theses focus on references to things in the world because
one would expect new interesting information to be about something mentioned.
Of particular importance for the experiments into detection of explicit statements,
therefore, was the ability to extract references to concepts expressed as compound
nouns, although those expressed in verbal constructs, e.g. “shooting a film” are also
of interest.
A.2 Related Work
The identification of MWEs is a challenging but important task not only for NLP
systems but also for assisting language learners. There have therefore been efforts
in recent years to collect and analyse MWE lexicons, e.g. Brooke et al., (2015), Farah-
mand, Smith, and Nivre, (2015), Vincze, Nagy, and Berend, (2011). Idiomatic MWEs
are similarly challenging for machine translation. Correspondingly there have been
and continue to be efforts to identify idiomatic paraphrases and comparable trans-
lations, e.g. Pershina, He, and Grishman, (2015).
Various methods have been proposed for identifying potential MWEs. Early work
focussed on statistical techniques to find significant co-occurrences, based on pair-
wise association measures, e.g. Church and Hanks, (1990), Smadja, (1993). Schone
and Jurafsky 2001 evaluated many of these along with a Latent Semantic Analysis
based method for recomputing an association score for semantically related expres-
sions. They find significant room for improvement. Observing limitations with
scaling corpus based association measure approaches, Watrin and François 2011
have proposed augmenting association measurement techniques with an n-gram
frequency database. However, Villavicencio et al. 2007 found that ranking potential
MWEs by different collocation metrics had a marked effect on identification perfor-
mance.
Purely statistical measures may miss many MWEs through low frequency in cor-
pora and common phrasing may not itself constitute a MWE. Researchers have sug-
gested the use of linguistic cues in the form of syntactic, morphological and lexical
information to parse out likely MWEs.
Ramisch et al. 2008 showed that the addition of syntactic information in the form
of POS sequences significantly improved the identification of English verb-particle
constructions and German adjective-noun constructions. Starting from a corpus of
known constructs they generate potential variations conforming to a set a syntactic
variations. They have shown that an entropy based metric incorporating these vari-
ations gives improved precision-recall over entropy of the candidate alone. Sangati
and van Cranenburgh 2015 have proposed using recurring tree fragments – kernels
derived from a treebank – to identify potential MWEs. Using the hierarchy in parse
trees enables some MWEs to be identified where words have been inserted (as in
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“taking [it] for granted”). Rajagopal et al. 2013 have proposed a syntactic graph
parsing approach to extract compound concepts.
With the respective limitations of statistical methods and linguistic models, re-
searchers have employed machine learning to train MWE classifiers.
Tsvetkov and Wintner 2014 used a Bayesian network to combine multiple sources
of linguistic information to identify candidate MWEs consisting of two words. They
generate a number of linguistic features for each MWE such as word inflection vari-
ation, capitalisation, contextual variation, and syntax. They have shown a hand-
crafted, linguistically motivated, Bayesian network to outperform a PMI baseline,
using an automatically derived Bayesian network and a discriminative SVM model
on data generated from English-French and English-Hebrew bitexts. Dubremetz
and Nivre 2014 have applied supervised machine learning techniques to nominal
MWE extraction in French, and Gayen and Sarkar 2014 have used a Random Forest
supervised classifier for identifying Bengali compound nouns.
Recently hybrid approaches have been proposed whereby linguistic information
is used in combination with machine learning techniques to discriminate MWEs
from token sequences that have similar grammatical structure.
Nagy and Vincze 2014 examined syntactic parsing for VPC identification within a
two-stage tagger. Their method uses a dependency parser to select candidate verb
particle and verb prepositional sequences followed by a classifier trained on the syn-
tactic information along with orthographic, lexical, and semantic features.
Rondon et al. 2015 have proposed a continuous learning approach for extraction
of MWEs. In their system, NEMWEL, they extract candidate token sequences based
upon POS tags and lemmas matching regular expressions which have been deter-
mined from a tagged corpus. Following this they apply a classifier to promote “true
MWEs”. The novelty is that periodically these expressions are used to retrain the
classifier.
A.3 Extractor Design
MESME takes a modular approach to identifying potential multi-word expressions,
following the hybrid paradigm. It first executes a forward parse of the text at the
syntactic level. This is a similar approach to that taken by Poria et al., (2014) and
Rajagopal et al., (2013) to extract concepts in sentiment analysis. It applies a series
of dependency rules via state machines to the part-of-speech (POS) tag sequence de-
termined for the input text. This POS tag sequence may be supplied by any English
tagger conforming to the Penn Treebank tag-set3. However, the performance of early
stages in a language processing pipeline can have a marked impact on the overall
3In principle the technique could be applied to other languages although it is expected that MWEs
of other languages would be covered by different syntactic patterns and therefore require different
states.
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performance Derczynski et al., (2013). As the source material for MESME is intended
to be informal language, use of appropriately “tuned” tokenisation and POS tagging
tools is likely to be important. We used the TwitIE system Bontcheva et al., (2013) as
this was designed to work on English found in micro-blog social media platforms
such as Twitter.
There are two state machines within MESME, one to identify candidate noun con-
structs, and one to identify verbal constructs.
FIGURE A.1: Compound Noun identification parse states. A POS tag is read
on transition between states. Within a state an action is taken and the next
state is indicated.
The state machine flow for chunking compound nouns is illustrated in Figure A.1.
That for VPC and LVC chunking is more complex and nests some conditions owing
to the higher number of POS tag sequence combinations one may observe. It is
illustrated in Figure A.2. The state machines start in the STOP state, and carry out
actions according to the first POS tag observed. The state machines then proceed
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to the next state as indicated by tag type. On entering a state, the next POS tag for
the input text is observed and the process continues in the same fashion until all the
text has been parsed. For example the text “in a buffet car,” would have the POS
sequence “ IN DT NN NN , ” which would yield the state sequence “INIT INIT
NOUN NOUN STOP” and accumulate a chunk of “ buffet car”.
FIGURE A.2: VPC and LVC identification parse states. A POS tag is read on
transition between states. Within a state an action is taken and the next state
is indicated.
The second step is to identify which of the candidate MWEs found by their syntac-
tic patterns are actual MWEs and which are just part of a larger phrase or sentence,
without a particular meaning in isolation. There are a very small set of hand-crafted
lexical filters placed on the output of the first stage. These are derived from the
parser limitations. LVCs are characterised by selection of the sense of the main con-
stituent verb but POS tagging does not distinguish verbs which have multiple senses
from those which do not. For example the LVC parser cannot distinguish the verb
“to be” from other verbs in the POS tag sequence and so may incorrectly identify
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patterns that are objective in a subject-object clause as LVCs. Patterns starting with
various forms of ‘being’ are therefore filtered out. This also seems to apply for VPCs
so the same filter is applied. In addition however those candidate VPCs ending with
“this” or “that” are removed as these determiners are not commonly found to be
part of a VPC. (Even though there may be, arguably, a small number of exceptions
such as the exclamation “take that!”)
To improve performance this step, additional filtering may be achieved via
a model learnt through the application of machine learning to annotated data.
MESME employs a linear support vector machine using the LibSVM Chang and
Lin, (2011) implementation. Features used in the model include POS tags of the can-
didate MWE, the two preceding tags, the two successive tags, and the orthographic
class of each token, as well as the stemmed token itself if it is a verb, adverb or
particle (also prepositional “TO”).
The MESME filters were created by training SVM models using the feature vectors
associated with the MWEs extracted from the wiki50 dataset using the first stage
state machines. The numbers of true and false examples in the training data were
balanced between those that were annotated as MWEs in the wiki50 corpus and
those that had no corresponding annotation (i.e. spurious false positives). Models
were created for the appropriate POS tagger
MESME is encoded as a java program. The source code is freely available from
https://github.com/NDewdney/extraction
A.3.1 MWE Data
Two corpora were used for development and evaluation of MESME. The first, the
wiki50 corpus (Vincze, Nagy, and Berend, 2011), provides a “gold standard” mark-
up of MWEs. It comprises 50 pages taken from wikipedia which have been marked-
up for compound noun expressions, VPCs and LVCs. This corpus was selected to
enable assessment of the efficacy of the extractor with relatively grammatically cor-
rect English. The second corpus used comprised a sample of Twitter microblog mes-
sages collected for the Redites project (Osborne et al., 2014). This sample corpus
was created to examine MWE detection performance in less formal text, as found in
microblogs.
The microblog data set was created by searching the Redites corpus for examples
of known MWEs. This was done by firstly taking the 1,042 compound noun MWE
dataset created by Farahmand, Smith, and Nivre, (2015) and selecting Twitter mes-
sages that contained any of these expressions from the 37.5 million English Tweets in
the Redites corpus. Each expression found is represented by just one Tweet (selected
by first occurrence). This yielded 843 Tweets, 199 of the MWEs not having been used
in any of the source messages. The expressions in this corpus are compound noun
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constructions but have been further classed as to whether or not they are composi-
tional in their construction and if they have been “conventionalized”. “Board game"
for example is considered to be compositional but to have entered into the English
language as a conventional concept, whereas“action figure" is not compositional and
thereby conventionalized. “Action movie", in contrast, is considered compositional
but still conventionalized.
A second selection of Tweets for LVCs was created by the same technique, this
time using a collection of verb constructs created by Vincze, Nagy T, and Zsibrita,
(2013). 827 different LVCs were found in the Twitter data. 10 examples of each were
selected at random rather than one owing to the expectation that these would be
harder to detect and variation in context might be a factor. No independent list of
VPCs in a readily parsable data format was available at the time of this experiment,
so a final selection of Tweets including likely VPCs was collected in the same way
using the small number of VPCs identified in the wiki50 corpus. Given the small
number, 10 Tweets were selected where possible for each VPC. This yielded 310
Tweets.
Although idioms are not a specific target for the MESME extractor, for complete-
ness Tweets that contained one of the idioms listed under the wikipedia page for
“English-language idioms” were selected from the Redites corpus. This selection
only yielded a total of 8139 Tweets making use of 86 idioms however, 52 of which
occurred in 10 or more Tweets. After removing duplicate content this left 553 Tweets.
The combination of the results from the four MWE type sampling yielded a cor-
pus, herein referred to as ‘Tweet-4-MWE’, of 9,976 Tweets. Table A.1 provides a
summary.
MWE Type Unique MWEs Example Tweets
Compound Nouns 843 843
VPCs 31 310
LVCs 827 8270
Idioms 86 553
Total 1787 9976
TABLE A.1: MWE counts in the Tweet-4-MWE microblog corpus
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Twitter Annotation Analysis
Chapter 7 reported on experiments in filtering Twitter for News and explicitly in-
formative messages. Section 7.7 examined differences between News and Explicit
Information classification, for which a new sub-corpus was developed, with anno-
tation for a small number of dialogue acts including Inform (explicitly). Each Tweet
received five independent assessments. The Tweets were also subsequently anno-
tated by the author for whether they bore News or not.
The guidelines used for News annotation were that Tweets should be annotated
as News if they gave information about events or entities in the world other than
in relation to the author of the Tweet (unless they author was an organisation an
it was not advertising or otherwise promoting itself.) Sporting results were to be
annotated as News, but not commentary. Reports of travel conditions were also
to be considered News. All other Tweets, including expressions of opinions about
news events, were to be annotated as Non-News.
News identification models were evaluated for News identification on 1570
Tweets from newly annotated corpus that at least 3 assessors agreed upon for di-
alogue act. The analysis was also carried out with restriction to 1280 Tweets with
a Dialogue Act label vote margin of 2 or more, and to 1160 Tweets that at least 4
annotators agreed upon. The results of these runs are shown in Tables B.1 and B.2
respectively.
Considering the possibility that a different interpretation of what constituted a
News story may have been applied in annotating the new sub-corpus, a finer grain
annotation for Sport, Weather, and Travel related messages was also applied. An-
notation for relevance for these topics were simply that Tweets should be annotated
for Sport if the content referenced a sporting event or sporting entity, Weather if the
Tweet reported weather conditions or forecast weather conditions, and Travel if the
Tweet reported conditions in any travel infrastructure.
The consistent errors the News models made, i.e. those Tweets posing the most
difficultly for models, were analysed using the full 1570 Tweet sub-corpus. The anal-
ysis was also conducted using the those Tweets that achieved higher levels of inter-
annotator agreement. The results are shown in Tables B.3 and B.4.
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Recall Precision F1 Accuracy
Unigram
Max.Entropy 81.0% 39.7% 53.2% 52.1%
Naive Bayes 95.1% 42.1% 58.4% 54.3%
C4.5 55.0% 46.1% 50.2% 63.2%
Linear SVM 72.6% 41.4% 52.7% 56.2%
Non-Lexical
Max.Entropy 95.8% 39.8% 56.2% 49.8%
Naive Bayes 83.1% 35.9% 50.1% 44.4%
C4.5 92.8% 38.4% 54.3% 47.4%
Linear SVM 96.8% 39.3% 55.9% 48.5%
Combined
Max.Entropy 87.5% 39.0% 54.0% 49.8%
Naive Bayes 97.9% 39.4% 56.2% 48.5%
C4.5 89.3% 39.0% 54.3% 49.4%
Linear SVM 92.3% 40.0% 55.9% 50.9%
TABLE B.1: News event Tweet prediction results for News Tweets clear ma-
jority agreed for explicit informativeness
Recall Precision F1 Accuracy
Unigram
Max.Entropy 81.1% 42.7% 56.0% 53.4%
Naive Bayes 95.0% 45.0% 61.0% 55.8%
C4.5 90.3% 42.6% 57.9% 52.2%
Linear SVM 70.7% 44.2% 54.4% 56.7%
Non-Lexical
Max.Entropy 95.7% 42.6% 59.0% 51.5%
Naive Bayes 83.0% 38.8% 52.9% 46.1%
C4.5 92.7% 41.5% 57.4% 49.7%
Linear SVM 96.7% 42.3% 58.8% 50.6%
Combined
Max.Entropy 90.5% 43.1% 58.4% 52.9%
Naive Bayes 97.9% 42.3% 59.1% 50.6%
C4.5 86.1% 42.5% 56.9% 52.5%
Linear SVM 92.2% 42.7% 58.4% 52.1%
TABLE B.2: News event Tweet prediction results for News Tweets 4-way and
5 way agreed for explicit informativeness
There is little to be observed from results of the focussing on those Tweets with less
disagreement in their Dialogue Act annotation. Tweets most often classified as News
by the models are predominantly Informative. Very few News Tweets are classified
as Non News that that were accepted as Informative by annotators. (Unsurprising
given finding that almost all News Tweets were annotated as Informative).
Weather related Tweets and Travel related Tweets that were well agreed as Infor-
mative did not pose an issue for the News models.
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Error Type Total Sport Sport=News Weather Travel Other Informative
Unigram
False Positive 223 72 (40.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) - 151 (22.5%) 111 (39.1%)
False Negative 13 8 (5.1%) 120 (37.6%) 0 (0.0%) - 5 (1.9%) 13 (4.0%)
Non-Lexical
False Positive 513 136 (75.6%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) - 377 (56.1%) 216 (76.1%)
False Negative 7 6 3.(8%) 11 (3.4%) 0 (0.0%) - 1 (0.4%) 6 (1.8%)
Combined
False Positive 471 116 (64.4%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) - 355 (52.8%) 215 (75.7%)
False Negative 4 3 (1.9%) 5 (1.6%) 0 (0.0%) - 1 (0.4%) 4 (1.2%)
TABLE B.3: Number of News/Non-News Tweets, majority margin 2 for Di-
alogue Act, consistently misclassified across classifier types. Proportion of
topic category in error given in parenthesis.
Error Type Total Sport Sport=News Weather Travel Other Informative
Unigram
False Positive 342 98 (59.8%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) - 244 (42.2%) 179 (71.0%)
False Negative 7 6 (3.9%) 24 (15.5%) 0 (0.0%) - 1 (0.6%) 7 (1.7%)
Non-Lexical
False Positive 446 120 (73.2%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) - 326 (56.4%) 198 (78.6%)
False Negative 6 4 (2.6%) 10 (6.5%) 0 (0.0%) - 2 (1.3%) 6 (1.4%)
Combined
False Positive 397 110 (67.1% ) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) - 287 (49.7%) 186 (73.8%)
False Negative 4 3 (1.9%) 5 (3.2%) 0 (0.0%) - 1 (0.6%) 4 (1.0%)
TABLE B.4: Number of News/Non-News Tweets, majority margin 3 for Di-
alogue Act, consistently misclassified across classifier types. Proportion of
topic category in error given in parenthesis.
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